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AGENDA FOR THE DISCUSSION GROUPS 

1st session: ASSESSHENT OF RESULTS AND FAILURES OF THE KENNEDY ROUND 

1. Negotiating Techniques 

In May 1963 the GATT !1inisters agreed to base the multilateral 
trade negotiations upon a plan of substantial linear, across
the-board tariff reductions, which has given rise to problems 
concerning disparit:j.es, third countries and exceptions. 
Is it justifiable to conclude that more traditional technique-s 
again came to predominate in the final bargaining phase because 
of the impossibility of finding more or less automatic rules for 
solving these problems? 

2. Non-tariff barriers 

Agreement has been reached on an anti-dumping code and on a 
procedure for abolishing the American Selling Price System. 
(a) How do you evaluate these results? 
(b) Why has it been impossible to deal with other non-tariff 

barriers, although special groups were established for that 
purpose? 

3. Agriculture 

In agriculture it has been impossible to agree on the way libera
lisation should be. approached (the problems of the support margin 
and access to the markets). The outcome has consequently been 
very limited. How do you evaluate the feeling of disappointment, 
both in the USA and in EEC? 

The Kennedy Round and Developing Countries 

4. Was the Kennedy Round, resulting as it did in a last-minute 
package deal between developed countries, the appropriate frame
work in which to "accord high priority to the reduction and eli
mination of barriers to products currently or potentially of 
particular export interest to less developed contracting parties" 
(part. IV. of GATT)? 

5. In the Kennedy Round the developing countries were expected to 
make a cont~ibution to the overall objectives of the negotiations 
consistent with their trade and development needs. Wouldn't the 
contacts between the developed and developing countries have been 
more f-ruitful if one had tried to give more substance to the rule 
of not applying full reciprocity? 

6. The Cotton Textile Arrangement 

Is it in harmony with the purposes and the temporary character of 
the Long Term Arrangement on Cotton Textiles tnat several developed 
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countries made their tariff reductions on cotton textiles 
dependent on a new extension of the LTA after 1970? 

7. The Kennedy Round and Socialist Countries 

7-

Why is Czechoslovakia, although a member of GATT, dissatisfied 
with the results, whereas Poland, admitted through the Kennedy 
Round, appears to be satisfied? 

8. EEC as a negotiating party 

How do you evaluate the impact of EEC, acting as a unit .in the 
Kennedy Round, on the negotiating process and on the results? 
Is the existence of EEC too formidable an exception to the GATT 
rules to warrant the traditional, multilateral approach to trade 
negotiations? 
Or would the trad;Ltional approach have yielded more results if 
EEC could have acted as a stronger unit with a forceful spokes
man negotiating from a common commercial policy? 

2nd session: FUTURE NEGOTIATING ISSUES AND POLICIES 

1. Future negotiating technigues 

Does the linear method give sufficient starting points for 
future negotiations or_can the sector approach be looked upon 
as a useful device for dealing with disparities, exceptions 
and non-tariff barriers? 

2. Future rules for agriculture 

Which rules have to be designed in agriculture so as to reconcile 
the political and social necessities of domestic agricultural 
policies with a usable and acceptable basis for trade in agricul
tural products, taking into account the problems of the developing 
countries? · '· 

3. Developing Countries and Future Trade Negotiations 

Mr. E. Wyndham White suggested - in his Bad Godesberg plan -
exploring in the future the possibility of achieving free trade 
in the products of the most modern and technically advanced indus
tries. These are of course not the sectors of interest to the 
developing countries. ' 
Don't you think that the present feeling of discrimination among 
the developing countries would further ihcrease if this suggestion 
were acted upon? 
Is it not necessary in this connection to give high priority to 
the rapid implementation of a general.system of preferences for 
the exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures from developing 
to developed countries? 
Would you rather apply preferences to the same extent for every 
developing country or differentiate preferences according to the 
stage of economic development of each individual country? 
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4 • GATT - UNCT AD 

It is hoped that the second UNCTAD wi(ll reacl). agreement on 
tariff preferences, at least in principle. In UNCTAD trade 
problems will be dealt with as·an integral part of economic 
development. Do you therefore consider UNCTAD to be a more 
appropriate framework for trade negotiations than GATT? 

5. Future Trade Relations with socialist'countries 

Is it possible to take the negotiations with Poland as a 
model for trade expansion between centrally-planned and 
market economies in GATT? 

6. Future problems of negotiating procedures 

GATT was originally formed at the intersection of two differing 
impulses: (1) ·to re-establish the principle of non-discrimina
tion in world trade; and (2) to accommodate the new movement 
towards regional free trade and economic arrangements. 

a. If regional arrangements spread further, how could ~reer 
trade between these groupings be promoted in the future?. 

b. Should GATT continue to apply the procedures based on the 
multilateral approach, or should new procedures be evolved? 

c. What other agencies might play a role in developing world 
\v trade in the future? 

\ 

< ... 
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INTRODUCTION 

The sixth round of GATT trade negotiations, held in Geneva 

from 1962 '- 1967, has been different from previous rounds in 

many respects. 

It was initiated in 1962 by the Kennedy administration on 

tli.e assumption that new economic and:political realities in 

the sixties required new and broader instruments for liberali

zing trade and for promoting harmonious development of world 

trade. 

In Western Europe, the new common market had proved its 

success and its challenge, and Britain - it was thought - was 

soon to become its seventh member to be followed by three 

other European countries at least. The growing importance of 

the developing countries required new efforts by the industri

alized nations to open their markets and to join in promoting 

their economic development. The changing patterns of East-West 

relations asked for creative western responses to the new si

tuation. The new round, it was thought, should both broaden 

its economic objectives an~ serve as a step towards forming an 

Atlantic partnership. 

It is the purpose of the Colloquium on Atlant·ic relations 

after the Kennedy Round,,to assess the results and failures of 

the Round in the context of this new situation and the origi

nal objectives, and to consider steps to be taken in the future. 

To this end, the working papers are grouped under two themes, 

and divided in two parts. 

The first part opens with a short summary of results of the 

Kennedy Round, prepared by the GATT Secretariat. The following 

three papers, prepared by a team of the John F. Kennedy Insti

tute, deal with the three major aspects of the round. The ef

fort to introduce the linear tariff reduction method, to in

clude trade in agricultural products and to deal with non

tariff barriers broadened the scope and increased the problems 

of the round. The first paper discusses those issues. The fact 

that EEC took part in negotiations as such has been another 

major innovation. What kind of unity it was and what impact 

it had, is being discussed in the second paper: For the deve

loping countries, the round did not represent a major success. 
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Why this is so and what the round has brought them, is the 

subject of the third paper. 

The first part is concluded by three small papers, dealing 

with special cases. Among them the cases of Poland and Czecho

slovakia are case-studies on a broader and increasingly impor

tant problem for the future. The third one indicates the gene

rally favorable reactions voiced by business in the western 

world. 

A trade round with such broad objectives necessarily termi

nates with a lot of unfinished business,while the solutions 

arrived at raise new problems for the future. The second part 

therefore concentrates on future trade negotiating issues and 

policies. 

It opens with a scholarly written chapterof William Diebold, 

in which he addresses himself to the policy-makers in Washing

ton. The second and last paper has been prepared by Mr.Hijzen, 

chief EEC negotiator during the Kennedy Round. Written by a 

policy-maker, being the spokesman for Washington's most chal

lenging unit, it complements Diebold's paper in several re

spects. 

The papers of William Diebold and Bohdan Laczkowski are 

reprints from papers prepared for another purpose. The other 

ones have been especially prepared for this Colloquium. 

The papers will be the basis for our discussions during the 

Colloquium. From them the questions are taken, which are to 

provide the agenda for the meetings of the discussion groups. 
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· · SU~Jli1ARY OF RESULTS OF THE KENNEDY ROUND 

l. The Kennedy Round was a comprehensive negotiation. It attacked si~uH.aneous1y, 
but with different techniques, the various problems standing in the way of world 
trade liberalization. It represented a move· from the traditional field of "tariff 
negotiations" into the more difficu.lt, but mare rewarding field of· "trade negotiations". 
This melms that beS.ides the well-known linear approach adopted ·fa;, tariff reductions 
in the industrial sector, a determined effort liEI.s made to cope with the issue of 
agricultural protectionism and to negotiate commitments ensuring the access to markets 
of agricultural products. This had never been done before.on a world wide basis.· 
For the first time non-tariff barriers were put on the negotiation table. It was 
also recognized that full reciprocity should not be expected from developing countries 
and that their special trade problems should be particularly taken into account. 
The Kennedy Round thus inaugurated a· global approach to trade liberalization. oif.lot 
all the efforts were successful,but, the experience gathered by negotiators in the 
fieldswhere relB.tively less progress was made, such as 8,griculture and non-tariff 
barriers, will no doubt serve as a use full background in EJ.riy future effort directed 
towards a further elimination of trade barriers. 

2. The results of the Kennedy Round can be assessed according· to different criteria 
depending on the sector of trade under study or the country making the analysis. 
This paper intends to serve as a. preliminary compilation·of factual information 
related to the extent and depth of concessions granted. 

3. The results of the Kennedy Round, are contained in a series of legal texts 
specifying the inte.rnational o!Jliiations which participating goverriments agreed to 
accept. In addition tci the schedules of tariff concessions, separate agreellier:its 
have been negotiated on grains, on chemical products and on anti-dumping policies. 
In the. last .two cases these agreements will contribute in an important way to the 
reduction of non-tariff. barriers to trade. Protocols have also been drawn up 
providing for tl;le accession of four new GATT members.- Argentina, Iceland, Ireland 
and Poland. 

4. The following participants in the negotiations made tariff concessions: Argentina, 
Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, bominican Republic, 
European Economic Community (member States: Belgium, France, Federal Republic of 
Germany; Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands), Finlartd, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel, 
Jamaica, J8.par{, Republic of Korea, Malawi, New 'Zealand, Norway, Peru, Portugal, 
South l\{rica, Spain;'·Swceden, Switzerland·, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, United Kingdom·, 
United State.s and Yugoslavia. Poland under·took a minimum import commitment. These 
countries account for about 75 per cent of total world trade. Total concessions 
granted by these countries affect trade valued at just over $40 billion. Other 
countries participated· in the negotiations without making tariff concessions. 

5. The .GATT secretariat has made a first study of the tariff ·concessions made by 
certain of the main industrialized countries - the European Economic. Community, 
Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States. In·l964; 
the last year for which full details are available, the total imports of these 
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countries were valued at $60 billion, of which $23 billion already entered duty 
free. These countries have made concessions (either duty reductions or the binding 
of duties already at zero) on imports valued at $32 billion. Duty reductions affect 
$26 billion, or 70 per cent, of these countries' dutiable imports. The majority 
of these reductions are of 50 per cent or more; these affect imports valued at 
$18 billion. Another $5 billion are subject to reductions of between 20 and 50 per 
cent and a further $4 billion are subject to lesser 'reductions. Trade in dutiable 
goods in respect ;f which no reductions were made amounted to $11 billion. Fu,rther 
details are given in Table l, which relate the depth of the cut to the height ··of the 
duty before the negotiations; this shows, for instance, that 30 per cent of trade in 
products in respect of which no tariff reductions have been negotiated face duties 
of 5 per cent ad valorem or less. 

6. Cereals, meat and dairy products are not included in the results given above. 
The ai~ in these sectors was the negotiation of general arrangements. In the case 
of cereals, agreement relating to prices and food aid for developing countries 
amounting to 4.5 million tons of grains annually for a period of three years has 
been reached. Some bilateral agreements have been concluded on meat. In the case 
of dairy products very little has been obtained in the negotiations. 

7. Table 2 summarizes the results in other sectors. 

As noted above, duty reductions will affect items accounting for 70 per cent 
of all dutiable imports of the countries under consideration. 

Duty reductions will affect a greater percentage of dutiable imports in the 
following sectors: chemicals (93 per cent), pulp and paper (92 per cent), machinery, 
transport equipment and precision instruments (91 per cent), raw materials other 
than agricultural raw materials and fuels (83 per cent), base metals other than iron 
and steel (81 per cent) and other manufactures (81 per cent). 

Duty reductions will affect a smaller percentages of dutiable imports in the 
folloWing sectors: textiles and clothing (65 per cent), iron and steel (63 per cent), 
non-tropical agricultural products (49 per cent), tropical products (39 per cent) and 
fuels (14 per cent). 

Information on the depth of the reductions being made in each of these sectors 
is contained in Table 2. 

8. The great majority of the reductions on chemicals, base metals (other than iron 
and steel), machinery, transport equipment and precision instruments and miscellaneous 
manufactures, are of 50 per cent or more. In the case of chemicals, the European 
Economic Community and the United Kingdom will, in general, only put a part of their 
full reductions into effect unconditionally. The remaining part of their reductions 
is conditional on the abolition by the United States of the American Selling Price 
system of valuation. Provisions relating to this transaction are spelled out in the 
separate Chemicals Agreement referred to above. 

The average reductions to be made in the steel sector are relatively low. Given 
the conditions under which steel products are being traded, however, the agreement 
reached represents a major achievement.· 
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The average reductions nade in the textile sector are also relatively low. 
In addition,. certain of the concessions are related to the continued existence of the 
Long-Term Arrangement. This is another particularly sensitive sector and the results 
obtained reflect this fact. 

In the case of tropical products a main obstacle to the negotiations has .been· 
the inability of the countries concerned, including countries at present receiving 
tariff preferences from different developed countries to agree on a basis for joint 
action. The relative lack cif success with regard to other agricultural products is 
partly a reflection of the fact that the tariff is not, for some products, the factor 
which regulates trade and partly a reflection of the ·very strong interests )Vhich 
are in play in this area. 

In many cases fuels already.enter duty free. The very. low trade coverage of . ---
concessions in this sector is also an indication that special factors affect trade 
in most of these products which nake tariff concessions irrelevant. 

9. The GATT secretariat prepared a general survey of tariff reductions made by the 
six major industrialized participants in the negotiations referred to- namely, 
the European Economic Community, the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan, Sweden 
and Switzerland- on selected products of particular export interest to developing 
countries. . The six markets mentioned, acc~unt for more than 90 per cent of· all 
imports by the .industrial· countries from the developing areas. The survey comprised 
Y57 product headings of th'e ·Btussels Tar:i_ff Nomenclature (of which: agricultural 
products 79, non-agricultural raw na terials 47, fuels 6 and manufactures 235), and 
close to 10,000 individual ~terns in the six import tariffs. The product headings 
surveyed cover more than 95 per cent of all exports from developing to developed 
countries. The details of.frequ~ncy distribution of duty rates ·before and after the 
Kennedy Round can be seen in Table 3. 

10. The seventy-nine agricultural. product headings, which include both temperate 
zone and tropical foodstuffs but exclude cereals and most meat and dairy products, 
covered over 2,000 items in the tariffs of the six major import markets. While ll 
per cent of these :Ltems were duty free before the Kennedy Round, the proportion has 
now risen to 19 per cent. The proportion of i terns dutiable at more· than 15 per cent 
ad valorem has declined from 49 to 38 per cent. 

11. The 235 manufactured product headings included slightly less than 7, 000 tariff 
items. The proportion of duty-free items has been raised in the Kennedy Round from 
5 to 7 per cent; the category of items dutiable at less than 10 per cent ad valorem 
now comprises 62 per cent of 1>ll items as against 32 per cent before the Kennedy 
Round; The categories dutiable at more than 15 per cent ad valorem now comprise 14 
per cent of all items ·as against 35 per cent before. 

12. Going into sub-divisions, duty reductions on tropical products will mean that 
33 per cent of all items in this sector will be accorded duty-free entry as compared 
to 13 per cent prior to the Kennedy Round. In many instances; previous suspension 
of duties on tropical products are now consolidated in the GATT concessions. Further, 
about 36 per cent of the dutiable products will be subject to rates of 10 per cent 
ad valorem or less, as against 42 per cent at present; while the proportion of items 
dutiable at more than 10 per cent declines from 42 to 28 per cent. 
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13. In processed foodstuffs, the proportion of duty-free items rises from 6 
to 12 per cent; that of items dutiable at less than 10 per cent, from 25 to 32 
per cent; while the proportion dutiable at more than 10 per cent declines from 
67 to 54 per cent. 

14. In cotton yarns and fabrics, the great majority of reductions have been made 
on items dutiable up to 10 per cent ad valorem. Tariff items subject to duties 
within this range now account for 63 per cent of the total as compared to 44 per 
cent before the Kennedy Round, and the proportion of duty-free items has risen 
from 2 to 4 per cent, Further, items subject to duties between 10 to 15 per cent 
and 15 to 20 per cent ad valorem, which accounted for 26 and 16 per cent, respect
ively, of all items in this group before the Kennedy Round, represent now only 
18 and 14 per cent respectively. The share of tariff items dutiable in the range 
of 20 to 25 per cent will now be 4 per c"ent as compared" to 10 per cent previously. 
Duties exceeding 25 per cent ad valorem are now negligible in this product class. 
According to an agreement reached in April 1967, the Long-Term Cotton Textile 
Arrangement was extended for a period of three years as from l October 1967. 
In respect of a number of items, duty reductions by the EEC are tied to the life 
of this Arrangement. 

15. In clothing, there were and are no duty-free items. However, items dutiable 
at less than 10 per cent will represent 12 per cent of the total as against 4.5 per 
cent at present; and 32 per cent of all items will be dutiable in the range of 10 
to 15 per cent as against only 5.5 per cent at present. Before the Kennedy Round 
53.5 per cent of all items in the group were dutiable at more than 20 per cent ad 
valorem; this proportion will now decline to 29.5 per cent. 

16. In leather and leather manufactures (excluding footwear) of interest to 
developing countries, tariff items in the duty range of 0 to 5 per cent, accounting 
for 7 per cent of all items in this product class before the Kennedy Round, now 
represents 32 per cent. On the other hand, the proportion of'" items dutiable at 
more than 10 per cent has been reduced from 61 to 28 per cent of all items. 

17. In footwear, the proportion of items dutiable at less than 10 per cent rises 
from 16 to 65 per cent. 

18. In wood manufactures, including plywood and veneer, the proportion of items in 
the category of 0 to 10 per cent ad valorem duties rises from 28 to 72 per cent. 

19. In miscellaneous manufactures of export interest to developing countries, 
mainly articles of cork, plaiting materials, basket work, artificial flowers, fur
niture, toys and. sports goods, the proportion of items in the 0 to 10 per cent 
duty category has been increased from 25 to 66 per cent, while that of items dutiable 
at more than 20 per cent has been reduced from 25 to 7 per cent. 
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Taole 1 

ALL PRODUCTSa 

( thoasand r.d.llion dclla1·s) 

·. 

Pre-Kennedy R01.lL'1d clut.ies 1 ad valorel!l 

u,_, to 5~-b [ Over 5/; Over 15i; _ I Over 2 ~~\\ . Over _) 5;.~ Total .-
!u-p to 15% · UD to 25% I UD to ~~5:G 
I 

I ~ .6.8 I 20. ') 7.2 l.i. Ll 59.7 ' I ~ I 

Already duty-free 22_. '7 

6.8 ' I DutiabL 20.3 7.2 1.4 1.3 ;;,7 .o 
I ' ' 

Suoject to reduction 3.4 15.6 5.3 1.1 0.3 25.7 
of which: 

up to 20% 0.2 2.6 1.1 O.J - 4.2 
' 

over· 20)~, up to 50% 0.2 2.7 1.4 0.2 0.1 L,. 6 

50-% I l.L, 9.8 2.7 0.4 0.1 14;L, 

over 50% 1.6 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 2.5 

No reduction 3.4 4.7 1.9 0.3 1'.0 11.3 

~::~eluding cereals, meat and c1airy products. 

HORE 



TropiGal 
produst:s 

' 
l .. $ 

Total ' ' 8 ' L\-• 

- Already dut;i- j 
free ' 2 2 
- of 1'hicl1 \ . -

bound in the! 
negoti(ltion )0.2 

- Dutiable 12.6 lOO 
- or >lhich no ! 

reduction I 1.5 58 
- of Hhich ! 

subjec~ to j 
reductlon .· [l.l !,2 
- up to 20% .

1

. J. 54 
- over 20% 
to less than! 
50% l0.19 
-50% ,0.13 
- over 50% ! 

to less thanj 
lOO% ,0;09 
- 100)~ i 0.16 

' 

100 
L,.9 

17 
12 

3 
14 

TABLE .2 

(thousand million dollars and per cent) 

Other 
agricultural 

products'' 

I 

6.3 

1.4 

0.2 

,4.9100 

2.4 49 

2.5 51 
0.67 

1!

1 0.26 
1.27 

'I 
I 0.05 
1 o.27 

c.i ;u 

lOO 
27 

10 
50 

2 
11 

Fuels 

9.1 

J.O 

3.8 lOO 

,,j 

'" 

0.6 16 lOO 
0.02 J 

0.05 8 
0. 54 89 

Other raw 
materials 

10.2 

8.5 

1.8 

1.7 100 

0.3 18 

% 

1.4 '82 lOO 
0.05 4 

0.04 3 
0. 1.8 Jl.' 

0.03 2 
0. 80 57 

l< 
Excludins ccr('C~.ls~ ·~ . . t ;:~ne~ dc .. :i.:,:-:r products. 

I Iron and 
.steel 

$ 
2.0 

0.1 

1.9 100 

0.7 J7 

1.2 63 
0.60 

0 00 ._,;; 
0.22 

lOO 
50 

2D 
19 

J 

I 
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.......... -............. 

Other 
tase matals 

$ ;t 

tal 3·7 

Already duty-
free 1.1 

- of which 
bound in the 
negotiat·ion 0.1 

Dutiable 2.6 100 

- of which no 
reduction 0.5 19 
of which 
Subject to 

. 81 reduction 2.1 100. 
• up to 20% 0.36 17 
~ over 20% 
to less 
thD.n5o% 0.42 20 
- 50% 1.13 55 

. - over 5076 
to less 
than 100)'6 - -
- lOO% 0.17 8 

·---·····---···· 
* 

TABLE 2 (cont'd) 

(thousand million ,_;•)llars and per cent) 

. 

• Pulp and Chemice.ls 
papE:r 

$ (;f ,, $ 

3.6 2.5 

0.8 1.3 

0.3 -
2.8 lOO 1.2 100 

0.2 7 0.1 8 

.2 .6 93 100 1.1 92 
0.13 5 0.10 

0.25 10 0.45 
1.94 75 0.30 

0.27 10 -
0.01 - . 0.26 

I 

Machinery, 

I. trans ... equip., 
_precis. instr. 

·-·~·-· ,, 
,6 $ % 

10.2 

0.4 

0.1 

9·8 100 

0.9 9 

10 . 8 ·9 ' 91 100 
0.67 7 

lf 1.78 20 
2 6.32 71 

- 0.14 2 
2 

Textiles 
_a!ld. _· 

clothing 

0.1 

2.6 100 

P·9 35 

' 

1.3' 65 100' 
0.75 44 

0.46 27 ' 
~>"~33 19: 

;_ 

0.16 10 

Excluding cereals, meat and dairy products • 

Oth~r 
manufhct. 

$ 

4.6 

1.5 

0.5 

3.1 

0.6' 

2.5 
0.29 

) 

0.39 
1.73 

0.01 
0.05 

% 

': 

100.' 

19: ";! 

81 '100 
: 12 

16 
70 

~· 

2 

• 

I 
Total* 

$ 

59·7 

22.7 

6.2 

37.0 100 

11.3 31 
' 

25.7 69 100. 
4.18 16 

4.60 lE: 
14.39 56' I 

' 

. 0.59 ~ 
2 ;' 

1.91 81 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

• 
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TABLE-3 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION .OF DUTY RATES ON PRODUCTS OF 
INTEREST TO THE DEVEIDPING COUNTRIES BEFORE AND AFTER 

· THE KENNEDY ROUND IN THE fflAJOR DEVELOPED COUNTRIES COMBINED -

(percentages) 

Duty_range Free 0.1 5.1 I 20.1 25.1 30.l,Above 10.1115.1 
-5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 I 35 

Commodity class I 
Agricu~tural products 

Agricultural products Pre-KH 19 17 22 16 16 5 2 1 1 
n.e.s. excluding 
cereals, meats and 
dairy products Post-KR 25 19 21 16 11 4 1 1 1 

Processed foodstuffs Pre-KR 6 10 15 11 19 23 6 5 I~ I Post-KR 12 13 19 11 18 17 3 3 -~ ' ·-

148 
l 

Pre-KR 5 2 2 6 9 9 12 5 Beverages and tobacco 
Post-KR 6 5 5 9 8 7 18 3 37 

Tropical products Pre-KR 13 20 22 11 13 9 3 3 3 
Post-KR 33 16 20 11 9 3 2 l 2 

Raw materials Pr.e.~KR 50 19 . 16 .. 5 ' 4. .. 2 .... 1 (') l 
Post-KR 61 23 10 2 2 0.5 0 0 0.5 

Fuels Pre-KR 28 25 25 15 4 1 0 0 

I 
1 

Post-KR 31 39 17 8 2 1 0 0 1 

Manufactures and semi-
manufactures 

Inorganic ahd organic Pre-KR 12 9 19 30 18 6 2 3 1 
chemicals Post-KR 14 29 45 10 2 0 0 0 0 

Chemical products Pre-KR 7 7 17 30 23 6 2 1 7 
Post-KR 9 18 55 11 2 0 5 0 0 

Pulp and paper Pre-KR 13 11 30 27 115 1 2 1 0 
Post-KR 20 28 26 21 I 4 1 0 I 0 0 

- 1' -

. _ ... 

N.A. 

l 

1 

2 
2 

2 
2 

3 
3 

2 
1 

1 
1 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 ' 
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I 

I 

I • ~~ ' 

~~----~--Duty range 

·Commodity ~--~...__ i . .· . -- .,, 

I 
I ( 4) Iron and steel 

I (5) Iron and steel 

I 
products 

(6) Non-ferrous metals 
and products 

(7) Cotton yarns l and 
fabrics 

(8) Clothing 

(9) Other textiles 
I 

(10) Machinery 

(11) Transport equipment 

'(12) Leather and leather 
manufactures 

(13) Footwear l 

(14) Wood manufactures 

(15) Articles of stone, 
ceramic products, 
glass and glassware, 
precious stones and 
metals 

I 
' 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I I 
' I 

I 
I 

' 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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. TABLE 3. (cont'd) 

' ' fi: [O.l 5.1 10.1 
·c;;el"5 -10 -15 

I 
\ 

-~ ' 
I 

' 
Pre-KR 4 '12 i47 28 I 

[61 8 Post-KR 7 121 

[6 bl Pre-KR 5 33 
115 ' Post-KR 10 

!14 

:52 15 

Pre-KR 12 j36 14 

i27 Post-KR 14 !41 Ill 
! 

126 Pre-KR' 2 1,13 129 
Post-KR 4 jl8 !41 118 

I ' 
Pre-KR 0 I o.~ 4 . 5.5 
Post-KR 0 o.~n.s: 32 

I . , 

Pre-KR - 1.5 3 n l17 
Post-KR 2 I 7 .dJ) \27.5 

Pre-KR 0 6 :26 143 I 
Post-KR 2 24 [51 fl8 

:30 
I 

Pre-KR 2 
16 

128 
' Post-KR 4 :40 118 I ' 

Pre-KR 3 4 32 124 
' 

Post-KR 6 26 :40 il) 
I 

1
33 Pre-KR 0 

11~ 
114 

Post-KR 0 ,54 i 8 

143 ' i22 Pre-KR 3 13 
Post-KR 4 l20 148 118 I 
Pre-KR 10 '10 123 19 I I 

I I I 
I I I I 

I I 
Post-KR 

' 
12 124 131 17 

I 
15:1 20.1 25.1 30.1 Above N.A. 
-20 -25 -;I) -35 35 

I i 
: I I 

I o I .6 2 l 0 0 
2 0 I 0 0 0 I l 

' 14 3 l l 4 2 
4 l 0 0 2 l 

ll I 5 3 2 2 l 
4 I 2 0 0 0.5 0.5 

16 10.5 3 0 0 0.5 
14.5 4 0.5 

0 /1 36.5 29.5 8.5 5.5 10 
36.5 11.5 2 1.5 4.5 O/ 

29 17.5 7 ~ 9 0 
21 7 2 1.5 2.0 0 

12 8 l l 3 10 I 
3 2 0 0 0 0 

• 12 17 6 l 0 l ' 

5 5 0 0 0 l 

23 5 2 3 4, 0 
ll 3 0.5 0 0.5 0 

40 A 7 0 0 0 
20 7 0 0 0 0 

21 l 2 0 5 0 
7 0 2 0 l 0 

Ill 
12 

I 5 4 6 0 

I 

I I I I 
! 8 I 5 I l l l I 0 
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~ ~ (cont'd) 

I I 0.1 ').1 10. 
Fre4 -5 -10 -15 '"'--:..<, 

15.1 20. 
-20 -25 

25.1 30.1 Abov . 
.30 5. N .A. - -3 35 

- -....... __ _ 
~-............ _ Cormnodity Class·· 

(16) 

(17) 

Precision instruments Pre-KR 
and apparatus Post-KR 

Other manufactures Pre-KR 
Post-KR 

2 3 7 
2 8 31 

5 4 16 
7 16 I 43 

47 
33 

21 
16 

20 
21 

29 
ll 

6 
4 

10 
3 

4 
0 

5 
2 

3 
0 

5 
l 

1Excluding United Kingdom for which ad valorem incidences of a number of 
specific duties falling under this category could not be calculated. 

7 
0 

5 
1 

1 
l 

0 
0 

Note: The results for individual countries were weighted according to the country's 
share in the combined trade of the major developed countries. The weights 
used are as follows: EEC 0.38, United States 0.30, United Kingdom 0.11, 
Japan O.ll, Sweden 0.05, Switzerland 0.05. 
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Preface 

on December 14 - 16, 1967 the John F.Kennedy Insti

tute organized an international Colloquium on problems 

and prospects of the Kennedy Round. The Colloquium was 

sponsored by the Bernard van Leer Foundation. The Atlan

tic Institute in Paris cooperated in its organization. 

·The distinguishing feature of this Colloquium was 

that the participants included university.specialists, 

government officials, officials from international and 

European organizations, politicians and business repre

sentatives. It is the discussion between specialists and 

those engaged in political and business affairs - with a 

view to making research more policy-oriented and to ena

bling politicians and businessmen to make more. extensive 

use of basic research - which constituted the special 
' 

value of this Colloquium. 

The proceedings of the Colloquium were in strict 

confidence. After a brief plenary session the Colloquium 

divided into three discussion groups. On the third and 

final day participants reviewed the report which follows 

on these pages. The Colloquium comprised about fifty emi

nent people drawn from different countries in America and 

Eastern and Western Europe. A series of papers was pre

pared to provide background.for the discussions. 

The Report reflects ideas generally acceptable to 

the participants. However, no one signed it and it should 

not be assumed that every participant subscribed to every 

statement. 
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RAPPORT FINAL 

President: le Professeur Frans A.M.Alting von Geusau, 

Directeur del'Institut John F.Kennedy,Tilburg~ 

Rapporteur-General: Pierre Uri, Directeur de l'Institut 

Atlantique, Paris. 

La conference consacree aux relations atlan

tiques apres la negociation Kennedy a travaille sur la 

base de rapports evaluant les methodes et les resultats 

de la negociation menee au GATT et suggerant des formules 

diverses pour l'avenir. 

Repartie en 3 groupes de discussion elle s'est 

concentree sur 5 themes principaux. 

I. Les techniques des negociations pour les tarifs ou 

les obstacles non-tarifaires 

II. L'Agriculture 

III. Les pays en developpement 

IV. Les pays socialistes 

V. Le cadre institutionnel 

On trouvera ci-dessous un resume. tres succinct 

des principales idees enoncees: 

I. Les techniques de negociation 

Le principe de la reduction lineaire a consti

tue un progres majeur. A la limite, elle elimine les con~ 

siderations de reciprocite. En tout cas, la reciprocite 

e~appreciee en termes d'avantages globaux, plus que de 
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volumes des ventes affectees par les reductions de droits. 

Le succes a ete dil a l'elimiriationdes tarifs inutilement 

gonfles. Il resteencore de la marge pour certaines metho

des automatiques, mais on risque que les exceptions de

viennent plus n6mbreuses que !'application des regles. 

Deux til.ches essentielles seraient a accomplir: 

l'une sur la structure des tarifs, d'autant plus protec

teurs qu'ils sont plus differencies; l'autre sur les cri

teres qui justifieraient des exceptions, notamment pour 

le developpement d'industries nouvelles ·derriere une pro

tection limitee dans le temps. 

Commencer maintenant permettrait· d'entretenir 

le mouvement et de prevenir un retour offensif . .du _protec

tionisme,mais on ne peut aujourd'hui evaluer l'effet de 
. . 

reductions de droits et qui s'etaleront sur 5 ans. 

·Des:progres peuvent etre accomplis sur un bon 

nombre de secteurs, mais ils iront de pair avec la defi

nition de politiques industrielles dans ces domaines, et 

il faut· traiter plusieurs secteurs a la fois pou.r: assurer 

economiquement des avantage·s compenses. 

Faut-il traiter immediatement les obstacles 

non-tarifaires? Il n'y a,pas de,methode systematique pour 

des chases aussi diverses que les achats gouvernementaux, 

les secrets de la defence, les pratiques restrictives, la 

complication des specifications nationales qui rompent 

l'unite du marche et empechent la production de masse, 

A mesure que les echanges sont plus libres, 

il devient plus necessaire d'etablir des regles de con

currence, de discuter en commun des programmes de reta

blissement de l'equilibre dans les balances de .paiements, 

des politiques de stabilisation et de croissance ou que, 

a defaut d'une pleine concertation, les parties en cause 

tiennent compte des repercussions de leur action sur les 



autres. Il ne s'agit pas d'aller jusqu'aux exigences 

d'une communaute economique, mais les.conditions qui fe

ront des echanges plus libres une contribution decisive 

a la croissance depassent la simple reduction tarifaire. 

II. L'Agriculture 

3 

La portee tres limitee des accords en matiere 

agricole s'explique par les difficultes particulieres de 

ce secteur, aussi bien que par les differences d'approche: 

la communaute economique s'interessait aux politiques in

ternes, les pays exportateurs a l'acces aux marches. On 

en vient aregretter que l'idee de consolider les montantn 

de soutien ait ete ecartee: elle constderait le probleme 

global, et m~me si elle n'abolissait pas les protections, 

elle reduisait ou ecartait la liberte de les renforcer; 

La difficulte majeure tient a ce que les 

marches sont limites; les techniques employees pour 

soutenir le revenu agricole· sont coO.teuses pour les bud-
' 

gets ou pour les consommateurs ou pour les deux, et no-

tamment le soutien des prix comprime la demande. 

Une vraie politique agricole comporte une vue 

des besoins mondiaux, sous peine d'eliminer des produc

tions qui, a l'echelle mondiale, comptent encore parmi 

les plus efficaces. l'Elargissement des marches. benefi

cierait de methode renouvelee d'aide alimentaire, et. 

de la decision de produire pour les besoins et non d'avoi:::

des surplus accideontels dus aux deseq~ilihres des prix. 

Il faut aussi une decision sur le rythme de diminution de 

l'emploi agricole, et sur les methodes appropriees pour 

faciliter la reconversion. 
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III. Les pays en developpement 

La situation particuli~re de ces pays a ete 

pleinement reconnue par l'UNCTAD et l'idee de non-recipro

cite a ete acceptee dans la negociation Keririedy. Toute

fois, ces pays n'ont obtenu que des resultats decevants, 

faute d'avoir su choisir entre le plein benefice de la 

clause de la nation la plus favorisee et la .revendica

tion de preferences et aussi parce qu'en l'absence de 

reciprocite, les pays industrialises ont limite dans les 

faits les concessions qu'appelait le principe. 

Les preferences generalisees n'apporteront une 

contr.ibution substantielle que si elles ne sont pas en

combrees de regimes speciaux et d'exceptions et si elles 

portent effectivement sur des produits qui interessent 

les pays en developpement. 

Elle~ soulevent le probleme des pays les moins 

avances, qui a ete reconnu dans la reunion d'Alger ou 

dans l'association latino-americaine de libre-commerce, 

mais une discrimination est difficile a administrer. 

Les produits·peuvent etre trop chers, malgre les prefe

rences, pour concurrencer les producteurs nationaux des 

pays importateurs,; dans d' autres cas, ils sont au con

traire tres competitifs, mais loin que les pays indus

trialises accordent de preferences la ou ils sont eux

memes vulnerables, ils limitent les baisses de droits 

dans l'applicqtion de la clause de la nation la plus 

favorisee. 

Un plan d'action plus efficace appellerait une 

application honnete des baisses de droits pour favoriser 

l'acces au marche des produits les plus competitifs; une 

revision de la structure des tarifs pour abaisser, notam

ment a l'egard des pays en developpement, la pr0tection 
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sur les demi-produits ou elle est tres elevee par rapport 

a la 'valeur ajoutee; des preferences reciproques et des 

groupements regionaux entre pays sous-developpes, qui 

pour devenir competitifs doivent.accepter que leur pro

tection soit decroissante, le droit de subventionner les 

exportations nouvelles en taxant les importations ou les 

exportations traditionnelles. 

Ainsi la politique commerciale cesserait de con

tredire !'aide au developpement; mais elle doit Eitre con

certee entre les pays industrialises pour diluer !'impact, 

et etalee dans le temps pour permettre un reemploi plus 

productif. 

IV, Les pays socialistes 

Entre l'est et l'ouest, et notamment en Europe, 

le commerce s'est moins developpe que la production. 

La Tchechoslovacie, membre originaire du GATT, 

mais dont la situation a ete modifiee apres 1948, n'a pas 

tire d'avantages substant.iels de la negociation Kennedy. 

La Pologne,. qui vient d'acceder au GATT, a obtenu une so

lution pragmatique, ou elle paie p~r un.accroissement 

aussi regulier que possible de ses importations en prove

nance de 1" ouest 1' elimination progressive des restric

tions quantitatives a son encontre. Cette formule ne pre

tend pas fournir le modele d'une solution generale. Elle 

pourra eventuellement Eitre depassee en liaison avec les 

transformations dans les systemes de prix appliques par 

les pays de l'est. 

Si le regime de propriete ou le principe du 

nlan ne font pas obstacle au developpement du commerce, 

en revanche certaines modalites de planificatioh ou cer-
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taines modes de fixation de prix peuvent soulever des 

difficultes pour viser les bases des echanges ou les 

rendre multi-lateraux. La transformation des prix pour 

tenir compte de la demande et des conts et pour accepter 

la concurrence est inegalement avancee dans les diffe

rents pays socialistes et exige des ajustements diffici

les. S'ils sont prets a un commerce multilateral avec 

les pays de l'ouest, le multilateralisme dans l'autre 

sens suppose que les transformations des systemes des 

prix aient avance a un point comparable dans tous les 

pays de l'est. 

Tant que les decisions d'importation restent 

relativement centralises a l'est, les pays de l'ouest 

savent mal au nom de quel critere les achats sont accep

tes ou ~efuse~~ 

Tant que les pays de l'est craignent des embar

~os ou manquent de devises, ils restent prets a payer 

entr'eux des prix plus eleves ou discriminatoires, et 

restent attaches aux possibilites de developpements 

stables et reguliers des echanges. 

Ils ne se sentent pas en mesure.de prendre des 

engagements unilateraux d'aide ou d'importation a l'egard 

des pays en developpement. 

Enfin la situation politique arrete certains 

changements de legislation aux Etats-Unis malgre l'inte

ret qui s'y manifeste pour un accroissement des relations 

commerciales avec l'est. 

V. Le cadre institutionnel 

Si l'existence de la CEE a provoque la negocia

tion Kennedy,·si son pouvoir de negociation a degele des 

positions tarifaires americaines qui resistaient depuis 
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20 ans, si elle a amene certains de ses membres a un 

abaissement massif de ce qu'etait auparavant leur protec

tion; elle a en revanche alourdi, par la lourdeur de sa 

procedure interne, la procedure au GATT, 

Le GATT a su evoluer, a faire preuve de flexibi

lite;· il peut poursuivre dans cette voie si les parties 

contractantes en ont la volonte, Dans son cadre present, 

et pour les nouvelles taches a accomplir, il apparait 

trop etroit, par la limitation du nombre des pays socia

listes qui y figurent et dont le cas se regle par des 

exceptions a ses principes, inadapte pour les pays en 

developpement, pour lesquels il faut definir une stra

tegie de croissance, polarise sur un seul aspect pour 

les·pays industrialises de l'ouest eux-memes sans pou

voir traiter des problemes de politique economique et 

monetaire desormais inseparables de la liberation des 

echanges. L'OECD a une competence large. dans tous ces 

domaines mais ne rassemble que les pays dit atlantiques. 

La Commission Economique pour !'Europe groupe tous les· 

pays europeens et les Etats-Unis; a ce titre, elle peut 

etre un utile forum de discussion pour les relations com

merciales est-ouest. En matiere agricole, la FAO a une 

competence particuliere, et de meme que dans l'UNCTAD 

les pays consommateurs y sont dfument representes. 

L'UNCTAD comprend plus de pays que le GATT, et 

notamment le Mexique ·ou le Venezuela mais surtout 1' Union 

Sovietique est un cadre plus favorable aux pays en deve

_loppement, mais ne peut sanctionner aucune obligation, 

alors que le (;ATT dispose de moyens de decision, A la 

longue la coexistence des deux institutions supposerait 

une delimitation plus nette de leurs competences et ac

tivites respectives. 
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Dans les relations atlantiques, la position qui 

sera reconnue a la Grande-Bret?gne, son admission ou son 

rejet par la Communaute Economique est decisive: tout est 

bloque par cette incertitude. 

Une zone de libre-echange atlantique serait une 

relance dans la voie du libre-echange mais)' risquant 

d'arreter les progres.britanniques dans les industries 

de pointe, elle compromettrait la marche europeenne vers 

l'unite et discriminerait a la fois centre le marche 

commun- et centre les pays en developpement. 

Le Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord vient au con-
• 

traire de sousentendre. l'idee du partnership en appelant 

!'Europe a se grouper pour accroitre son influence dans 

!'alliance. 
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FINAL REPORT 

Chairman: Prof. Frans A.M.Alting van Geusau, 

Director of the John, F. Kennedy Institu~e, Til
burg. 

Rapporteur-G~n~ral: Pierre Uri,,Director of the Atlantic 

Institute, Paris. 

The Conference on Atlantic relations after the 

Kennedy Round of trade talks worked on the basis of re

ports evaluating the methods and results of the negotia
tions, carried on in GATT, and suggesting different pos

sibilities for the future. 

Dividing,into three discussion groups, the Con
ference focussed on five main themes. 

I. Negotiating techniques for tariffs or non-tariff 
obstacles to trade 

I I. Agriculture 
III. Developing Countries 

IV, Socialist Countries 

V. The institutional framework 

The following is a very succinct summary of the 
main ideas put forward: 

I. The technigues employed in the negotiations 

The principle of a linear reduction has proved 
a major advance. In·its most rigorous applications, it 
eliminates bargaining for reciprocity. Even short of 
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this, reciprocity is judged in terms of overall advantage 

rather than of the differing volumes of sales affected by 

cuts in duties. Success has been due to the elimination 

of unnecessarily inflated tariffs. There is still room 

to define criteriafor automatic cuts, but exceptional 

cases risk being more numerou~· in .future than those to 

which rules apply. 

Two essential tasks nowneed to be achieved: 

one on the structure of tariffs, the protective effects 

of which increase in proportion to the differences of 

level between duties in a single tariff; the other on the 

criteria which might justify exceptions, notably for the 

development of infant industries behind barriers limited 

in time. 

To begin now would help to maintain momentum 

and forestall any protectionist backlash, but it is im

possible today to evaluate·the effect of coming, agreed 

cuts in duties spread over five years. 

Progress can be made in a number of sectors, 

but will need to go hand in hand with the formulation 

of industrial policies in these areas, and it will be ne

cessary to deal with several sectors at a time to give 

more scope for a balance of economic advantage in any 

deals. 

Must non-tariff obstacles be tackled straight 

away? No systematic approach is possible for problems as 

diverse as those of government procurement, defence se

crets, restrictive practices, and the complex national 

specifications which break the unity of the market and 

prevent mass production. 

The freer trade becomes the more it will be 

necessary to establish rules of competition, to work out 

in common programmes for reestablishing the international 
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balance of payments,and policies of stabilisation and 

growth, or - if full cooperation is impossible - to see 

that the various parties take account of the repercussi

ons of their acts on each other. This cannot go as far as 

the adoption of the disciplines of a fully-fledged econo

mic community. Nevertheless, policies for making free 

trade contribute powerfully to growth call for more than 

tariff cuts. 

II, Agriculture 

The very limited scope of the agreements on 

agriculture is due to the special difficulties of this 

sector, as well as to national differences of approach: 

the European Community concentrated on internal policies, 

the exporting countries on access to markets. One is 

driven to regret that the idea of consolidating the 

montants de soutieh was rejected: it took account of the 

general nature of the problem, and even if it did not 

eliminate protective barriers, it did reduce or abolish 

freedom to increase them. 

The major difficulty is that markets are limi

ted; the techniques used to support farm revenues are 

expensive for national budgets or for consumers or for 

both, and price supports in particular depress demand. 

A real farm policy calls for a view of world 

needs. Failing this, productive capacities may be elimi

nated which, at the world level, are still amongst the 

most efficient. The widening of markets would be facili

tated by new methods of food aid and by production to 

meet needs, replacing accidental surpluses due to price 

distortions. Decisions are also necessary on the rate of 
' 

fall of the farm labour force, and on the best methods 
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of helping to reconvert resources. 

III. Developing Countries 

The special position of these countries has 

been fully acknowledged by the UNCTAD and the idea of 

non-reciprocity accepted in the Kennedy Round negotia

tions. However, the results for these countries have been 

disappointing, since they failed to choose between aimins 

either for the full benefits of the most favoured nation 

clause or for preferences; and also because, in the ab

sence of reciprocity, the industrialised countries limi

tedin practice the concessions called for in principle, 

Generalised preferences will make a substantia] 

contribution only if exceptions and special regimes do 

not limit them and if they effectively apply to products 

of interest to the developing countries. They raise the 

problem of the least advanced countries, which was recog-· 

nised at the Algiers conference and in Latin American 

Free Trade Association, though such exceptions will be 

hard to administer. Developing countries' products can be 

too expensive, despite preferences, to compete with the 

national produce of importing countries; in other cases, 

they are, on the contrary, very competitive, but far 

from the industrial countries granting preferences in 

sectors where they are themselves vulnerable, they limit 

tariff cuts resulting from the application of the most 

favoured nation clause. 

A more effective plan of action would be to 

apply tariff cuts honestly to help provide access to 

markets for the most competitive products; to change 

the structure of tariffs, with developing countries par

ticularly in view,,by lowering the protection on semi-
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products whicn is very high in relation to the value ad-. 

ded in manufacture; to encourage reciprocal preferences 

and regional groupings between developing countries which 

must adopt diminishing protective barriers in order to 

become~ompetitive; and to endorse the right. to subsidize 

new exports by taxing imports or traditional exports. 

Developed along these lines trade policies 

would stop working against aid policies. But they would 

have to be concerted.between the industrial countries 

to dilute the impact, and be spread over time to permit 

a more productive redeployment of resources. 

iv. Socialist Countries 

The growth of trade between East and West, no

tably in Europe has lagged behind that of production. 

Czechoslovakia, a founder member of the GATT, 

but whose situation changed afte~ 1948, has not won sub

stantial advantages.from the Kennedy Round negotiations. 

Poland, which has just joined GATT, has reached a prag

matic solution, by which it pays for the gradual eiimi

nation of quota restrictions on its exports to the West 

by an increase, as regular as possible, of its imports 

from the West. This formula has no claims to constituting 

a precedent. It could possibly be improved upon as deve

lopments change the systems of prices applied by the 

Eastern states. 

Though the system of ownership or the princi

ple of the plan do not in themselves constitute an ob

stacle t6 the growth of trade, certain aspects of plan

ning and certain ways Of. -forfu.i~g- pi-ices can: 'J.:'_i!.ise clif

ficulties to reforms of the basis of trade and to 
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multilateral exchanges, The transformation of prices to 

take account of demand and costs and to open the way to 

competition has- progressed at different speeds in the 

different socialist countries and raises difficult pro

blems of adjustment. If the countries of Eastern Europe 

are ready to urtdertake multilateral trade with western 

countries, multilateralism inside Eastern Europe itself 

requires that changes in price systems should reach a 

comparable stage in all the Easter~ countries. 

So long as import decisions remain relatively 

centralised in the East, ~vestern countries find it hard 

to know on what criteria purchases are being accepted or 

·refused. 

So long as the Eastern countries fear embargos 

or lack foreign currency, they remain ready to pay higher 

or even discriminatory prices among themselves and give 

weight to the advantages of the stable and regular growth 

of exchanges. 

They do not consider themselves able to under

take firm multilateral commitments of aid or of imports 

towards the developing-countries, 

Finally, the political situation holds up cer

tain legislative changes in the United States despite the 

interest there in an increase in trade with the East. 

V. The Institutional Framework 

The establishment of the European Community 

gave the initial impetus to the Kennedy Round; its bar

gaining power has thawed American tariffs which had re

mained frozen for twenty years; and its existence induced 

some of its members to accept massive cuts in their pre

vious levels of protection. On the other hand, it has, 
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down those of the GATT. 
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GATT has changed \vi th the times and proved 

adaptable and can continue to advance along present lines 

if the contracting parties wish it to do so. But in its 

present framework, and in view of the new tasks it will 

have to accomplish, it seems too narrow, Too few socia-

list countries take part in it and their problems have 

to be settled by exceptions to its principles; it is not 

appropriate for the developing countries for whom strate

gies of growth have to be defined; and as far as the in

dustrialised Hestern countries themselves are concerned, 

it concentrates on one aspect only without being empowe:

redto deal with the problems of economic and monetary po

licy henceforth inseparable from the freeing of trade. 

The OECD has wide possibilities in all these 

fields but is composed only of the so-called Atlantic 

powers. The European Economic Commission includes all 

the European countries and the United States and can be 

a useful forum for discussing East/I"Jest trade relations, 

In agriculture, FAO has special responsibilities and the 

consumer countries are duly represented in it, as in the 

UNCTAD, 

The UNCTAD has more member countries than GATT, 

notably I1exico, Venezuela and above all the Soviet Union, 

and is a more favourable framework for the developing 

countries, but cannot give teeth to any obligations 

whereas GATT has means of decision. In the long run, the 

coexistence of the two institutions calls for a clearer 

definition of their respective areas of competence and 

activity. 

In Atlantic relations, the admission or rejec

tion of Britain's candidature to the Common 11arket is the 
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key: all other action is held up by lack of certainty on 

this issue. 

An Atlantic Free Trade Area would generate new 

progress to free· trade butit would risk halting British 

progress in the growth industries, it would endanger the 

movement towards European integration and it would dis

criminate both against the Common Harket and the deve

loping countries. 

The North Atlantic Treaty Council has, on the 

contrary, recently implied the idea of partnership by 

calling on the European countries to group together to 

increase Europe's influence in the alliance. 
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Negotiating Techniques and issues in the Kennedy Round 

In this paper we intend to concentrate at,tention on the 

negotiating techniques in the Kennedy Round of trade negotiations 

which mark an apotheosis in the process of international trade 

co-operation over the last two decades. 

First we have distinguished between the negotiating 

issues in industry and agriculture. 

In industry we focus attention on: 

1. the ·across-the-board approach; 

2. the disparity issue; 

3. the list of exceptions; 

4. the non-tariff barriers. 

In agriculture we highlight: 

1. the EEC proposal of "montant de soutien"; 

2. the American objections; 

3. the EEC reply and the American condition of "access to markets", 

4. the crisis; 

5. the EEC-offer. 

Finally we deal with the problems of countries with a 

special economic or trade structure and the final period of the 

negotiations. 

1). An across-the-board approach 

The Ministerial meeting of GATT ministers in Hay 1963 

laid down directives which provided for the reduction of tariffs 

and other barriers to trade. 

The Ministers agreed inter.alia: 

1. to hold comprehensive trade negotiations starting in 1964, 

with the widest possible participation; 

2. that the negotiations should cover all classes of products, 

including agricultural and primary products; and should deal 

with both tariff and non-tariff barriers; 

3. that the tariff negotiations should be based upon a plan of 

substantial linear, across-the-board tariff reductions, with 

a bare minimum of exceptions,which should be subject to con

frontation and justification; 

4. that the trade negotiations should provide for acceptable con
I 

1 
I 
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ditions of access to world markets for agricultural products; 

5. that there was a problem for certain countries with a special 

economic or trade structure such that equal linear tariff re

ductions may not provide an adequate balance of advantages; 

6. that every effort shall be made to reduce barriers to exports 

of the less-developed countries, but that the developed coun

tries cannot expect to receive reciprocity fromthe less-deve

loped countries~) • 
In preliminary discussions during this GATT session be

tween EEC and the United States it became evident that the tradi

tional item-by-item technique of bargaining no longer was ade

quate for achieving a significant liberalization of world trade. 

In former tariff negotiating cbnferences held under the General 

Agreement (in 1947 Geneva; 1949 Annecy, France; 1951 Torguay_, 

England, 1956 Geneva and 1960-1961 the "Dillon Round" Geneva), 

the countries, negotiating the reduction of their .tariffs, nego

tiated on a commodity-by-commodity and country-by-country basis. 

This method, sometimes known as the "traditional technique" ten

ded to limit both the scope of the negotiations and the depth of 

the average cut. Next reasons forthe adoption of a new negotia

ting technique can be mentioned: 

1. The nature and structure of the EEC was badly adapted to item-

by-item and country.:.by-country negotiation, because when the 

Community had offered a 20 per cent across-the-board tariff 

reduction in the Dillon Round, this offer was understandably 

interpreted to mean that the Six, themselves, were unwilling 

to try to negotiate in any other way. The Community itself 

strengthened this conviction when it officially welcomed 

President Kennedy's request to Congress for authority to per

mit him to engage in linear (across-the-board) negotiations. 

2. The traditional method of negotiating tariffs had become in

creasingly unproductive: 

a. It had led to the exclusion of tariff offers on products 

of which no important negotiating partner was the predo-

•> The problems on the participation of less-developed countries 
are dealt with in a separate paper. 
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minant supplier. 

b. It had Jed to the overzealo_u" screening of offer-lists to 

eliminate "sensitive" items and to tariff reductions so 

small as to be worthless in some cases. 

Because of these tendencies, the impression had been 

growing for some time that the only tariff reductions which 

had been offered in recent negotiations were those of no 

practical importance, and that only by some new technique 

could the hard care of tariff cuts, that would really increa

se trade, be blasted loose. 

3. Furthermore, by 1962, one condition favoring the item-by-item 

negotiating method had disappearedo The membership of the 

GATT was now so nearly universal, at least among countries 

normally accorded to most-favored-nation treatment, that the 

leakage of unrequited benefits to non participants would be 

minimal in a general tariff reduction. 

Under an across-the•board technique, there is a presump

tion that the duty on every item is to be reduced. Opponents to 

a cut on a particular item must show why a cut should not be made. 

With the item-by-item technique, on the other hand, the burden 

tends to be on the proponents of a duty reduction for a particu

lar item to show why any reduction at all should be made, The 

same distinction holds with respect to the depth of the cut. 

Reductions under a linear approach are either equal for all items 

or else follow some simple rule" There is no presumption under 

the item-by-item technique, however, that the depth of the cut 

will be, for example, the maximum permitted by law. It would be 

necessary, in this case, for the proponents of such a d~ty cut 

to show why the cut should not be less. Furthermore, when one 

country excluded important items in a particular industry, other 

participants tended for bargaining reasons, to exclude their sig

nificant import items in the same industry" The outcome was that 

the recent negotiations tended to be confined to those items 

about which there was no significant import-competition problem 

in any country and, therefore, in which no one was especially 

interested. The negotiations also tended to become more concerned 

with giving up as little as possible in return for as much as 
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possible than with seeking a mutually beneficial tariff reduc·tion. 

It was abviores that a broad, deep tariff-cutting exercise would 

be severely handicapped by the i tem-by-i tern technique. 

Although the Kennedy Round of negotiations is still 

referred to, with some reason as ''linear", the truth is however, 

that traditional techniques have returned to dominate major areas 

of what had been conceived as a virtually automatic operation. 

As causes of the erosion of the linear reductions we 

can mention: 

1. The provision in the Trade Expansion Act regui,r·ing the Presi

dent to withhold some items from the negotiations. This breach 

was, of'course, inevitable. Other major negotiating partners 

would have insisted upon the right to exclude sensitive items 

even if the u.s. delegation had not: the problem of exceptions. 

2. The decision accepted by the United s·tates negotiatior s only 

after a stubborn but hopeless fight, to exclude all ~Eicu];_!:!::.:: 

ral products from the uniform tariff cuts. 

Any liberali.zation of trade in a.gricultural products was to be 

the subject of bargaining, based on selective offers by each 

participanL 

3. The setback on agricultural products led to a further defection: 

the problems of countries with a special economic or trade 

s truct.ure. 

4. The problem of disparities, which probably contributed much 

more than any other to the pollution of the atmosphere of the 

Kennedy Round. 

In next pages we shall deal with these erosions of 

linear reductions more in detail. 

2. The Disparities issue 

Right from the start in preliminary discussions in '1963 

the problem of disparities - the existence of highly unequal tariffs 

for the same products in different countries - has been a source 

of difficulties. Even during the GATT ministerial meeting in May 

.1963 this was the point on which the talks almost broke down. 

The European Economic Community did not favor a 50 per 

cent across the board cut" It proposed under strong F'rench pressure 

a plan. based on the concept of ecretement i ,. e" "depeaking" 
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Under this plan .tariffs should be broken down in the direction of 

a harmonized tariff. Duties on manufactured goods were to be re-

·duced by 50 per-cerit·of the difference·between their existing le

vels and 10 per cent. Duties on semimanufacturers and raw materials 

were to be cut 50 per cent of the difference between the existing 

rate and 5 per cent and zero, respectively" 

The United States strongly opposed the ecretement notion 

on the grounds: 

a. that it would 

tariffs. Even 

not produce a 

before taking 

significant average reduction in 

into consideration 

the formula gives an average reduction for the 

countries of only around 15 per cent. 

any exceptions, 

main trading 

b. the average United States cut would be substantially greater 

than the Community's average reduction, This is because the 

Common External Tariff of the EEC was formed by averaging mem

ber countries' rates, a procedure that resulted in a concentra

tion of tariffs in the 10 to 15 percent range • These tariffs 

would be reduced very little under the ecretement role. 

In view of the desire to achieve a duty reduction averaging 

as close to 50 per cent as possible and the obvio . .us unaccep

tability of any plan that reduced United States duties more 

than those of the Six, the EEC proposal was regarded by the 

United States as a nonstartero All the other major trading mem

bers of GATT also approsed the EEC scheme. 

EEC -Le. France - however -reluctantly acquiesced to 

the regulation to t~e effect that there would have to be automati

cally operating rules to establish the existence of disparities 

and than to decide which special break-down rules would have to 

be applied. 

The United States delegation insisted that a linea:r: 

rule be followed in the negotiations and a serious crisis occured 

at the _ministerial meeting. However, the outcome appeared to be a 

general acceptance of the United States goal.The Ministerial Reso

lution of May 1963 stated: "ThaL ••• the tariff negotiations.,,. 

shall be based upon a plan of substantial linear tariff reductions 

with a bare minimum of exceptions which shall be subject to con

frontation and justification. The linear reductions shall be equal". 

Immediately following this statement,·however·was an important 
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qualification: "In those cases where there are significant dispa

rit.ies in tariff levels, the tariff reductions will be based upon 

special rules of general and automatic application", ~'he chairman 

elaborated somewhat upon this vague sentence by establishing two 

interpretations for the record, ~'he first was that the term "signi

ficant" I!Sant "meaningful in trade terms", and the second that the 

purpose of special rules was "to reduce such disparities". 

The EEC contended that the existence of large numbers 

of high duty items in the United States tariff schedule was the 

major cause of tariff disparities, There are, for example, over 

900 items with rates at least 30 per cent, compare.cl to only a 

halldfull of such rates in the EEC tariff schedule, even tholl.g':. 

the average United States and EEC tariffs are roughly the same, 

According to the Community, these high duties raise three major 

di ff icul ties for a linear reduction rule: 

1, An equal cut in high United States and middle-level EEC rates 

would increase United States exports to the Community much more 

than EEC exports to the United States, Cuts in the larger number 

of low-duty United States i terns are not wm:·th much in terms of 

increased exports for the EEC, because those low duties are 

already only a minor obstacle to trade, 

2. An equal cut would increase imports into the EEC from third 

countries more than.such imports into the United States! In 

other words, exports from third countries would be diverted 

(in relative terms) from the United ::tates to the EEC. 

3, The United States would end up with many more high rates than 

the Six and thus with greater bargaining power for future trade 

negotiations with the EEC. 

The nub of these arguments is that the over-all elasti

city of import demand is less in the United States than in·the 

EEC, because of the relative inelasticity of import demand for 

the comparatively large number of high-and low-duty items in the 

United States tariff schedule. In supporting this contention, the 

EEC pointed out about these high United States duties that they 

are in effect prohibitive and will remain so even after a 50 

per cent reduction. There shall be in other words considerable 

"water" in the United States tariff. 
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The U.S. cannot take this argument very seriously. 

Previous item-by-item negotiations have eliminated almost all of 

this form of "excessive" protection. For example, the Tariff 

Commission in recent tariff rounds determined for each item of 

interest its "peril point", the rate below which imports might 

seriously threaten particular u.s. industries, Duties were usual

ly reduced to these levels, and some·times below them. Thus, what

ever "water" may have been in the u.s, tariffs should have been 

largely squeezed ouL 

At the s•arre time the U, S. cannot see much force in the 

Community's contention concerning the elasticity of import demand 

for low...:duty United States .i t.ems, Most low-duty items are prima

ry produc·ts or semimanufacturers, On these products, a low duty 

can be fully as protective as a higher duty on a differen·t.i.ated 

manufactured good. However, the argument as presented by EEC 

seems to confuse the effect of a given percentage tariff cut on 

the price of the product and the concept of price sensitivity . 

A 50 per cent cut on a 10 per cs.nt duty it.em, for example, will 

decrease the product's price relatively less than a 50 per cent 

reduct.ion in a 50 per cent tariff. 'I'he increase in imports of the 

product will therefore, be less. Bu·t this has nothing to do with 

differences in elasticitieso S.lnce the average EEC and United 

States duties are about the same, as are the volumes of dutiable 

imports for the two areas, the smaller increase in imports on 

low-duty United 3a.tes i terns would probably be balanced by the 

larger import increase on the high-duty United States items. 

According ·to the U os", there is reason to belleve tha·t 

the elasticity of lmport demand for nonagrtcultural goods actually 

is higher for the United States than for the EECo The ratio of 

imports to domestic production is lower in the former than in the 

Community" This tends to enable foreign exports to tncrease their 

market in the United States relatively more with a given tariff 

cut than the United States expor·ters increase their sales to the 

EEC with the same duty reductiono Moreover, consumer goods make 

up a somewhat larger fraction of total nonag-ricul tural imports in 

the United States than .in the EEC. Since the market elasti.ci ty 

of demand for consumer· goods is generally considered greater than 

that for capital goods or raw materials, this relationship also 

operates to increase the United States import demand elasticity 
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relative to that in the EEC, 

However, besides the elasticity of demand for imports 

also the average tariff level, the average volume of trade, and 

the degree of dispersion of these variables determine the effect 

of a linear tariff cut on a country's import volume, Estimating 

the effect of a 50 per cent linear cut on the volume of United 

States and EEC import trade_, Cooper concluded that if agricul

tural items are excluded from the calculations, United States 

imports would increase substantially more than those .of the EEC, 

even if import demand elasti.cities are assumed to be the same, 

In short, not only did the EEC fail to make a convincing analy

tical case for the existence of a higher elasticity of import 

demand in the Community than in the United States, but also avai

lable empirical evidence relating to certain other important fac

tors effecting the volume of trade after a taxiff cut fails to 

support the EEC's claims according to the U.S, 

Identification of disEarities 

As a first step in the identification of significant 

disparities attention should be given i:mly· to those cases where 

the "high" rate of duty is not less than a certain minimum per

centage and excc-2/s by at least a certain number of percentage 

points rates on the same product in the other tariff or~ tariffs 

with which the comparison is made, Disparities should only be 

invoked in respect of high duties in the United States, the EEC 

and the United Kingdom (the reference countries). 

The EEC, however, expressed reservations as to the 

principle involved in the use of a "seuil" or minimU:m level be

low which rates of duty could be disregarded in the context of 

the disparity rules, Disparities could in their view be sign.if.i

can.t wherever there was more than a certain spread between two 

tariffs, whatever the absolute lS~el of the higher tariff and 

·any "seuil" would be entirely arbitrary. 

The EEC proposed to use as a working hypothesis 30 per 

cent for the minimum level and 10 percentage points for the mini

mum gap. Some delegations, however, felt that a higher rate than 

30 per cent should be used.for the minimum level. In the view 

of the United States the appropriate figure ·for the minimum level 
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was 60 per cent and the lower duty must be less than one third 

of the higher duty. 

Apart from the u.s., the GATT partners had no serious 

objections to the 30/10 rule, but they did think that there would 

have to be additional criteria to diminish further the number 

of disparities, sinde by no means all disparities would be "mea

ningful in terms of trade", according to the 30/10 rule. In this 

connexion the following suggestions were made as to possible cri

teria: 

1, Disparities should be regarded as significant where there are 

substantial imports of the product concerned from the high 

duty country into the low duty country, or, in a variant of 

this, where the high duty country is the principal supplier 

to the low duty country; to the extent that the maintenance 

of bargaining power was a factor in the disparity issue, this 

was the appropriate criterion; 

2, Disparities should not be regarded as significant where there 

are no, or only negligible, imports into the country with the 

low duty; 

3. Disparities should not be regarded as significant where there 

are substantial imports into the country with the high duty; 

L Disparities should not be regarded as significant where there 

is no production (or, in a. variant of this, no actual or po

tential production) in the low duty country; 

5. Disparities should not be regarded as significant where the 

low duty country maintains protective measures not consistent 

with the General Agreement. 

In addition, some members proposed the following provision with 

regard to the right to invoke tariff disparities: 

6. The special rules for tariff reductions in cases of signifi

cant disparities should not apply automatically but only if they 

are invoked by the low duty country; and only a country which 

is the principal supplier to the country with the high duty 

can so invoke the rules. 

On 23 December 1963 the EEC Ministerial Council has 

then decided not only to accept some of these additional crit.eria, 

but also to propose the replacement of the 30/10 rule by another 

rule. The EEC proposal of 27-30 January 1964, consisted of two 
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parts: an arithmetic criterion for identifying disparate items 

and certain qualitative criteria that motified the arithmetic 

formula. 

Arithmetically, prima facie disparities should be re-
' garded as existing wherever: 

1. the high rate.was at least double the low rate; and 

2~ in the case of primary products and finished products, there 

was a gap between the two rates of at least ten percentage 

points. (the "double-ecart" formula). 

This would not apply to semi-processed products. The value 

added on these products was, in most cases, very small; this 

meant that the protective incidence of the rates on this added 

value was greater than in the case of other products, and that 

a disparity of a few percentage points could therefore, be 

significant. 

The Community's rationale for treating semimanufactures 

differently from ma~ufactured commodities under their disparities 

proposal (as well as under their harmonization scheme proposed 

earlier) relates to differences in the domestic value-added com·

ponent of these two classes of commodities. Suppose for example 

that the value of a particular semimanufactured item is made up 

one-half of duty-free ra u materials that must be imported and 

one-half of processing activities, that are carried out domesti

cally. Under these circumstances, a 10 per cent duty on the semi.

manufactured product would afford effective protection of 20 per

cent to domestic producers of the item. Since other processing 

countries will have to incur the same raw-material costs, the 

country with the 10 per cent duty can possess costs on the proces

sing component of the product that are 20 per cent higher (i.e~ 

the ad valorem duty multiplied by the reciprocal of the proportion 

of domestically added value) than those in other processing coun

tries and still match the domestic price of imports from these 

countries. However, as the proportion of imported materials to 

the total value of the productdeclines through additional pro

cessing, the magnification in domestic protection given by the 

10 per cent duty becomes lower. The less the domestic value-added 

the higher the degree of effective protection. If one assumes that 

' the proportion of imported materials is higher for semimanufacturers 
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than for manufactured goods and that duties on raw materials are 

zero, it. follows. that a small difference in rates between two 

countries on semimanufacturers will represent the same difference 

in effective domestic protection as a larger difference in tariff 

rates on manufactured commodities~. Since duties on semimanufac

tured commodities generally are low, EEC officials felt that the 

10-point spread requirement would exclude many meaningful dispa

rities among this class of commodities. 

As additional criteria the Community were prepared to 

accept that disparities provisionally identified by the arithme

tic criteria would not be regarded as significant where: 

a. there were no, or only negligible, imports into the country 

with the low rate, provided that the absence of imports or their 

low level was not due to the existence of quantitative res

trictions or measures with equivalent effect; 

b. there was no production, and no short-term plan for production 

in the country with the low rate. 

As additional principles regarding the invocation of 

disparities; 

!If). An example can illustrate this point. 
Semimanufacturers 

Country A 

tariff 
importquote 
domestic value 
added 
effective p~o
tection: 1 ox,; -

4 

10% 

40% 

Manufactured commodities: 

Country A 

tariff 
importquote 
domestic value 
added 
effective pro
tection 10x1 = 

10% 

20% 

Country B 

tariff 

1 

8x\( = 

Country B 

tariff 

1 
6x~= 

>i 
The same difference in effective protection of 20% 

8% 
~ 

32% 

6% 
~ 

12% 

in both countries between semimanufacturers and manufactured 
goods, represents a larger difference in tariffs on manufac
tured goods. 
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c. the Community would be prepared to discuss with the high rate 

country the possibility of not invoking the disparity rule 

· where· that country importeid substantial amounts from the Commu

nity, taking into account all the relevant factors,.such as 

the proportion of imports in domestic consumption. 

d. the community would also be prepared to deal in a pragmati~ 

way by means of bilateral discussions with certain countries 

in cases where the application of the disparity rule might 

create a problem for the trade of exporting third countries. 

At the meeting of 26 February 1964 of the Trade Negotia

tions Committee the United States continued to prefer a solution 

based on the concept of a "seuil" or cut-off rate, and submitted 

the following two alternative proposals relating to the identifi

cation of significant disparities; 

Proposal A: 

1. Prima facie disparities should be regarded as existing wherever 

the high rate was above 40 per cent ad valorem and where there 

was a gap between the two rates of at least ten percentage points; 

2. In addition, the two criteria accepted by the EEC should be 

used, however, without excluding the existence of quantitative 

restrictions. 

Proposal B: 

1. The double-ecart formula suggested by the EEC should be used 

for the prima facie identification of disparities subject to 

the modification that the gap of ten percentage points would 

apply to all products and not only basic materials and 

~anufactured goods; (without this modification, the disparity 

rules would automatically involve a reduction of less than 50 

per cent infue tariffs of some of the major developed countries 

on certain semi-processed products of particular interest ·to 

less-developed countries). 

2. This arithmetic formula should be qualified by the two additio

nal criteria accepted by the EEC, and by two further additiona'L 

automatic criteria: 

c. Disparities should not be regarded as existing wherever there 

was a substantial volume of imports into the country with 

the high duty from any regular supplying country (arid not 

just the country with the low country) it being understood 

that it might be necessary to exclude cases in which imports 
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took place under special circumstances, for example, under 

preferential arrangements. 

d" The second criterion would be designed to exclude from the 

disparity rules cases where third countries had the main 

trade interest and should provide that, where a country 

other than the high rate country was the principle supplier 

of the low rate country, the low rate country could only 

invoke a disparity after securing the agreement of its 

principal supplier. 

If these proposals proved unacceptable the U"S. would 

be prepared, though reluctantly, to accept the double-ecart for·mu

la proposed by the EEC sUbject to certain modifications and with 

additional qualitative criteria" 

Rules to apply where significant disparities are identified 

There are two ways of treating disparities: 

either the high countries reduce on their disparate items by more 

than the general linear figure, or else the low countries reduce 

by less than this figure on the disparities they claim. 

Since the United States is limited by law to a 50 per 

cent reduction, the first procedure would require the linear re

duction figure to be less than 50 per cent. It would bring about 

a lower average cut among the participants than the second method, 

since the number of disparate ].terns j_s cons].derably less than the 

number of linear items. 

The EEC proposed that in cases where significant dispa

rities were identified the rules for tariff reductions should be 

based on the high rate being reduced by 50 per cent and rates on 

the same product below this being reduced in accordance with a 

sliding scale. This scale would be linked to the absolute level 

of the lower rates and independent of the height of the high rate. 

The EEC did not have a precise formula, but felt that the average 

of the reductions to be effected on the lower rate should be about 

25 per cent. 

In view of the u.s., the average reduction should be 

larger_ than 25 per cent. 
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'I'he third country problem 

In the case where a country with a low 

the disparity rules in order to reduce a duty bT 

cent., the impact of this in terms of trade might 

rily or at all on the country with the high duty 

duty 

less 

not 

but 

invoked 

than 50 per 

fall p:r: ima-

on a third 

country. In particular, in the case of most of the products in 

respect of which the EEC would be able to invoke the disparity 

rules in the light of disparities between the u.s. and Community 

tariffs, most of the Community imports came not from·the UoS. 

but from third countries in particular other European countries. 

If, therefore the Community made :reductions of less than 50 J'BI' 

cent on these products, the main impact would be on those third 

countries. These would then feel it necessary, in order to res

tore reciprocity, to make cuts of less than 50 per cen·t in duties 

of interest to the Community, and inevitably to one another. This 

jn turn could lead to the withdrawal of part of the offers of 

the Community and so to a series of chain reactions which would 

result in the general level of tariff reductions falling far be

.iow the 50 per cent objective. 

In Geneva watches were discussed by way of an illustra

tion .. The duty in the United States on many types of watches is 

over 50 per cent, where as the duty on comparable items in the 

EEC i.s generally below 15 per cenL Moreover, Switzerland, which 

is t;he main exporter of watches to both the EEC and the United 

States, has a duty rate of only about 5 per cent on these items. 

'I'berefore, both the EEC ( 15 per cent) and the Swiss (5 per cent) 

can claim a disparity against the United States (50 per cent) 

on 1-'atches, and thus reduce their duties by only about 25 per 

<::ent instead of the suggested linear figure of 50 per cent. But 

Ulls smaller cut by Switzerland and the EEC would not hurt the 

Unl.ted 9ates, since the latter does not export watches in any 

significant quantitieso However, the 25 pe:f cent (rather than 

50 per cent) cut by the EEC would harm the Swiss, who are major 

exporters to the Community. The Swiss wish to obtain a 50 per 

cent duty in their export markets, and yet, simply because the 

llnJ.·ted States has a high duty on the item, they are faced with 

only a 25 per cent duty cut in one of their major export markets. 

This illustration of a third country paying the penalty 
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for the existence of a disparity was not an isolated case, In 60 

per cent of the cases where the EEC could claim a disparity under 

its proposal, some country other than the high-duty reference coun

try was the principal supplier of the product to the Six, This is 

no accident. The country with the high duty usually does not ex

port a substantial quantity of the product, The main reason it 

has a high duty is to protect domestic producers who are faced 

with import substitution, In other words, the EEC formula tends 

to select those very products for which some third country is the 

major supplier to the disparity claimers, Therefore most countries 

felt strongly that every effort must be made to limit the scope 

of the disparity problem and to keep to a minimum the items to 

which special rules for tariff reductions would apply, 

The United States negotiators claimed that the ministe

rial statement (disparities must be "meaningful in trade terms) 

required the exclusion of such cases where some third country 

was the principal supplier to the low-duty disparity claimer, 

The EFTA countries wanted an automatic regulation so that if a Euro

pean country were a "principal supplier" it would not be possible 

for an EEC country to appeal to the existence of a disparity vis

a-"iS the u,s. or the U.K. The Community did agree to deal, on a 

bilateral item-by-item basis, with European countries who were 

adversely affected by this third-country problem, but the EEC re

fused to exclude automatically all cases where the high-duty re

ference country was not a major supplier of the i temt The Six. 

wanted to go no further than to reach a solution by way of consulta

tions, 

The United. States was prepared. to go along with the EEC 

proposal, provided there were certain modifications in it, The 

major point in the United. States counterpropg&al was that there 

must be some rule that automatically excluded the possibility of 

third countries being seriously hurt by tariff cuts in their major 

export markets that were less than the linear figure, The reason 

for this position was the fear of a snowballing effect that would 

seriously erode the depth of the average cut. United. States nego

tiations knew that only the EEC was really interested in initia

ting disparity claims, although other nations would insist upon 

their right to restore the balance of reciprocity on any dispari-
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ties invoked against them. Indeed, several of the European Free 
. ' 

Trade Association countries had indicated a willingness to wait 

until the end-of-the-day balancing process before considering 

the possibility of invoking disparities themselves, provided ini

tial disparity claims by others did not adversely affect their. 

trade prospects to a significant extent. The United States be-

lieved that this qualification was not likely to hold under the Commu

nity proposal,however. Instead, the smaller EFTA countries and 

Japan very likely would find many of their important EEC markets 

much less open than would be the case under a 50 per cent cut. 

These countries not only had threatened to invoke immediately 

the ve·ry large number of disparities they could claim, but even 

to exclude certain items from the cutting process in order to 

counter the restrictive effects ·of the Community's actions, if 

in fact the initial EEC claims hurt them seriously. The United 

States feared that the Six then would use this action as an ex-

cuse to pull back even further from an across-the-board offer. 

Moreover, countermeasures directed against the Community would 

probably hurt other countries, which in turn also would start 

withdrawing part of their offers. This could easily set off a 

chain reaction that would reduce the average cut very signifi-

cantly. The key to preventing a chain-reaction effect. :vas, in 

other words, the elimination of most of the third-country pro-

blem. 

Unfortunately, all atte~pts to find an acceptable for

mula to define the limits within which tariff disparities may be 

invoked to justify an exception from the 50 per cent formula have 

proved abortive. Because of the non-agreement on the qualitative 

criteria, i.e. the third country problem, it was impossible to 

obtain agreement between the EEC and the United States on a ge

neral automatic disparities rule. The .matter was left for prag

maticalffittlement on the basis of detailed negotiations covering 

individual items as part of the final package. 
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3. The list of exceptions. 
I 

A novel negotiating approach in the Kennedy Round con-

cerns those items that each linear participant excludes from the 

generc:l cut. 

The Hinisterial Resolution of May 1963 states.that there 

should be a bare minimum of exceptions, necessitated by reasons 

of overriding national interest and that these exceptions should 

be subject to confrontation and justification for each product 

on the exceptions list. 

Unfortunately, an effective technique for performing 

this function could not be agreed upon before the start of the actu- . 

al negotiating process. Each country obviously wanted full sove

reignty concerning the determination of its exceptions and did 

not want any international group set up that might embarras the 

country about the size of its exceptions lisL 

Originally all participants had until 10 September 1964 

time to submit their lists of exceptions, to be tabled on the 

basis of the hypothesis of a 50 per cent linear reduction to GATT. 

At the request of the u.s. it has been decided to postpone the 

closing date for this submission from 10 September to 16 November 

1964 and to circulate the exceptions lists to all governments par

ticipating in the negotiations on the basis of the linear offer, 

The United States, the EEC, the U.K. Japan and Finland 

submitted lists of products excepted from the linear role; Austria 

Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Switserland declared that, subject to 

receiving reciprocal concessions, they would not claim any excep

tions. 

As regards the length of the lists of exceptions, when 

one compares the three main partners, the British list is by far 

the shortest, while the lists EEC and the U.S. submitted a:r:·e appro

ximately the same, at least when taking the petroleum exceptio~ 

by the U.S. into account, as EEC wants to do. For if petroleum is 

not taken into account, as the u.s. suggest on the ground that it 

is mainly obtained from a non-GATT country- the size of the UoS. 

list would be approximately the same as that of Britain (EEC and 

U.S. + 18% of industrial imports, U.K.+ 8%). 

The Common Market's list of exceptions is rather long. 

Prominent on it are certain products of highly technological 
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industrie,s: for example, electronic computers (other than card 

operated machines), automatically controlled machine-tools, semi

conductors, and several other kinds of electrical and electronic 

equipment. The nationale of these exceptions is the so-called 

technological gap; the Community hopes to encourage the rapid de

velopment of these industries in Europe. Encouragement in this 

form is unlikely to prove very real, however. Tariffs are not 

an effective means of protecting industries whose products sell 

more on the basis of uniqueness, reliability and service, than on 

pri.ce. 

The u.s. list of items on which tariffs were cut. less 

than 50 per cent consists largely of labor intensive consumer 

goods; for example, footwear, hats, gloves, watch movements, glass 

products and transistor radios. Such industrfes.have a cost dis-

advantage relative to imports in the high-wage U.S.economy, 

It is interesting to note that the EEC countries have 

not laid any national lists of exceptions before the Commission, 

but the Commission, as negotiator, comes with its proposals to 

the member countries. 

Japan, which as an outlet is of importance for the U.S. but not 

yet for Europe, submitted quite a long list. 

After the lists of exceptions were submitted in November 

1964, talks took place in Geneva at the beginning of 1965, during 

which all the lists were successively subjected on a multilateral 

basis to a procedure of confrontation and justification. This has 

been restricted to an explanation of the argumentation used for 

the exceptions. There has been no question for any real confron

tation; this could only lead to a stiffening of view points. In

stead of this, all kinds of informal bilateral talks took place 

in which the higly technical and time-consuming specific diffi-

cultie.s in trade between the countries concerned vJerc C:~cCLB"ci a1u in which 

items of major trade interest with a view to obtaining offers or 

improvements were indicated. 

In some important industrial sectors, however, the pro

blems involved were unlikely to be resolved solely by bilateral 

negotiation and if the maximum offer of tariff reductions was to 

be secured, a more multilateral technique of negotiation needed 

to be evolved. 
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After this had been clear the "sector approach" was 

. improvised, Special multilateral groups were established for alu

minimum, pulp and paper chemicals, iron and steel, and cotton 

textiles. 

Both the EEC and Britain had refused to offer reductions in their 

chemical duties unless the United States altered the "American 

Selling Price" method of valuation for the assessment of duties 

on benzenoids. Similarly, the EEC declined to consider reductions 

in its duties on paper unless the Scandinavian countries libera

lized their exports of pulp. Negotiations on steel exceptions were 

·burdered from the beginning by the Community's use of a fictitions 

rate from which to calculate its linear cut - a rate substantial

ly higher than the tariffs actually charged at the beginning of 

the Kennedy Round. 

In each of these sectors, the action which some nego

tiators were prepared to take depended on the action of the others 

in the same sector. The only hope to break the deadlock was to 

arrange a confrontation of the principal protagonists and to hdld 

negotiations limited to the problems of the relevant sector. 

Groups for this purpose were formed, with the hmfold task of 

clarifying the facts and of seeking solutions. Agreement could be 

reached only if all sides made concessions from their original 

rigid positions. 

To a large extent chemicals, iron and steel, and cotton 

textiles were negotiated as separate packages, while negotiations 

on aluminium and pulp and pape.r were finally concluded bilateral

ly. 

The sector approach can be looked upon as a device for 

repa.irin(l [>art" of the ·damage· t.o De .:'.:~:1ear app\:oach al'r·ead;y wrought 

by thepadded lists of exceptions. 

4. Non tariff barriers 

Under the terms of the Resolution adopted on 6 May 1964 

the Trade Negotiations Committee recalled that the trade negotia

tions must relate not only to tariffs but also on non-tariff bar

riers. These barriers were made the subject of negotiation in the 

Kennedy Round because of the justified fear that a general reduc

tion in tariffs would increase the relative importance of exis

ting non-tariff barriers and would encourage the use of new 
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protecting devices not explicitly precluded by GATT commitmentso 

It was decided that certain non-tariff barriers, in 

which governments participating in the negotiations had indicated 

their interest, should be examined in groups consisting of coun

tries having a particular interest in these barriers. The follo

wing were among the barriers in whicll governments have indicated 

their interest and which were the subject of discussions in indi

vidual groups: 

1, administrative and technical regulations which may hamper 

imports; 

2. practises in regard to assessment of duties, including valua-

tion for customs purposes; 

3. government procurement policies; 

4, internal taxes, quantitative restrictions and state-trading; 

5, anti-;dumping policies, 

Various countries, EEC among. them, have submitted ex

tensive documents about the measures which they think should be 

dealt with in this connection, Only a few of the most impor·tant 

cases can be dealt with in the framework of the Kennedy Round 

Talks themselves, For all other cases only a procedure for the 

way in which they will be dealt with could be agreed upon, Most 

delegations came to Geneva briefed on the non-tariff sins of others . 

but unprepared to alter practises in their own countries, 

One of the matters of paramount importance for EEC is 

the so-called American Selling Price (ASP), The ASP method of 

customs valuation applies by law to certain u,s. imports of 

berlzenoid chemicals, mainly dyes, pigments and certain pha:maceu

ticals. Tariff duties are normally calculated on the invoice va

lue of the imports. ASP requires instead that the customs offi

cial determines a domestic u.s. price and then appliesthe tariff as 

though the item had been imported at that price. According to a 

1966 study by the u.s. Tariff Commission, ASP r.esults in higher 

duties - in some cases much higher - than conventional valuation 

for some two thirds of the chemical items subject to ASP. Since 

rates on bemz:enoids are rather high anyway, the combined effect 

of ASP and high rates a:ffford unusually high protection. The re

lationship of nominal tariff {NT), true tariff (TT), foreign price 

. (FP) and American selling price (ASP) is shown in the following 



equation: 

' 
TT = NT x ASP 

FP 
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The true United States tariff rates on b'enzenoid intermediates 

are between 71 per cent and 102 per cent above the nominal tariff 

rates. It has been calculated that the nominal tariff rate aver

age for benzenoid chemicals is in the range of 23.9 to 26.4 per 

cent, whereas the true tariff rate is in the range of 40.9 to 

53.2 per cent. The ASP valuation procedure therefore involves a 

significant increase in the protectiveness of the nominal tariff 

rate. 

Any comparison of European and American tariffs will 

need to take into account another difference in valuation prac

tises. Imports into the United States not subject to ASP are 

valued on the basis of the export (Lo;.b.) value of the product, 

a basis that results in lower tariff payment than use of the im

port (c.i.f.) value, which is the normal practic~ elsewhere. 

Moreover EEC has conditioned a revision of the "Buy 

American Act" on account of which the American Government prefer 

offers of American firms, even if their offers are much higher 

(up to 50 per cent) than foreign competitors. By means of such 

a preferential treatment certain American tariff concessions 

can in fact easily be cancelled. 

Another important non-tariff barrier concerns the 

American Wine Gallon Assessment system of assessing duty on im

ports of bottled spirits. Hereby excise and import duties are 

charged on the water in imported bottled Scotch whisky as th.oug:1 

it were 100° proof, thereby charging the added water for duty. 

Since whisky imported in bottles and ready for consumption is 

normally 86 proof (43 per cent alcohol), the excise tax falls 

on 14 per cent water. This means that the effective rate on the 

alcohol in the bottled whisky is not $ 10,50 per gallon but 

$ 12,21. !n any case the combined effects of tariffs, excise taxes, 

the wine-gallon regulation, labeling rules, and agricultural 

support programs on the cost of domestic and foreign whiskies, 

show that the nominal tariff rate of$ 1.02 per gallon understates 

the total protection afforded by a substantial margin. 
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Quite early in the negotiations EEC and U.K. demanded 

elimination of ASP as a condition of reducing many of its chemical 

tariffs. But for the U.S. to abandon this method of valuation and 

also reduce the statutory tariff rate by 50 per cent, as demanded 

by her trading partners, would mean a reduction in the duties 

actually collected of more than the 50 per cent reductions autho

rized in the Trade Expansion Act. In any event, the basis of 

valuation could not be charged by the u.s. administration within 

its delegated powers. Thus, any ~tlement of the ASP issue would 

require some action by the Congres. 

EEC maintained its position almost to the end, making 

it appear likely that the Kennedy Round would end with no cuts 

at all in chemicals tariffs. 

In 1966, however the U.S. announced that they might 

consider abolishing the ASP on the understanding that its effect 

would be incorporated into the import duties. 

These duties might be halved in the Kennedy Round, but in that 

case the other negotiating partners would have to reduce their 

tariffs on chemical products by more than 50 per cent. It was 

doubtful whether the other member countries would want to accept 

this proposal, for even a halved ASP ~ould in many cases be a 

very heavy burden. 

The outcome was a last minute compromise. Another sub

ject prominently figured on the agenda of the Kennedy Round is 

the anti-dumping policy of the various participating countries. 

The application of the American anti-dumping legislation imposes 

severe hardships on international trade and has therefore given 

rise to :re:ea.ir2d · criticism. The main charges against the Ameri

can system are the following: 

1. in a number of cases an investigation into possible dumping 

practises is undertaken by the U.S. Administration, even 

without a request from interested parties; moreover, the 

investigation procedure is afutomatically engaged, if a complaint 

is presented, even if totally unsubstantiated. 

2. during the investigation the tariff classification and deter

mination of the value of the imported goods is suspende~; 

which means that it takes months before the exporter an~ im

porter know what duties are to be paid. 
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3. the investigation into price differences and the evaluation 

of injury do not take place simultaneously, which prolongs 

the procedure unnecessarily, 

These practises bring needless uncertainty and damage 

to the exporters to the u.s., as witnessed by the fact that e.g. 

during the period from January 1955 to April 1965 an anti-dumping 

investigation was instituted in 110 cases, of which only 45 ca

ses showed a significant price difference, but injury was found 

to exist in only 9 cases. 

The aim of t.he negotiations in the field of agriculture 

was decided by the GATT Hinister·ial meeting of Hay 1963 as "the 

c:reat.ion of acceptable conditions of access to world markets for 

agricultural products in furtherance of a significant development 

and expansion of world trade in such products". 

The Hinisterial Resolution had not, however, replied 

to the fundamental question of how to reconcile that expansion 

of international trade with the equally legitimate demands of 

agricultural producers in the various producing countries, re

garding the improvement of agricultural prosperity and the esta

blishment of a better social balance between the various social 

and professional categories within one and the same country. 

1. The EEC EroEosal of "montant de soutien" 

The EEC was of the view that the tariff approach 

was inadequate for negotiations on agricultural products because 

of laying emphasis only on trade liberalisation without conside

ring the effects of reducing tariffs on employment and its so-

cial repercussions. The EEC concluded, that the fundamental ele

ment, the factor common to all contracting parties, was the sup

port granted to agriculture, One should therefore take the margin 

of support as the starting point for·defining a minimum of flexible 

rules, the observance of which could really ensure uniform ri:!la

tions between the contracting parties in the agricultural sector. 

The EEC, therefore, proposed in January 1964 that the 

negotiations should be on t.he margin of support, with the object 
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of binding2 a maximum support margin on a given agricultural 

product. The margin of support is equal to the difference between 

the price of the product on the international market and the 

remuneration actually obtained by the national producer in the 

country with respect to >vhich the margin of support is to be 

determined. By means of its variations, the support margin can 

be an instrument of economic policy: any increase in the margin 

which is not connected with a variation in prices on the world 

market means a strengthening of the domestic producer:' s position; 

any lowering on the other hand demonstrates the desire of the 

public authorities to orientate prices towards those on the world 

market and to discourage productions which might be considered 

marginal. The support margin constitutes a direct and flexible 

link between the various national markets and the world market" 

Henceforth, isolation is impossible and the world market no lon

ger appears as an abstract and arbitrary concept, since the various 

national markets are attached to it by their margin of support. 

The resolution of the GATT ministerial meeting clearly 

specified that the rules adopted for negotiations on agricultural 

products as a whole should be supplemented for certain products 

and lead to world arrangements. 

The EEC considers that world arrangements should be 

drawn up with respect to products which play an important role in 

international trade and for which it seems possible either forth

with to acknowledge the existence of permanent imbalance between 

supply and demand in those products, or to foresee such imbalance 

in the short term. 

The "world commodity arrangement" should, however be 

different from the international agreements concluded in the 

past which, on account of their limited number as well as the 

methods used, being unduly limited to the trade aspects, would 

not suffiOGto settle current problems. The world arrangement must 

cover internal support measures and other measures for organization 

*· The EEC did not propose to decrease the "montant de soutien" 
because this would mean that price levels within the Common 
Market wodd also be brought up for discussion in GATT, just 
after they have been settled internally. 
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of markets, both in the importing and the exporting countries, 

but must in addition constitute a superstructure in relation 
' to the general rules of negotiation for agricultural products. 

The world commodity arrangement is essentially aimed 

at promoting the broadest possible multilateral cooperation with 

a view to achieving: 

1 .. equilibrium between production and demand in the long term as 

well as the limi ta_tion cif short-term fluctuations, in general 

by means of expanding existing demand and broadening the inter

national market and, to the extent necessary, by means of 

restricting supply or even production: 

2. stabilization of world market prices at an equitable and 

remunerative level, 

3c. the world arrangement should take account of the food needs 

of the developing countries., 

Arrangements of this kind could be concluded for the 

following products: wheat and coarse grains, meat of bovine ani

mals; certain dairy products e,q, butter, sugar, and perhaps 

oilseeds. 

In world arrangements, the reference price becomes an 

equilibrium price in international trade and at the same time a 

target price in the long te.rm; and in most cases, it will be a 

negotiated price. 

The world arrangement envisages the stabilization of 

prices at on equitable and remunerative level which would be at 

the same time satisfactory for the exporting countries whose 

earnings are or could become inadequate and for the importing 

countries desirous of ensuring the maintenance of a certain income 

for their producers and the legitimate interests of their consu

mers. 

World arrangements should contain provisions for taking 

up existing.surpluses and should include the obligation, for pro

ducing countries, to take steps in order to prevent the sccumula

tion of new surpluses. 
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Some explanatory no_tes on the EEC proposal 

Some GATT partners no.ced: that if world market prices 

fe-ll below the reference price, the corresponding increase in 

protection at the frontier would not be considered as exceeding 

the consolidated support margino 

In these circumstances the margin of support was not 

bound but in fact the level of support was being consolidated. 

Under the EEC scheme, however, two things would in principle be 

consolidated: the reference price and the support margin. The 

reference price, which was to be negotiated and would, in prin

ciple, remain unchanged for a three-year period, played an essen

tial role in the EEC concept, Furthermore, a binding of the level 

of support would involve many more practical difficulties than a 

binding of the margin. 

This could be illustrated by difficulties arising from 

changes in the nominal value of the currency; in such cases it 

would be easier to adjust the protection at the frontier than the 

internal support price" If world prices would increase beydnd the 

reference price, governments would, in principle, be free, but not 

obliged to increase the level of support while maintaining the 

margin above the world price at the consolidated amount, 

The EEC proposal limited the margin of support to include 

only direct subsidies since these subsidies had an immediate ef

fect on production. It was considered impracticable to include 

subsidies of a general character, 

In determining the amount of support the existence of 

import restrictions would be fully accounted foro 

2. American objections to the Community proposal 

The United States does not find the EEC's proposal con

cerning the binding of the margin of support above a fixed refe

rence price acceptable, because it not only fails to provide for 

reductions in existing trade barriers, but it would introduce new 

restrictions and increase protection and it would eliminate price 

competition as a factor in future t:rade. 
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~g~~-~E~£!f!S~!!Y 

1. The effect of the EEC proposal would be to generalize the va

riable levy system to a.lmost all agricultural products' moving 

in world trade, thc.c: insulating domestic agricultural pro

duction of importing countries almost entirely from foreign 

competition. 

2. The support margin method would not result in the reduction 

of existing protection. 

3. The binding of the margin of support is not sufficiently res

training for producers because the EEC proposes a number of 

escape clauses: 

a. In case of changes in exchange rate, the margin of support 

could be increased. 

b. If world prices fell below the reference price, the margin 

of support would also be increased. 

c. When world prices rise above reference prices, the impor

ting country would have the right to shift the base fj[Jr the 

margin of support from the reference price to the actual 

world price. 

4. The margin of support is not sufficiently representative for 

it does not include indirect aids. 

5. The support margin method leaves it possible in practice to 

resort to the most protective instruments of support. 

6. The EEC's negotiating plan would eliminate existing tariff 

bindings: items now protected by fixed tariffs only would have 

reference prices determined for them, and whenever would pri

ces fell below the reference price, a supplementary levy would 

be added. 

7. The support margin method is too complicated because reference 

prices would have to be established and effective internal 

prices identified not only for raw materials but also for 

thousands of processed products as well. 

3. ReElY of EEC to American objection 

This reply c~ncentrates on the following points: 

The u.s. objection that the margin of support method would in

troduce new restrictions and increase protection only applies to 
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the possibility of adjusting the margin of support to take aGcount 

of variations in actual offering prices in relation to the refe-

. rence price. The reference price envisaged by the EEC is more 

ambitious to the extent that it is intended to be a stabilizing 

instrument both for the domestic mar~et and at the same time for 

international exchanges. In order to ensure stabilization, pro

tection at the frontier must be adjusted if actual offering pri

ces fall below the reference price, and the EEC can see no better 

instrument for this than the application of an additional levy. 

ad 1. Far from wishing to generalize the levy system, however the 

support margin method respects the specific 'character of 

national systems and leaves contracting parties free to 

resort to whatever instruments they may choose. 

ad 2. The EEC insists that all contracting parties must as a 

minimum undertake to bind the margin of support currently 

in force. It is not possible to reduce this proposal to a 

rrere binding of the status quo, in which each contracting 

partner has unlimited autonomy. The EEC proposes that such 

autonomy should be reduced in favour of permanent interna

tional co-operation. 

ad 3. a. The proposed adjustment stems from the legitimate desire 

for stabilization at the domestic levels; 

to the extent that such adjustments were necessary 

they would have no incentive effect on production,being 

designed solely to maintain the support at its previous 

level. 

b. This is not an escape clause giving the right to levy 

an additional amount, but on obligation for importers 

and exporters to observe the reference price. 

c. Such an increase can not be made unilaterally and the 

contracting party concerned would have to adjust t~e 

margin of support in consultation with its partners. 

ad 4. In proposing that only direct aids should be included, the 

EEC's object is to simplify the matter and avoid difficul

ties connected with the identification of indirect aids 

and their correct assignment to each agricultural product 

benefiting by them. 'Any policy of transforming direct 

aids into indirect ones in order to evade the obligations 
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of the support margin method would be covered by the re

view and comparison procedures which form an integral part 

of the support margin method. 

ad 5. Of course, the support margin method would leave contrac

ting parties free to select the instruments of their agri

cultural and trade policy,the global effect of those in

struments being expressed in the margin of support. It would 

not be admissible, however, for a contracting party to place 

in question the value of concessions granted by modifying 

its instruments. Each contracting party would therefore 

have to notify its partner, at the time of binding its 

margin of support as on the occasion of any change in those 

instruments in the course of a gi.ven period, as to the na

ture of the instruments which it applies and their confor

mity with its commitments. 

ad 6. The EEC maintains that the binding of a margin of support 

strengthens earlier concessions to the extent that they imply 

coll~I\\f:tments on elements of agricultural or trade policy 

which are not covered by. tariff bindings. 

ad 7. Bearing in mind the work of Committee II of GATT, the u,s. 

cannot assert that the method is difficult to implemento 

The fact that the Study Group set up bJ Committee II has 

been allowed to lapse into inactivity is atiributable much 

less to the technical difficulties encounter:ed than to the 

reticence shown by some contracting partners. 

In conclusion, the EEC does not consider that the cri

ticisms made by the U.S. are pertinent. 

When one surveys the American objections, the conclusion 

seems justified that the U.S. do not without more ado turn down 

the system of the "montant de soutien", but that Washing·ton object 

only to certain modali ties and to the size of the field i.n which 

the system will apply. 

In their counterproposal the Americans did suggest that 

they might accept the system for a number of major farm products, 

provided this would lead to a significant liberalisation of trade 

and an assurance of continued access to markets. Asking promises 

(regardless of the level of protection) about .the possibility of 

selling certain quantities is much more attractive for the exporting 
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countries (e.g. U.S.) than to be dependent on what will be the 

eventual effect of a certain price level on the production, and 

therefore on the import possibllities in the EEC. A lowering of 

prices would not automatically have to result in a decrease in 

production, due to the farmer's desire to retain the same in-

come. 

France and the European Commission have stated again 

and again that neg·otiations on agriculture could not take place 

before the Common Market's own common agricultural policy had 

been established. This statement was obviously made with the 

idea that under pressure of the forthcoming Kennedy Round ne

gotiations the common policy could more easily be forced throug·h • 

. Apart from the fact that the stalEmen·t as a generality 

i.s not tenable (for instance, for a number of products it was 

not. even clear whether ther·e should be a policy at all), Germany 

has objected to this point of view, Bonn wanted. to be able to 

negotiate on cereals without a common cereal price for EEC alrea

dy having been fixed. Germany would like to put off this decision 

until after the elections in 1965. 

The result has been that the statement .that negotiations could 

only take place on the basis of a common policy, has no longer 

been absolutely maintained.. The possibility of negotiations without 

the essential elements of that policy· (prices particurlarly) 

having been fixed., has been left open. 

4. The crisis 

Until December 1964 the agricultural talks in the Kenne

dy Round had to be broken off. This was mainly due to the German 

refusal to agree to the fixing of common target prices for cerea.ls 

in EEC. Bonn has set forth a number of preliminary conditions 

which could have to be fulfilled before talks could be continued 

internally. These conditions include a harmonisation of transport 

tariffs for cereals and a compensation for the diffe:r·ence in the 

financing of social payments. In some countries (France) social 

payments are largely financed from government funds, whereas 

in other countries (Germany) they have to be furnished by business 

and therefore influence prices. As the other five EEC countries 

and the Commission appeared t.o be unanimously willing to fi& 

common cereal prices, they were prepared to some extent to meet 
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Germany in its difficultieso The EEC has therefore changed its 

original suggestion. ljin the new proposai a number of elements 

have remained unchan~ed, but several important alternations have 

been incorporated. 

Unchanged were: the level of the common target prices, the prin

ciple and the level of common financing of compensations for far

mers in those countries where prices would have to go down, and 

the principle and the level of the restitutions on exports. 

What has been changed is the date of introduction of the common 

target prices. Where in the original ~1ansholt Plan the 1964/1965 

season was chosen, the season suggested was 1966/1967. As a logi

cal result the common financing of compensations and restitutions 

would therefore also come into force two years later. 

At the same time a revision-clause had been introduced into the 

new proposal, which partly met German wishes. They wanted a revi

sion of prices to be possible only on the basis of the development 

of the cost of living - not for any other reason. 

The mere existence of the revision clause made it almost 

inpossible for the Commission to offer the $ 106,25 as a firm 

basis for consolidation in GATT. 

In March 1965 after nearly two years of preparatory work, 

agreement was reached on a procedure under which participating 

countries agreed to make specific offers on individual agricul

tural products, designed to achieve the objectives set out by 

the Ministers. 

For some major commodities -cereals; meat and dairy 

products - negotiations should take place in groups with a view 

to considering whether general arrangements were required or 

might be negotiated. For certain other major commodities, al

though discussion was not directed specifically to general arrange

ments, negotiations ranged wider then tariffs. 

With respect to these products, including tropical agri

cultural products, it was agreed to proceed by means of specific 

offers on individual products. For many processed foodstuffs the 

negotiations did not differ much from the negotiations on indus

trial products, being concerned principally with the protection 

at the frontier. 

The Community was unable to put its agricultural offers 
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forward on the agreed date of 16 September 1965 because of in

ternal differences within the EEC, which had resulted in a sus

pension of major decisionmaking on June 30, 1965, and continuing 

throughout 'the remainder of the year e 

Despite this the U.So and other major countries (U.K., 

Canada, Australia, Japan) tabled their agricultural offers, with 

the u.s. and other countries withholding items of primary interest 

to the Community, It turned out that all had come up with pretty 

much the same ideas. There seemed to be a remarkable resemblance 

between these offers. 

They were all based on the idea of an organized world 

market with some sort of price floor in i to They all foresaw some 

mechanism for maintaining the agreed price range and they all looked 
' 

to the less developed countries to participate in organized sur

plus disposal. 

This was undoubtedly a success for the Community. It 

meant that other countries had implicitly accepted the rather 

roundabout and indirect way of tackling the problem of world food 

trade, rather than meeting specific trade barriers head-on. 

5. The EEC offer 

Because the necessary additional EEC agreement on cere

als only came about in June 1966, it was not until 29 July 1966 

,that the EEC tabled its agricultural offers. At that time the 

u.s., along with other countries, tabled agriculturaJ. offers of 

interest 'tO the EEC. 

Active bilateral negotiations were S'tarted in October 

1966 and continued into the early months of 1967. 

The th:t'ee main elements in the negotiations on cereals 

were: 

a. minimum and maximum prices in international trade; 

b. assuran~es of access to the markets of importing countries; 

c. contribution to a cereals food aid programme. 

ad a. Essential to the whole concept of the world-wide cereals 

arrangement is an agreea reference price on the world mar

ket. No trade should be allowed below this price -in effect 

a global minimum price - and any offers made below this 
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price would be made subject to eithP.r export levies in the 

exporting countries or import levies inthe importing coun

tries. A high level of this price is, of course, attractive 

to exporting countries, such as u.s .. , Canada, Australia and 

Franceo Importing countries, however, such as U.K., Switzer-
ll!: 

land, Japan, Germany and Holland prefer a low level • The 

EEC proposed a world reference price at the level of the 

export price of one of the most efficient big exporting coun

tries, Canada, plus the export subsidies granted by this 

country. This meant a world reference price for wheat of 

2, 5 to 3. 5 dollars per ton above the world market price of 

a little more than $ 60 per ton. 

ad b. Lengthly negotiations took place on access to markets and 

in the later stages discussion centred on the concept of 

self-sufficiency ratios, i.e. the ratio of domestic production 

to domestic consumption of grain in each of the principal 

countries .. Jn this point the problem of "access to markets" 

and of the :Hnancial responsibility for the disposal of 

surpluses i~ solved by a financial arrangement based on 

degrees of self·-slifficiency. If a country exceeds its de-

gree of self--sufficiency and therefore creates surpluses, 

it will have to make a proportionate contribution towards 

financing the disposal of surpluses. This would put a finan

cial brake on the increase of productiono It will at the 

same time guarantee the exporting .countries that their export 

opportunities would continue or at least that the disposal 

of surpluses that cannot be sold on traditional markets 

will be financed by the "guilty parties". 

ll!: • The decisive argument for the partners of France in EEC 
not to fall in with the French ideas was the fact that they 
did not want a world cereals agreement which was bound to 
lead to what they considered on unwanted increase of pro
duction. 
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The EEC did not set the right example in fixing its 

degree of self-sufficiency at 90 per cent, in spite of the 

fact that during the past 30 years this percentage has 

constantly remained at 86 to 87 per cent" 

If proved impossible to reach agreement on levels of 

self-sufficiency ratios acceptable to both importing and 

exporting countries, and the attempt to negotiate assuran

ces of access was finally abandonedc 

ad cc From the outset of the neg·otiations the major exporting --·--
countries pressed importing countries to accept the princi

ple of a·multilateral food aid progral1Ulle to which all the 

major participants in the Kennedy Round would contribute. 

During the latter stages of the negotiations, the exporters 

put forward a specific proposal for an annual programme of 

10 million metric tons of wheat as a contributing to food 

aid for developing countries" 

There were lengithy negotiations to explore the possibili

ty of establishing international arrangements for trade in 

meat and dairy products, but it did not prove possible 

to arrive at multilateral agreementsc. 

As arranged by the Trade Negotiations Committee, parti

cipants in the negotiations made a general assessment of 

positions on November 30, 1966 and then continued their 

work in further bilateral and multilateral negotiations that 

continued into the closing phase in March-June 1967" 

Countries with a special economic or ·trade structure 

The setback on agricultural products led to a further 

defection" Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, while 

welcoming across-the-board tariff cuts by the highly industriali

zed countries, announced that, because of their heavy dependence 

on the exportation of primary products, they could not hope to 

obtain "reciprocity" for linear reductions in their tariffso In 

the case of Canada, there was another, and perhaps more compel

ling, reason for rejecting linear tariff reductionso Canadian 
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negoti.ators argued, wi.th apparent convicti.on, that equal reducti.on 

of industri.al tari . .ffs by Canada and the United States would expose 

the smaller partner to i.ntolerable competiti.on without equivalent 

benefits. Rone of these countries could be moved from its position 

and the GATT Mi.ni.st.ers had no accep·table alternative but to admit 

them to the negotiations on t.heir own terms; equal linear reduc

tions would not provi.de an adequate balance of advantages i.n the 

trade negotiations, and the objective in the case of these coun

tries should be the negotiation of a balance of advantages based 

on trade concessions by them of equivalent value, These countri.es 

are therefore to make a positive offer on specified products 

rather than a linear reduction with certain exceptions,· 

The contributions of the "special problem countries" 

were thus to be negotiated i.n the tradi.tional manner 0 n a bilate

ral basis for the removal of i.tems from the lists, 

The final period of negotiations 

The final phase took place against the clock since the 

powers made available to the President of the U,S, under the Ex

pansion Act of 196.2 were due to expire on 30th June 1967. 

As the problems on disparities, except.ions and non-tariff 

barri.ers mostly occu:tred concerning special groups of products, 

the GATT Secretari.at took the initiative in 1965 to discuss these 

problems per group of product, characterized by more or less com

mon problems. This concerned paper, aluminium, steel, cotton-tex

tiles and chemical products. 

As already has been mentioned befm:·e, a long period of · 

stagnation in the Kennedy Round negotiations started on 30 June 

1965 as a result of the internal crisis in ,EEC concerning the 

financing of the common agri.cul tural policy. The agreement. on 

29 January 1966 at Luxemburg entailed the end of this crisis 

so that the negotiations could be reopened,, 
' The first concrete decisi.ons of the Ministerial Couci.l, 

ho~ever, came in June and July 1966. They contai.ned a mandate 

to negotiate on a few industrial products, such as paper and 

aluminium, and EEC offers on agricultural products, such as 

dairy products, meat, chickens~ yegetables· and fruit, 

Next months attention had been foccused on a general 
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"confrontation" of the offers of the participating countries, 

so that before the end of 1966 each country could determine 

whether it could maintain, expand or contract its original offers. 

On the basis of the purpose to achieve mutually proportional 

concessions, a number of countries presented on 30 November 1966 

socalled "warning lists". 

These lists contained an enumeration of both additional offers 

to be obtained from other countries (mostly from EEC) and own 

offers which would be cancelled in case those other countries 

would not be inclined to expand their offers sufficiently, The 

EEC decided to present no warninglist. 

In January 1967, 'when the real final negotiations star

ted, the most remar~able ·thing was that the prospects were just 

as uncertain as when the Kennedy Round was first suggested by the 

then President of the u.s" It was not quite correct to say that 

the prospects were dim:· they were absolutely uncertain, and it 

was doubtful whether any of the negotiating partners in Geneva 

had, even at this late stage, any idea. about ho~ it would all 

turn out. 

1. One reason was that in spite of the long gestational period, 

the negotiations were still weighed down by major unsolved 

complexes that were no nearer to a practical solution then 

than they were three years ago. 

2. The second main reason why an assessment of the prospects was 

so difficult, was the continuing uncertainly about the inten

tions of the partners. 

In May 1967 close to the expiration of the Trade Expansion 

Act, Americans failed to find any si.gns of a sense of urgency in 

Europe. They found no counterpart to their own conviction that 

a timetable had to be adhered to. They found it difficult to 

understand why the Commission seemed content with a negotiating 

mandate that seemed to them inadequate to resolving the fundamen

tal issues of the negotiation, all of which had survived four 

years of debate. 

Thenthe GATT Secretariat initiated a Marathon-session, 

in which all major negotiation delegations (EEC,U.S. U.K., 

Scandanavian countries, Switzerland and Japan) participated. 

On 15 Mai 1967 this resulted in an extensive "package deal" with · 

concessions from and on behalf of all negotiating countries. 
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THE KENNEDY - ROUND EXPECTATIONS AND EXPERIENCES 

Expectations 

In the trade message President Kennedy sent to 

Congress .on January 25, 196 2, he urged. Congress 

to replace the old Trade Agreements Act "by a 

wholly new instrument, - to meet the challenges 

and opportunities o'f a rapidly changing world 

economy." l) Among the "five,fundamentally new 

and sweeping developments (which) have made 

obsolete our traditional trade policy", the 

growth of the European Common Market, was mentio

ned as the first and probably most important one. 

E.E.C.in 1958 - 1962 had" progressed with such 

success and momentum that it has surpassed its 

original timetable, convinced those initially 
' skeptical that there is now no turning back and 

laid the groundwork for a radical alteration 

of the economics of the Atlantic allianc·e;" 

In 1960, a first'decision was taken in 

E.E.C. to accelerate the execution of the 

treaty; in 1961, Great-Britain, Norway, Denmark 

and Ireland had applied for membership; and on 

January 14, 1962, E.E.C. had successfully com

pleted the first stage of its transitional 

period. The prospect and the challenge of an 

enlarged common market " which may soon nearly 

equal our own (American), protected by a single 

external tariff similar to our own", asked for 

a creative response from a government which had 

promoted European unity within the Atlantic 

alliance, ever since 1947. 

This prospective new situation, as well as 

E. E. C. 's internal experiences, als:> required new 

negotiating techniques to replace the traditio

nal piLoduct - by - product one. "We must talk" 



the message went on - " in terms of trading 

whole layers at a time in exchange for other 

layers, as the Europeans have been doing in re

ducing their internal tariffs, permitting the 

forces of competition to set new trade patterns. 

Meeting the economic challenge of an 

enlarged community, was not the sole purpose, 

however, of President Kennedy's new trade poli

cy. It also expressed his belief "that a Uqited 

Europe will be playing a greater role in the 

common de fen se r ,,of responding more generously 
.~ ~~ 

to the needs of poorer nations, of joining 

with the United States and others in lowering 

trade barriers, resolving problems of commerce , 

and commodity and currency, and developing '' 

coordinated policies in all economic, ,pol,itical 

and diplomatic,areas• 2 l His new trade policy 

was to be,f; a means towards the ,end of forming 
. .;/;~ ~ ·"'· 

a concrete and mutually beneficiac_ Atlant_ic 

Partnership between '"the union now emerging in 
. . t~-! 

Europe" and the Unite& States. 
{i; 

On October 11, 1962 the u.s.congress enacted 

the Trade Expansion Act,,thereby endorsing 

the new trade policy of the Kennedy admini

stration. 

The European Community initially showed little 

enthousiasm for the Kennedy-proposals. The reaS!i:n 
,d, 

was that the French and some others saw them 

as a kind of atlantic free trade area iri dis

guise, because of the "·domi_r,a_;Qt.-supplier" 

clause. When the purposes of the new American 

trade policy became clearer-!' they were met 
·C··· 

with increasing enthousias~ in the European 

Communities. The E.E.<iL Commission J) and the - - . ;.c: 

Monnet comittee 4 ) wel~omed the initiative as a 

recognition of Europe as an ~~·gual partner of 
~:·'f· 

the United States. They stres'sed the need for -
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"a relationship of two separate but equally 

powerful entities, each bearing its share of 

common responsd.bilities in the world." Both 

of them especially emphasized the necessiby for 

E.E. C to deal as a unit with the United States 

and other countries. Hence their proposal'to 

revise the negotiating methods in such a way 
' 

that the Commission's freedom of action be 

increased. In doing so, "There can be not ques

tion - said the Monnet committee - of a transfer 

of authority, The Council of Ministers., •• 

must continue to lay down the broad guiding 

lines and reserve the final decisions to them

selves under the various terms specified in the 

Treaties;'t"rt should "deal with questions as a 

whole instead of dealing with each and every 

detail :•· By organizing" a regular interchange"be

tween the Commission and the Council, the Com

mission could be entrusted "with greater res

onsibility for the negotiations;• 0{ and "ne

gotiate as the Community's representative." 

The expectations + on both sides of the Atlantic -

of an enlarged· community, acting through a 

forceful representative, were not the only 

ones to be challenged in the future. In Decem-

ber 1962, Wyndham White already wrote "that 

neither the United States nor other important 

exporters of agricultural products will be in. 

a position to move further ahead with trade 

liberalization if present policies of agricultu

ral protectionism remain unchecked; still less, 

if as at present appears likely, they are still 

further aggravated." The discussions in the u.s. 
Congress, "The recent report of the consultation 

in GATT regarding the E,E.C, Common Agricultural 

Policy~(:!' and - if I may add - the current nego

tiations on agriculture between E.E.q;. and 
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Britain, are part of "a gloomy series of reports 

on this unpromising subject." S) 

French observers in 1962, apparently re

stricted their reaction to showing surprise 

over American support for E.E.c. 6 l. Thelr assault 

on the new American policy only came on January 

14, 1963. In the Gaulle's pressconference, the 

remarks on the E.E.C. agricultural policy not 

only made "t'he series of reports more gloomy." 

By excluding Britain, he also took issue with 
' the very essence of European and American ex-

pectations. In an enlarging community, "the 

cohesion of its members .••. would not endure 

for long, and that ultimately it would appear as 

a colossal Atlantic community under American 

dependence and direction, and which would 

quickly have absorbed the community of Eur:ope. " 7 ), 

Statesmen and politicians were slow 

to realize - if they ever have - the consequen

ces of this assault on the partnership idea. 

Atlantic partnership remained as the major ob

ject of official policies outside the Elysee. 

With this object in mind, the GATT Ministerial 

meeting, decided on May 21, 1963 to begin com

prehensive trade negotiations on May 4, 1964. 

In June, President Kennedy still stressed the 

contribution trade expansion could make towards 

forming an Atlantic partnership • 8 l!n September 

1963, Mansholt advocated the building of Atlantic 

partnership - after the failure to let Britain 

in - as the most convincing proof for an "outward 

looking" community. The building of such part

nership was so important, according to him, that 

further internal development ought to be made 
9) 

dependent on it." 

Experiences 

Four and a half years after the enactment of the 

Trade Expansion_Act, the Kennedy-Round 
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[l:'gotiations were completed on May 15, 1967, 

According to Wyndham White:" the results are 

of a far greater magnitude than those obtained 

in any previous trade negotiations,"' Spokesmen 

from E. Eo·.~. and 'the U, S, were generally satis~ 

fied with the balanced agreement reached among 

the industrialized countries, These result will 

·be assessed in other papers o ~!y concern here 

is to compare experiences a.ired ·.·'\\>'6:W, with expec-
.' -· 

tations held in 1962, especially with respect 

to E.Eoif:;, as a negotiating partner. 

Interestingly enough, the expectation of expan

ding trade as a means to promote partnership 

had quietly disappeared in the past years, 

Rather than promoti.ng it, ·the Round acquired an 

autonomy of its own., It has succeeded, notwith:.. 

standing serious clashes over economic relat~bns, 

while at' the same time the c 1 cucc:s for building 
,_- ,.(; 

Atlantic par.tnership have pecame'' more remote 

than ever before, Rather than becoming a partner 

for sharing common responsibilities, E,E,C, 

has become a rival pursuing separate policies, 

By making progress in Geneva dependent on progress 

in agricultural policy in Brussels (the reverse 

'"' ·"'' ' of Manshol t' s stated conception;) .. '.;7 Eo E. C. has 

delayed proceedings, reduced the outcome, but 

has not - as was expected - wrecked the nego

tiations, The European Community and its members 

are inclined to see the results as a proof for 
,. 

their ability to act in i\ unison o The Counc ll 
'J;oll· q 

of Ministers, however, exactly did the op~osite 

of what the Monnet-committee had suggested, The 

Commission has demanded more 

ber states and more freedom 

Geneva, but has acquired less, 

authority over mem

for manoeuver in 

In this paper,, I intend to assess the 

role of E.E.~. as a negotiating party in the 
~· 

Kennedy-Round negotiations, Before analyzing 
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EoEJ~;1, 's performance in the actual negotiating 
'~; 

process, a brief description will now be given 

of E;E.~, as a negotiating system. 
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E,E,C'.AS A NEGOTIATING SYSTEIL 

Underlying Principles. 

The treaties instituting the European Commu

nities - especially E.E,JC, - devote significant 

attention to relations of the Communities and 

their members with third states and interna

tional o~ganizations, This attention not only 

originates in the necessity for a new economic 

unit te deal with others within the scope of 

its activities, It also springs fro~ the parti

cular aims and·principles inspiring the "foun

ding-fathers" of the communities, According 

to them, E.E,C. should contribute to closer 

relations between its member states (art,2) 

and to the har;@_onious development of world 
\',;,!. 

trade (art,110), Pressure from the newly esta-

blished central institutions gradually increa

sing their powers over member states, was thought 

to be crucial for achieving these aims, The 

existence of an independant executive, having 

or acquiring real powers also in the conduct 

of external relations, must be considered as 

the guiding principle of the Schuman-Monnet 

approach to European integration, 

Treaty provisions, 

Notwithstanding the idealistic'( character of 
'·,'<l· 

these aims and principles, little attention has 

been given to the question of how to devise 

efficient procedures to effect them, 10 l The 

external missions of the institutions are, in 

the first place, much.more limited than 'their 

internal ones, Within these limits,external 

relations powers are distributed and/or shared 

among the Council and the Commission, 

The Commission· shall be responsible 

for maintaining all appropriate 'relations with 
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the GATT (E,E.C., art.229). Such relations do 

not replace existing relations between GATT and 

the community-members. They only supplement 

them on the ''secretariat"lavbl. 

The provisions for conducting tariff negotia

tions, significantly deviate from the general 

rule for making agreements with third states.
11

) 

"The Commission shall submit to the Council 
recommendations concerning tariff negotia
tions with third countries in respect of 
the common customs tariff. The Council 
shall authorize the Commission to open 
such negotiations, 
The Commission shall conduct these nego
tiations in consultation with a special 
Committee appointed by the Council to as
sist the Commission in this task and 
within the framework of such directives 
as ·the Council may issue to it." 
(arL111(2)). 
"The agreements ••• shall be concluded on 
behalf of the Community by the CounciL., 
•.• " (art, 11 4 ) -

When exercising these powers, the Council shall 

act during the first two stages by unanimous vote 

and subsequently (also after the end of the 

transitional period) by a qualified majority 

vote (art. 111 ( 3) , 11 3 ( 4) , 11 4 ) , 

The provisions for conducting tariff 

negotiations in respect of the common customs 

tariff, are in themselves 

an important one - to the 

the transitional period, 

an exception - though 
H' 

general rule during 

"Member States shall co-ordinate their 
commercial relations with third countries 
so as to bring about, by the end of the 
transitional period, the conditions ne'd~.s-

,.,~ ,,~ 

sary for the implementation of a commo.ri 
policy in the field of external trade, 
"The Commission shall submit to the Council 
proposals regard•ing the procedure to be 
applied, during the transitional period, 
fo.r the establishment of common action, ••• " 

In such matters as commodi·ty agreements, non

tarif,f bariers an.d anti-dumping, the ·treaty 
i\'l 

thus only provided for ., ;,j;_!:J~~J';,r-member coordination 
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within the GATT framework (compare art.113(1) 

E,E.~o) 

The most apparent characteristic of these 

treaty provisions, as of the other ones dealing 

with the conduct of external relations, is cer

tainly their .utmost complexity, The Community

approach as a device for·"federalizing" common 

activities invariably failed when the drafters 

of the treaty were faced with concrete issues. 

As a consequence no other principle than the 

reluctance of member states to transfer ex

ternal relations powers to the community, seems 

to have inspired the drafters, 

In the field of external trade - the most im

portant field of the communities external rela

tions - the flexible rule of art.228 has been 

replaced by the far more restrictive provisions 

of articles 111-116,CI'he differences between 

them are striking indeed, The Commission's 

power to negotiate agreements (art,228)is -

in the case of tariff agreements - restricted 

by the provisions that the Council shall autho

rize her to open such negotiations, that they 

shall be conducted in consultation with the spe

cial committee and within the framework of 

Council directives, 

The voting provisions for Council decision

making throughout this process are more prohi

bitive than tho~e for concluding agreements 

under article 228 .1":( The Assembly - another 
'iAJ . 

potential federalizing force - is excluded 

from the process notwithstanding the pro

vision of article 228. 

In alle other cases related to trade, 

the Commission shall. only submit proposals to 

the Council regarding the procedure to be ap

plied, during the transitional period, for 
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assuring coordination among member states. 

Treaty provisions thus offer a confusing varie

ty of procedures with little prospect, it ap

pears, to promote the "federalizing" process 

which was thought to be so vital for the 

community's success. 

A framework for analysis. 

Before embarking upon an analysis of trends in 

decision-making, it may now be useful to construct 

a rudimentary framework, which enables us to 

better measure the evolution of the community 

as a negotiating partner. 

The framework is given in table I. It only 

deals with those powers which relate to multi

lateral negotiations. The table distinguishes 

three broad categories, the third again subdi

vided into three sub-categories. It is construc

ted as a continuing scale, each following cate

gory representing a higher level of integration 

than the preceding one. The first category deals 

with matters for which the conduct - by not 

being dealt with in the treaty - is left with 

member states. The following categories are 

based on treaty provisions as far as they apply 

to multilateral negotiations. As the table 

shows, the different forms of conducting exter

nal relations are spread over a large variety 

-of powers. This divergence of powers provided 

for the exercise of related functions, suggests 

that the evolution of the community may demon

strate its inapplicability, and will consequent

ly show a trend to converging the procedures. The 

crucial questions thus appear to be: - in terms 

of our three categories-(1) whether such con

vergence implies progress towards a higher level 

of integration or a return to a lower level; 
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and (2) what impact sud convergence has had on 

the outcome of the multiiateral negotiations, 

Before measuring the evolution during the 

Kennedy-Round, I _:;;hall 1fOW turn to an analysis 

of two early experiences, 
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EARLY EXPERIENCES IN MULTILATERAL NEGOTIATIONS. 

The Free Trade Area Negotiations. 

Almost from its inception· E.E.~J.became entangled 

in an increasing number of complex political 

conflicts, bearing heavily on the whole evolution 

of its external relations powers. These diffi

culties resulted first of all from its very 

existence. The rise of a strong economic 

'power', protected by a common external tariff, 

made non member states (especially Britain and, 

later, the U.S.A.) press for multilateral solu

tions as a means to offset the disadvantages and 

distortions they feared, This pressure required 

the Community to negotiate, from its inception, 

on the basis of a situation as yet non-existent. 

As long as an external tariff had not yet been 

established, and common policies have not yet 

been elaborated, it is certainly difficult for 

the community to function as a unit in multilate

ral negotiations. This difficulty grew all. the 

more serious as soon as it became clear that 

member states were disagreeing fundamentally 

about the evolution of their relations with 

third states. The consequence so far has been 

that the French Government, while opposing 

integration, is continuously pressing for con

certed negotiation of plural interests; whereas 

some other members, while favouring integration, 

are increasingly withdrawing their "loyalty' 

form the new centre, out of fear that unified 

action may jeopardize multilateral negotiations 

and their 'individual interests. 

The first round of multilateral ne go-

tiations-concerning a Free Trade Area - has 

been very ably analysed bij Lindberg. He con-

. eludes by saying that his analysis 11 has demon-

'· 
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strated that the role of the central institutions 

and of central policies was increased •
12

l;This 

evolution, in my opinion, was more apparent in 

the short term than it was real in the long 

term. It was apparent only because of the fact 

that the central policy adopted involved no 

more than a refusal to continue serious multila

teral negotiations. Such a refusal by a major 

trading group represents at best a decision 

to postpone negotiations~§ They risk to "accen-
:i/ 

tuate national differences" and "to hinder the 

development of Community policies" 131 , once 

the Community shall be faced with the necessity 

of taking part in multilateral negotiations 

againo 

The Dillon Round. 

These difficulties remained relatively inap

parent still during the Dillon Round negotia

tionso This was the case mainly because of the 

limited negotiating power of the U.S._government, 

based as it still was on the 1934 Trade Agree

ment Act; the procedure of product-by-product 

negotiation; the virtual exclusion of agricul

tural products from the round; and, finally; 

the agreement reached among member governments 

of E.EoC~ to accelerate the execution of the 
!-'' 

E. E. St· Treaty, which enabled the Community to 

consolidate tariffs on the basis of an external 

tariff reduced bij 20 per cent. It became clear, 

how~\ver, that member governments forced the 

cornk:ission to negot-iate strictly on the basis 

of a consensus hammered ou·t in t.he Council. 

Rather than .issuing direct-ives to the Commission, 

Council consensus took the form of detailed in

structions. In cas'e the· Commission was unable 

to sell this consensus to the other contracting 

parties, it had to go back to Brussels to receive 
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new instructions, Hinor adaptations could even

tually be made in agreement with the Special 

Co'mmittee 111 (the members of this committee 

were the representatives of member governments 

in the negotiations)" The fact that both the 

special committee and the Commission are to 

report to the Council still further increased 

the latter's supervision, 

-The extent to which the Council exer

cised its supervision is clearly demonstrated 

by two facts, Firstly, the E.E,c@;, Council de

cided (on May 5,1959, while agreeing to take 

part in the Dillon Round) to have the negotia

tions take place in two distinct stages, During 

the first; the Commission was to be allowed 

only to renegotiate existing consolidations, 

made necessary in view of the new external 

tariff, This first stage had to be completed 

before new tariff concessions (the actual Dillon 

Round) could be negotiated, Secondly, the Coun·-

6il discussed the proceedings in Geneva throughout :v 
' the whole period at each of its monthly sessions, 

Even during the first stage, the representatives 
/ 

'of the Commission "had to make repeated requests 

in Brussels to be given more negotiating power 

for concession-making", in case 

succeed with their pre-arranged 

Two examples may throw 

they "did not 
14) 

formula 11 
o 

additional light 

on the position of the Commissionas a negotia

tor, The negotiations between the U,S,A, and 

the E, E •\S,· were certainly the most crucial - ' 
ones for the outcome of the Dillon RouhcL In 

January, 1962, these negotiations were mo~ed 

to J3russels. At E,E,~. headquarters the Com

mission tried to hammer out a package d~al with 

the u,s. representatives. Throughout th~ pro

ceedings, representatives of E,E,~~ member 

states were sitting in a nearby restaurant, to 
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follow and to approve the proposals worked out 

by the Commission, 

Another example was provided by the 

accession-to-GATT negoti~ions conducted with 

Portugal. ~aced with the impossibility of ob

taining favourable terms with the Commission and 

the Special Committee (representatives of the 

economics ministries:), Portugal approached 

the six for~ign offices directly; an agreement 

was reached, by-passing both the Commission and 

the committee in Geneva, One isolated decision, 

taken as a result of the Dillon Round, suggests 

a-little increase in the powers of the Commission, 

In its report on the first· stag~, 15 ) tile Com

mission writes that it has received a general 

mandate to negotiate tariff conc=ssions with 

third cour.tries desiring to change or withdraw 

their concessions. So far, such negotiations had 

been conducted bilaterally with member states 

profiting from the existing concessions, The 

agreements discussed so far have invariably been 

concluded by the Council, 

The complicated mechanism for Commu

nity participation .in GATT negotiations makes 

it extremely difficult to assess the real role 

played by the central institutions, Firstly, 

member states have been able to concert their 

action- with the assistance of the Commission's 

presence as observer - at GATT ministeral confe

rences. Secondly, the Commission has partici-

.pated, alongside member governments, in the 

work of the committees set up by the conferen

ces, with the task of preparing and drafting the 

rules for the actual negotiations, Finally, the 

Commission has carried out the task of negotia

ting tariffs with the other contracting parties 

on behalf of the Community and member states, 

In fact the Commission had to negotiate on two 
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levels, with a view to bring together the com

promise between six points of view with those 

of the partner'(s) in the GATT negotiations o This 

two-level negotiation has serously hampered the 

Commission's role.as Community negotiator, in 

most cases, owing mainly to the increasing dif

ficulties between .member states. 

The k.ind of unity EoE,ISi?:manifested 

during the Dillon-Round is indicated on table 

IL 
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THE KENNEDY-ROUND NEGOTIATIONS. 

During a meeting of the GATT contracting par

ties held in Geneva from October 23 - November 

16, 1962, the governments of Canada and the 
~ . 

U.S.A. proposed to convene a ministerial mee

ting in the early part of "J:'963 to consider a 

program for effective liberalisation and expan

sion of trade in primary and industrial pro

ducts. 

This ministerial meeting took place from May 

16-21, 1963. During this meeting it was agreed 

to begin comprehensive trade negotiations at 

Geneva on May 4, 1964o A trade negotiations com

mittee was set up with the task of elaborating 

a trade negotiating plan in the light of the 

principles agreed to by the ministers, and 

of supervising the conduct of the Trade negotia

tions.16l The plan should deal inter alia with: 

the depth of the tariff reductions, and the 

rules for 

raised by 

barriers; 

exceptions;the problem of disparities, 

E,E,Ci.; the problems of non-tariff 
I!' ' 

and the conditions of access to world 

markets for agriculural products. 

When the contracting partners met again 

in Hay 1964 ,.~~1j'e Trade Negotiations Committee 

had been unable to reach agreement especially 

on the problems of disparities and non-tariff 

barriers, and the treatment of agricultural 

products. The E,E.~, and the u,s, had been un-
\1 

able to .agree on a 'general disparities rule, 

The conception of "access to world markets for 

agricultural products" had been challenged by the 

E. E .({.1. approach of consolidating the "montant 

de g:~utien". On non-tariff barriers, attention 

had been concentra-~) on the preliminary ques

tion of identifying those barriers on which 

participating governments wished to negotiate. 
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It was decided nevertheless to move from the 

initial Elanninq staqe to the actual multilateral 
17) 

negotiating staqeo 

It was not until July 1966 that the 

GATT secretariat could propose a time schedule, 

for beginning the final bargaining Ehase in 

January 1967, The basic reason for this time

lag layl·.again wit E,E,C,, On French insistence, 
' . 

E.E,C.had gradually adopted the rule to make 

progress in agricultural negotiations dependent 

on internal E,E,·~· progress with the elaboration 

of a common agricultural policy. Since the 

Americans - supported by oth,er agricultural 

exporters - had linked progress in industrial 

negotiations to progress in agriculture, no 

serious bargaining could be expected before 

E.E.C. had tabled its offers for agriculture. 

Due to a number of serious internal crise;:;". 
~·f,, 

E.E.c; .. could only table its offers between August 

1966 and January 1967. 

E.E.t. thus has considerably complica-
~-

ted and delayed the Kennedy-Round negotiations. 

It has nevertheless contributed to a fairly suc

cesful outcome of the negotiations. Throughout 

the process it has :Shown a remarkable unity 

in action though not of the kind Monnet and 

the "federalists" had envisaged. 

E.E.C. as a negotiating earty:what kind of unity? 

The general evolution of E.E.C. as a decision

making system suggests a d.ifferent trend from 

the one envisaged by Bonnet and the "spill-

over" theories. 181 In this evolution, the 

Council of Ministers rather than the Commission 

is emerging as the most important and central 

decision-making body. The effect of this trend 

is twofold, (1) On the one hand the Council as

sumed (or further strengthened) its central 

role at ·.the expense of',. both the Commission and· 
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the European Parliament, (2) On the other hand, 

the Council has stressed its role of being the 

framework for compromising national policies ;t,, 

rather than its task of being the institution 

for confronting national policies with the corn- ··~ 

munity-interest put forward by the Commission, 

As a result, the Commission has largely concentra

ted on initiating common (rather than community) 

action, and on assisting member governments in 

reach.ing mutual agreement. ~he principle of 

two "equal" institutions, cooperating while 

each other and acting within the limits of 

their respective powers, has largely been re

placed by the practice of the one institution 

(the Commission), assisting the "more equal" 

other one (the Council) in finding intergovern

mental agreement. The French conception (since 

1958) on what kind of organization E.E.c':" ought 
'"' 

to be, is largely responsible for this trend. 

French policy, especially since 1960, has suc

ceeded in inducing its partners to accept its 

conception. The Luxemburg agreement of January 

1966, marks this acceptance. The crisis of 

confidence which followed the veto 6ve'rBri tish 

entrance in January 1963 (maintained by the 

internal crises following the veto) .~ explains 

why the five partners gradually settled down 

on this more traditional concept of intergo'\.ern

r:lental cooperation. 

For the purpose of this paper, the 

general trend, summarized above, is most rele

vant. The Kennedy-Round negotiations, aimed at 

achieving Atlantic partnership, are at the 

very heart of the twofold disagreement between 

E.E.'S:· members. The British issue, though, 

showed basic disagreement on E.E.C.'s external 

and especially Atlantic relations, whereas the 

political union issue and subsequent internal 
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crises manifested disagreement over the inte

gration process. As a result, it was a French 

interest to prevent the Kennedy-Round from 

achieving .its political aims, without loosing 

the benefits of a European common market. Its 

partners, while being unwilling to risk the 
' ' 

achievements of E, E. _C,,, saw it their interest 
~ 

to use the Kennedy-Round (after the veto) .for 

promoting Atlantic partnership through an un

enlarged but on-going community. 

It ·;turned out to be the paradox of this situation 

that the French needed a certain E.E.~.unity in 

negotiations for opposing the U, S. in·· de the 

Round, whereas the others wanted a certain uni-

ty to prove the vitality of E.E •. ~c. also after 

the British veto. 1 

The resulting attempt to use the same 

instruments for conflicting. purposes soon be-
·t, 

came apparent. In April 1963, the German govern: 

ment took the initiative to elaborate a coor-. 

d.inated program of action for E.E.c,_·,. with a 
\. 

view to relaunch activities especially in the 

field of external relations. The French govern

ment countered the German initiative on two 

levels. It insisted on .including concrete por

gress towards a common agricultural policy as 

a conditio sine qua non for progress .in any 

other field. It raised the so-called disparities 

problem as one to be solved before negotiations 

on linear tariff reductions could proceed. When 

the Council - on !1ay 9, 1963 - agreed to have 

E.E.'c. take part .in the Kennedy-Round it virtuaily 

endorsed the French position. 

The consequences were far-reaching both 

for the kind of unity E. E.'9,I could be in nego

tiations- and for the impact on the negotiating 

process in Geneva. 

In the E. E. c:: .• council a prolonged period began 

of constant haggling over the relationship be-
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tween progress in agricultural policy and in

structions to the Commission ·~'r the Kennedy

Round. For several reasons, the French were in 

a better position to obtain priority for agri

cultural decisions over Kennedy-Round instructions· 

than were the Germans for obtaining'a "balanced 

progress" in both areas. First of all, the French 

were able, with the support of the Commission, 

to present progress in agriculture as the test 

case for E.E.C,. 's future development. In the 

absence o.f a common commercial policy, and 

faced with the American position to make pro-

gress in the industrial sector dependent on 

progress in preparatory negotiations on agri

culture~ the Commission tried to push agricul-

ture internally with a view to improving E.E.c. 's 

unity externally. The French supported the 

Commission, though for different reasons. The 

French furthermore proved willing and able 

- unlike the other members - to exert the ut

most pressure for obtaining their aims. The 

very methods by which they did so - through 

fixing deadlines requiring exhaustive Harathon 

sessions, and provoking crises - well served 

their objectives. The Harathon session, as 

a decision-making procedure, is capable of 

yielding decisions on concrete issues. It is 

much less capable of yielding results in broa

der and politically sensitive areas. 

The Harathon procedure therefore favo

red agricultural policy~ without at the same 

time promoting action on the Kennedy-Round. 

Among the four Harathon sessions during the pe

riod under review, three resulted in substantial 

progress on angriculture19 ! The June 1965 ses

sion ende:;; in a cris:is postponing decision-ma

king in all areas, including the Kennedy-Round. 
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The 1963 session also agreed on directives to 

be given to the Corrunission. Within the context 

of the Kennedy-Round - being in its planning 

stage - the directives were clearly negative 

.in outlook, exception made for the acceptance 

of a minimal exception list. The Coun~il rei

terated its view on disparities and trade in 

agriculture by which it challenged the American 

conception as well as some principles agreed 

upon during the May meeting of GATT ministers. 

The agreement could hardly be seen different 

than as an expression of cohesion in unwilling

ness. The 1966 session completed the bulk of 

the common·agricultural policy. Germany and 

the Netherlands only agreed to these decisions 

on May 11 if a mandate for the Commission could 

be agreed upon .as well. During this session, 

the Council also agreed to discuss the negotia

tions in each of its coming sessions. The hard' 

core of E.E.C.'s offers to its partners in the 

Kennedy-Round were tabled after the Council's 

Hay 1966 Marathon only. Before this date the 

Council had only been able to agree on the excep

tion list (November 1964), on chemical products 

under the condition of settling the American 

Selling Price problem, and on aluminium 

(April 1966). 

Table III indicates houw little attention the 

Co,uncil paid to· the Kennedy-Round before May 

1966, and how much more limited the number of 

sessions had been in which the Council could 

reach agreement. 

Given this mutual distrust within the 

Council, as a result o£ the continuous clash 

between opposing policy-aims, little increase 

in the negotiating freedom of the Commission 

could be expected. The French basically dis

agreed with any such increase, inconsistent as 
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it was, especially in the external relations 

field, with their conception of a commission 

entrusted with the task of assisting states 

in their mutual consultations. The five prac

tically disagreed with any such increase, 

afraid as they were for a representative who 

might act against their interests. The Coun

cil's instructions and mandates therefore were 

either rigid or most detailed. They not only 

indicated how much the Commission was allowed 

to offer., and how little it was empowered to 

accept, but also the tactics it should use. In 

most cases in which the Council failed to agree 

on instructions, the permanent representatives 

or the committee 111 were instructed to examine 

the problems. 

The Council closely supervized the Commission's 

conduct until the last days in the negotiations. 

In the final days and hours, when Council sessions 

were not possible any more, direct contact was 

taken with the six governments. 

The Commission's freedom was further 

curtailed by the pr~ctice - since distrust do

minates E.E.C~of leaking Council discussions 
l'c4\>'-l 

and decisions to the press. Although the at

mosphere of a '' Conseil de guerre" 20 ) apparently 

limited this practice during the bargaining 

stage, leaks occurred throughout this period. 

Notwithstanding slightly more flexible man

dates given to the Commission for the final 

hours, no increase in the powers of the Com

mission has taken place. 

The procedures for conducting the 

negotiations have converged to point 2.2. on 

our scale in table II. This implies that con

certed action in some instances has replaced 

individual action. It also means that the con

cept of tieexecutive negotiating on behalf of 



the community has disappeared in favor of a 

spokesman speaking on behalf of a group of six 

states. 

E.E.<e.as a unit: what kind of impact? 

The foregoing analysis has revealed_that E.E.c. 

has not developed to that level of unity its 

initiators had envisaged, It has neither fallen 

back to such level of disunity, the disagree

ment among its members might have indicated. It 

has settled down as a complicated trade-nego

tiating sub-systeem protected and held to-

gether by a common external tariff and common eco

nomic interests, As a party in the Kennedy-Round 

it has neither achieved "closer relations be

tween its member states", nor has it signifi

cantly_contributed" t~ the harmonio~s develop

ment of world trade". As a negotiating sub-

system within the GATT framework, it has com

plicated and delayed procedures inst!ad of 

facilitating them by acting as a new and out

ward looking partner. 

As a negotiating sub-system it pro

ved strong enough to set the pace of negotia

tions. It magnified and strengthe:r'led the nui

sance value of one of its members, but belittled 

and weakened the spill--over value of sub-regio

nal economic integration. It entered the Ken-' 

nedy-Round on the narrow basis of the "minimum 

common denominator" of its members. It gradually 

"upgraded the common interest" of its members in 

some areas, once a collusion occurred between 

those advocating a "European Europe" and thos.e 

aiming at a united Eu~ope. 

However balanced the outcome of the 

Kennedy-Round may be called by'most participants 
I 

and observers, the impact of E.E.C. acting as 

a unit has been largely negative. 
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Raitler than functioning as a take-off for more 

Atlantic cooperation, the Kennedy;...Round·has 

contributed to the growing uneasiness between 

E.E.C. and the United States. Hotwitl:s·t:anding 

the average tariff cut of 35%, little has been 

achieved in fostering a more harmonious deve

lopment of world trade. 

On balance, the following conclusions 

may be presented on the ompact of E.E.C. acting 

as a negotiating sub-system in the Round: 

1 • The extent to which E. E. C. achieved unity 

in de Kenn~dy-Round(point 2.2. on my scale 

in table II) neither promoted more integra

tion among its members, nor did it foster 

external integration - the improvement of 

international economic relations. 

The cohesion among E.E.C. members has an 

ad hoc character, limited to the specific 

circumstances of the negotiations. In this 

situation further efforts to improve inter

nal economic cooperation may well become in 

creasingly incompatible with better externai 

economic relations. 

2. The Kennedy-Round has failed to meet its far

reaching political aims. It has proved to be 

MW. 

an unsuitable instrument for such purposes. 

Its very political aims have complicated ne

gotiations. Once it acquired an autonomy of its 

own· as a vehicle for anofher round of ·trade~· 

liberalization, substantial agreement could 

be reached. It finally did so however at the 

expense of a harmonious development of world 

trade froin which agriculture and the develo

ping countries might have·received the-bene

fit. 

I . 



TABLE I 
treatv nrovisions annlied If are to: 

Categories in the Treaty provisions FTA negotiations Dillon-Round Kennedy-Round 
rrreaty 

1 • Conduct of exter Non-tariff bar- ' 

nal relations riers,Agricul- ' I 
left with indi- tu re 
vidual member 
states 

2. Conduct predomi-
nantly left to 
member-states 

' -Institutions , 
device procedu- art.lll (1) 
res for common 
action 

3. Institutions re-
present member ' 

states in con-
ducting external 
relations. 

·3.1.Council and Corn- art.lll (2) , 
mission acting 113 (3,4) 
under council 114 
instructions -----------------· ---------------~--~----------------· ----------------------

3.2.Council and corn-
mission in sub- art.228 
sequent stages 

--~--------------· ------------------~---------------- ----------------------
3.3.Commission acting art.229 

as the executive 



Table II DilLon round " ·Kennedy Round Negotiations ' 
Categories in First phase Second Planning Phase Negotiating- .Phase Bargaining Phase 
practice Phase oct'62-May'64 May '64-Jan. '67 ,January-May '67 

1 . Conduct left Disap/~ 
with individual Irrelevant 
member states .....- -

2. Conduct predomi-
nantly left to 
member states. 
Institutions de-
vice procedures 
for Common acti-
on /assist them. -------------------- ----------------- ------------------- --------------------

2.1.Commission has 
observer states 

~~---------------in negotiations -------------------- -------- ---------· ------------~----~--
2.2.Commission is 

spokesman for 

"" 
community and 1 ' member states ., 

I 

3. Institutions re-
1-

I present member I 
states in conduc- I 

! ting external 
I I 

I relations. 
I I 

3.1.Commission I acting under I I Council in- -·----
structions -------- - ------- r------------------r-----~------------ --------------------3.1.1.Council con- ' 
eluding agree-
ments 

' 
3. 2. Not applied ~ 

3.3 .Not applied 
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Table III. 

E.E.C. COUNCIL PREPARATIONS FOR NEGOTIATIONS. 

Total number 
of Council 
sessions 

Sessions partly or 
wholly devoted to 
the Kennedy-Round 

Sessions in which agree
ment could be reached 
on instructions ~) 

' 
I PLANNING STAGE OCTOBER 1962 - HAY 1964 

4 7 1 5 2 ( 0) 

II NEGOTIATING STAGE MAY 1964 - JANUARY 1967 . ' 

1 • Hay 1964 - Juni 30, 1965 

35 8 

2. July 1, 1965 - Hay 11, 1966 

14 6 

3. May 12, 1966 - January 1967 

18 8 

III. BARGAINING STAGE. JANUARY 1967 - MAY 1967 

1 2 6 

Sources: E.E.C. monthly bulletins 

Agence Europe 

2 ( 1 ) 

1.( 1 ) 

5 ( 4) 

5 ( 3) 

Siegler, Europaische Dokumenten. Band II. 

~) Figures,in brackets refer to sessions in which the Council 
agreed on concrete offers to be tabled in Geneva. With the 
exception of the exception list (agreed upon in November 
1964); the offers have been agreed upon in 1966 and 1967 
only. 



1:) . Quotations are taken from the text printed in the New York 
Times. January 26, 1962 

2). ~rom Kennedy's independence Day Speech. 

3), See its memorandum concerning "The Action program of the 
Community during the second stage." October 24,1962.par.146-149. 

4l. Action Committee for the United States of Europe. Quotations 
from the Joint Declarations of June 26, 1962 and December 
18, 1962 are based on the texts as the appear in: W.E.U. 
1962. A retrospective view of the political year in Europe. 
pages 50-52, 98-101. 

5). GATT SECRETARIAT. Information and Library Services. Interna
tional Trade: The Years of Decision. Article by Eric Wyndham 
White. INT/128. December 1962. The addition is mine. 

6). See, Schaetzel, Die Vereinigten Staaten und die Gemeinsame 
Market. Europa Archiv. 17 Jahr. 1962.p.661 (10 Oktober 1962). 

7). English translation in: WEU 1963. A retrospective view of the 
political year in Europe.p.21. 

B). See ·his speech in Frankfurt on June 25, 1963. 

9). See his speech on "Atlantic Partnership and European Unity". 
The Hague, september 18, 1963. 

10).This paragraph and the following ones are based on an earlier 
article I wrote on the subject:"The External Representation 
of Plural Interests. The European Community and its members 
in the conduct of External Relations". 
Journal of Common Market Studies. Vol.V.no.4.June 1967.p.426-
45f: 

11).This general rule is given by art. 228, EEC. 

12).Lindberg, The Political Dynamics of European Economic Integra
t~~n~ Stanford 1963, p.166, and, 1n general chapters VII-VIII. 

13).Camps, quoted in Lindberg loc.cit. 

14).Curzon, ~ult~lateral Commercial Diplomacy, London 1965,p.99. 

15).The first stage of the Common Market. Report concerning the 
Execution of the Treaty. EEC Commission Juny 1962,Par.91. 

16).GATT Press Release. GATT/794.Page 12-13. 

17).Compare GATT Press Release GATT/873. 

1 8) . More fully analyzed ~. in the author's: Problemes insti tutionnels 
des Communantes europeennes. Cahiers de Droit Europeen 1966 
No.3. p.227-250. 
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19). These sessions took place: december 1963, .december 1964 
and May/July 1966. 

• 
20). Le Monde.13 January 1967. ' \ 
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CHAPTER I 

THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN THE GENERAL AGREEr~ENT ON TARIFFS 

AND TRADE 

1. I think we need a background when we are looking at the role 

the developing countries played in the Kennedy-Round and at 

the results for them of these trade negotiations. Several 

pictures can serve as background fer this purpos·e. 

The best and most adequate seems t.o me ·the posi t.ion of the 

developing countries in GATT and the attention g.iven to their 

trade problems in the GATT framework. 

2. In 1947 twenty-three countries became contracting parties of 

the General Agreement. Ten ·of them were developing countries. 

In the following years their number increased considerably, 

and fifty are now participating in GATT. 

3. Real attention in GATT for the particular and weak trade 

position of the developing countries stems from 1957. Then 

the Cont..racting Parties decided there should be a panel 

to examine trends in i.nt.er na t.ional t.rade. In particular the 

experts are asked to give attention to "the failure of the 

trade of less developed countr.ies ·to develop as rapidly as 

that of the industrialized countries, excessive short-term 

fluctuations in prices of primary products, and widespread 

resort to agricultural protect1on". 

The conclusion of the Haberler report "Trends in International 

Trade" is "that the· prospects f.or exports of non-industrial 

countries are very sensitive to internal policies in the 

industrial countries and that on balance their development 

will probably fall short of the increase in world trade as 

a whole". 

Shortly after the publication of the report of the panel 
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the Contracting Parties launched a programme for the Expansion 

of International Trade. Three conuni tJee.s where established to 

assemble data, to study the problems in detail and to make 

suggestions for action to the Contracting Parties. One can 

give the committees the following names: 

- Committee I: Trade Negotiations Committee; 

- Committee II: Committee on Trade in Agricultural products; 

- Committee III: Committee on the Expansion of Trade of less 

developed countries. 

4. Committee III itself calls the first three years of its 

existence "a fact finding stage". The Committee wanted to 

know: what are the articles _of special export interest to 

developing countries and what are the obstacles hindering the 

expansion of the export of these products to industrialized 

countries? 

The Committee issued five reports dealing mainly with this 

question and summarized these five in a special report dated 

1 5 November 19 61. Thirty products were identified _as being 

of export interest to developing countries: 

1. foodstuffs and tropical agricultural products: cocoa, 

coffee, tea, oilseeds and vegetable oils, cotton, tobacco 

and canned fish; 

2. industrial raw materials and semi-manufactures: iron ores, 

copper, copper rollings, lead, ferrci-chrome and ·ferro

manganese, bauxite, alumina and aluminium, t.imber; 

3. manufactured goods: 

a. cotton manufactures, jute manufactures, coir manufactures; 

finished leather, leather footwear and leather goods; 

sports goods; 

b. bicycles, sewing machines, electric fans, electric 

motors, diesel engines, steel furniture. 

The main obstacles confronting the expansion of the exports 

of less developed countries in these products were identified as: 
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1. Quantitative import rest.:cicU.0ns 

2. Tariffs. Not only high tariffs but also disproportionate 

differentiation in favour of imports of raw materials as 

compared with duties for processed goods are mentioned 

here as a serious obstacle to Lhe expansion of exports; 

3. Revenue duties and internal fiscal charges; 

4. State monopolies. 

In the light of these findings the Committee placed before 

the Contracting Parties ten specific recommendations. 

5. From 27 - 30 November 1961 there was a meeting of Ministers 

or ministerial representatives from forty-four GATT-members 

in Geneva. In the field of "obstacles to the Trade of less 

developed countries" the Ministers had before them: 

1. a proposal of the United States to adopt a joint "Declara

tion on Promotion of Trade of-less developed countries"; 

2. the special report of Committee III; 

3. a "Programme of Action" submitted by a group of less 

developed countries; 

4. a paper submitted by Nigeria proposing duty-free entry 

for tropical products. 

The Contracting Parties formally adopted the "Declaration". 

They decided too "that immediate steps should be taken to 

establish specific programmes for action, and where feasible 

target terminal dates, for progessive reduction and elimina

tion of barriers to the exports of less developed countries". 

Committee III was indicated as the appropriate body to make 

Recommendations to the Contracting Parties on this subject. 

Another task of Committee III became to review action taken 

by contracting parties to improve market opportunities for 

the exports of less developed countries. 

6. Many things were discussed in Committee III in 1962. While in 

the opinion of the Committee the exploratory stage of its work 
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had ended now i'~ wanted to enlarge the scope of its work. 

Undoubtedly most important however was the discussion relating 

to a seven-point programme of action proposed by the represen

tatives of eighteen GATT countries. The main point on the 

agenda of Committee III for its meetings in 'r-iarch/April 1963 

was again a "Programme of Action" nmv consisting of eight 

points and sponsored by twenty-one (less developed) GATT 

countries. 

The proposed "Programme of Action" together with a summary 

of the discussion in Committee III was submitted to the coming 

Ministerial Meeting. 

7. In 1962, following a recommendation of Committee III, a Special 

Group on Trade in ,.Tropical Products was established. 

The Group too submitted a report, with Recommendations to the 

Ministerial Meeting of 1963. 

8. In their Meeting of May 1963 the Hinisters of all industri

alized countries, with the exception of the Ministers of the 

member States of the European Economic Community, agreed to 

a Programme of Action. The eight points are: 

1. Standstill provision; no~ barriers should be erected 

by industrialized countries against the exports of less 

developed countries. 

2. Elimination of quantitative restrictions. 

3. Duty-free entry for tropical products; to be granted by 

31 December 1963. 

4. Elimination of tariffs on the primary products important 

in the trade of less developed countries. 

5. Reduction and elimination of tariff barriers on exports 

of semi-processed and processed products from less developed 

countries, providing for a reduction of at least 50 per 

cent of the present duties over the next three years. 

6. Progessive reduction of internal fiscal charges and revenue 

duties by industrialized countries with a view to their 

elimination by 31 December 1965. 
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7. Industrialized countries shall report to the GATT secreta

riat in July of each year on the steps taken by them during 

the preceding year to implement these decisions and on the 

measures which they propose to take over the next twelve 

months to provide larger access for the products of less 

developed countries. 

8. Contracting Parties should also give urgent consideration 

to the adoption of other appropriate measures which would 

facilitate the efforts of less developed countries to di

versify their economies, strengthen their export capacity 

and increase their earnings from overseas sales. 

It was agreed that in the first instance the Programme of Action 

would relate to the products iientified by Committee III as 

being of export interest to developing countries (see page 2). 

The !Hnisters of the EEC and the States associated with the 

EEC stated that the first seven points of the programme only 

refered to measures for the elimination of barriers to trade. 

In their opinion more positive measures were required "to 

achieve a marked and rapid increase in the export earnings of 

the developing countries as a whole". These Ministers urged: 

1. that international action should be directed to a deliberate 

effort to organize international trade in 

rest to the less developed countries. One 

products of inte

should thereby 
' 

take account of the different level of economic development 

of the countries concerned; 

2. that action should be undertaken to ensure increasing exports 

at remunerative, equitable and stable prices for the less 

developed countries producing primary products. 

For the same reason the Ministers of the EEC and the States 

associated with the Community could not agree with the con

clusions of the Ministers with regard to "Free Access to 

Markets of Industrialized Countries for Tropical Products". 
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' An Action Committee was established which had the task of 

assisting the contracting Parties in the implementation of 

the Programme of Action. 

Although almost every word of the Conclusions and Resolutions 

of the Ministerial Meeting of 1963 is of very great importancy, 

we will mention only one thing here (with its follow-up). 

9. The necessity of an adequate legal and institutional frame

work in relation to the wo.rk of expanding the trade of less 

developed countries was recognized by the Ministers. Although 

it took a long time to shape and'implement this framework, it 

now exists. The new Part IV, on "Trade and Development", of 

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade consists of three 

articles. If one wants to understand fully the position of 

the developing countries in GATT it is necessary to read and 

reread these articles. In this place we.want to cite only 

those parts of the New Chapter which we think are of imminent 

importance in the present context. 

Article XXXVI - Principles and Objectives 

5. The rapid expansion of the economies of the less developed 

contracting parties will be facilitated by a diversification 

of the structure of their economies and the avoidance of an 

excessive dependance on the export of primary products. 

There is, therefore, need for increased access in the la'rgest 

possible measure to markets under favourable conditions for 

proc::cc•ssed and. manufactured products currently or potentially 
' l ' 

of particular export interest to less developed contracting 

parties. 

8. The developed contracting parti.es do not expect reciprocity 

for commitments made by them in trade negotiations to reduce 

or remove tariffs and other barriers to the trade of less 

developed contracting parties. 
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Article XXXVII - Commitments 

1. The developed contracting parties shall to the fullest 

extent possible - that is, except when compelling reasons, 

which may include legal reasons, make it impossible - give 

effect to the following provisions: 

a accord high priority to the reduction and elimination of 

barriers to products currently or potentially of particular 

export interest to less developed contracting parties, inclu

ding customs duties and other restrictions which differentiate 

unreasonably between such products in their primary an~ in 

their processed forms; 
' 

b refrain from introducing, or increasing the incidence of, 

customs duties or non-tariff import barriers on products 

currently or potentially of particular export interest to 

less developed contracting parties. 

Article XXXVIII - Joint Action 

1. The contracting parties shall collaborate jointly, within 

the framework of this Agreement and elsewhere, as appropriate, 

to further the objectives set forth in Article XXXVI. 

2. In particular, the CONTRACTING PARTIES shall: 

a. where appropriate, take action, including action' through 
-

international arrangements, to provide improved and 

acceptable conditions of access to world markets for 

primary products of particular interest to less developed 

con,tracting parties and to devise measures designed to 

stabilize and improve conditions of world markets in 

these products including measured designed to attain 

stable, equitable and remunerative prices for exports 

of such products; 

b. seek appropriate collaboration in matters of trade and 

development policy w.ith the United Nations and its organs 

and agencies, including any institutions that may be 

created on the basis of recommendations by the United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development. 
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Chapter IV came into force on a de facto basis in February 

1965. On 27 June 1966 it had been accepted by two thirds of 

\ the contracting parties and therefore came into force de 

jure (for those contracting parties that had accepted it). 

France has not (yet) signed the new Chapter IV. 

10. In February 1965 the "Committee on Trade and Development" met 

for the first time. The main task assigned to it was to keep 

under continuous review the application of the provisions of 

Chapter IV of the General Agreement. The Committee took over 

the functions of Committee III and the Action Committee. 

After the "fact finding stage" Committee III had already begun 

to study other matters than the obstacles to the expansion of 

trade of developing countries .. The Committee on Trade and 

Development has continued on thiscourse and has even broadened 

its purview 

To give a very short impression of this evolution we shall 

mention here some of the subsidiary bodies the Cpmmittee 

established. 

1. Group on Preferences to be Granted by Industrial Countries. 

2. Working Group on International Commodity Problems. 

3. Group on Expansion of Trade between less developed countries. 

4. Expert Group on Trade and Aid Studies. 

5. Expert Group on Adjustment Assistance Measures. 

11. In May 1964 an International Trade Centre was established by 

GATT. The Centre will provide information on export markets 

and marketing to developing countries, help them to develop 

their export promotion services and train the personnel re

quired for these services. 

At present GATT and UNCTAD are discussing the possibility of 

establishing a joint International Trade Centre. 
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CHAPTER II 

The participation of the Developing Obuntries in the Kennedy 

Round. 

The objective of the developing countries in general 

12. In 1964 the exports of the developing countries were 20.5% 

of total world exports. The exports of these countries to the 

developed market economies formed 72.1 per cent of their total 

exports. Four markets - the United States, the EEC, the United 

Kingdom and Japan - imported 88 per cent of the total imports 

of the developed market economies from the developing countries. 

The developing countries are still heavily dependent for their 

export earnings on the export proceeds of primary products, 

because about 85 per cent of their exports consismof these 

products. 

In 1964 the value of exports of manufactures and semi-manufac

tures from the developing countries to their four most important 

markets above mentioned was only 3.37 billion dollars. But 

industry is also their most dynamic export sector. It is impor

tant to remember here that the largest part of these exports 

consists of products directly based on the processing of 

domestic raw materials. 

The main objective of the developing countries in the negotia

tions of the Kennedy Round was therefore to obtain concessions 

from the developed countries (expecially from US, EEC, UK and 

Japan) for products of export interest m them. We will recall 

here that Committee III of GATT undertook already in 1958 - 1961 .. 
"basic research" to identify these products and to investigate 

the existing barriers in developed countries. 

13. The expectations raised for the developing countries 

Past trade negotiations within the GATT ·framework, and especially 

the Dillon-round, made clear that the "most favoured nation" 
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principle tended to focus the negotiations on items of special 

interest to dominant suppliers. Consequently, due to their 

overall weak position in world trade, the developing countries 

were almost excluded from the negotiations. 

However, several "factors" raised the expectation that this 

would not be the case in the Kennedy Round. They are in our 

opinion, the following: 

a. the attention given in GATT to the trade problems of the 

developing countries culminating in the new Chapter IV of 

the Genecral Agreement .(de_scribed in Chapter I) 

b. The great tariff-cutting authority given to the President 

of the United States by the Trade Expansion Act, especially 

the authority to participate in trade negotiations on the 

basis of linear, across the board, reductions of tariffs. 

c. The Ministers of GATT members agreed at their meeting in 

May 1963 inter alia: -that the forthcoming trade negotia-
' tions shall cover all classes of products - that the nego-

tiations shall deal ndt only with tariffs but also with non

tariff barriers - that the tariff negotiation~; shall be 

based upon a plan of substantial linear tariff reductions 

- that the trade negotiations shall provide for acceptable 

conditions of access to world markets for agricultural pro

ducts - that in the trade negotiations eveiy effort shall 

be made to reduce barriers to exports of the less developed 

countries, but that the developed countries cannot expect 

to receive reciprocity from the less developed countries. 

d. In November 1963 the Sub-Committee on the participation of 

the less developed countries was set up. The terms of refe

rence of this subsiadary body of th~ Trade, Negotiations 

Committee were: to deal with any problems arising in the 

negotiations. which are of special interest to the developing 

countries. 
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e. At the twenty-first session of the Contracting Parties 

to the General Agreement on Tariffs on Trade (Geneva, 

24 February - 20 Harch 1964) the major industrialized 

countries emphasized that they considered as one of the 

major objectives of the negotiations the attainment of 

a significant contribution to the trade of less developed 

countries. It is expected that the negotiations will make 

an important. contribution towards meeting the t:rade problems 

of the less developed countries. 

f. Great expectations for the developing countrins are raised 

by the Resolution adopted on 6 Hay 1964 by thn Trade Nego

tiations Committee, meeting at Ministerial level. In our 

opinion the most important in the present context are the 

following parts of the resolution: "the rate of 50 per cent 

has been agreed as a working hypothesis for the determina

tion of the general rate of linear reduction" and "the 

Committee notes with satisfaction that all participants 

are prepared to consider the possibility of ·taking such 

steps as are open to them to make cuts deeper than 50 per 

cent in, or to eliminate completely, duties on products of 

special interest to less-developed countries". 

The needs of the developing countries 

14. In April 1964 !1r. Wyndham White 1) formulated what is needed 

if the Kennedy Round is to make a significant contribution 

to the trade of less developed countries: "First of all the 

reductions in tariffs in industrialized countries must be 

deep and comprehensive. They must cover not only fully manu

factured products but also semi-manufactures, which is an 

area in which some of the developing countries can most 

rapidly develop their own capacity." 

1) Statement by Hr. Wyndham White made in the plenary meeting 

of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 
I 

8 April 1964. 
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"The second requirement if this aim of the Kennedy Round is 

to be achieved - and I emphasize again that the industrialized 

countries have said that this is one of the principal aims 

of the negotiations - is that non-tariff barriers must be 

properly coverd". 

"Thirdly and certainly not least important is the fact that 

the negotiations must cover - and cover adequately - the 

question of trade in agri.cul tural products". 

Participation in the Negotiations 

15. Utimately however, only 18 (or according to another classi-
' fication 21) developing countries signed the Final Act of the 

Kennedy Round and Mr. W. Di.ebold calls the developing coun

tries ''relatively silent partners" in the negotiations. 11 

How can one explain this? 

In our opinion the basic factors are: 

I. Differences of interest among the developing countries. 

II. The overall weak position of the developing countries 

in world trade. 

How did these basic factor manifest-themselves in the course 

of the Kennedy Round? 

We know that a thorough analysis of the course of the negotia

tions would be necessary to answer this question. This is very 

difficult for an "out.sider". We can only try to give in the 

following pages an indicative answer to the ques·cions raised 

above. 

Ad I. Differences of interest. among developing countries 

16. One of the five general desiderata of the developing countries 

which came to the forefront in the course of the negotiations 

was: for some countries, consideration of the pr_oblem of com

pensation for loss of preferences consequent upon reductlons 

.in "most favoured nation" rates of duty. Thls is·sue was several 

1) W. Diebold jr. "Future Negotiating Issues and Pollcles in 

Foreign Trade". 
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times discussed in the sub-committee on the participation of 

less developed countries, but no common ground could be found. 

The developing countries receiving preferential treatment 

granted to them by the EEC or the United Kingdom (Association 

and Commonwealth) were, of course, reluctant to give .up those 

preferences. 

Especially the Delegation of India expressed several times in 

the course of the negotiations the fear of its Government that 

India would be a net loser as a result of "most favoured nation" 

reduction of duties in the Kennedy Round. Reductions in the 

developed country markets where India enjoyed preferences 

would involve for that country los9 of foreign exchange earnings. 

On the other hand, reduction of "most favoured nation" duties 

by other industrialized countries would in no way assure India 

of increased access to those markets to compensate for these 

losses. 

The existence of special preference regimes milita1:ed ·so 

against the overall Kennedy Round objective of trade liberali

zation in favour of developing countries. This is demonstrated 

by the following two "results" of the Kennedy Round: 

1) Nearly two thirds of tot.al United Kingdom preferential trade 

from Commonwealth less developed countries participating in 

the Kennedy Round (£ 205 million) is ~ affected by offers 

of tariff reductions. 

2) Only one of the African States associated with the EEC 

signed the Final Acto"' the Kennedy Round (Nigeria!). 

The only explanation is in my opinion that the associated 

States could assume that the delegation of the EEC would 

take due accoun.t of their interests in the negotiations. 

17. Differences of interest among the developing countries also 

prevented a strengthening of their bargaining position by 

negotiating jointly. 

18. Differences of interest among developing countries caused by 

existing preferential regimes were very clearly apparent in 

/ 
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the case of tropical products. We should therefore like to 

deal here briefly with the negotiations concerning i:his cate

gory of product. 

The general desideratum of the developin~ countries was: 

maximization of reductions of tariff and non-tariff barriers 

on tropical products (Free access was already requested by the 

Programme of 1963- see Chapter I). 

In 1965 it was decided that the Special Group on Tropical 

Products would operate as a negotiating body within the 

framework of the Kennedy Round. The terms of reference of the 

Group were: to pursue further the question of trade in tropi

cal products with a view to working out arrangements and 

procedures for their treatment in the trade negotiations". 

Eight developed and eleven developing countries became member 

of the Group on Tropical products. However the Group was 

never a real negotiating body: negotiations did not take place 

within the Group, nor did it negotiate on behalf of the inte

rested countries. The Group met only a very few times. 

The majority of the participants in the Kennedy Rou.nd agreed 

that the aim should be duty-free entry for tropical products, 

but it became clear that joint action would be nece,ssary to 

reach this aim. 

The possibilities of joint action by all developed partici

pating countries were thoroughly examined. But thi"; seemed 

impossible because no agreement could be reached as to the 

best form of action which would permit the removal of exis

ting preferences. (For instance, no agreement could be reached 

on a procedure for joint action proposed bythe Nordic coun

tries). 

The offers on tropical products were at last tabled in the 

middle of 1966. The EEC tabled its offer after consultation 

with the African Associated States. It consisted mainly·o~ 

the binding in GATT of already applied rates. 
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The United Kingdom and Canada withdrew part of their original 

offer in the final stage of the negotiations. Their original 

offers were namely contingent on adequate joint action by 

other industrialized countries. 

' The Trade Expansion Act authorized the President of the United 

States to reduce tariffs.on tropical products down to zero, 

but only if adequate actionwere taken by the EEC. Legislative 

requirements so forced the United States to withdraw part of 

its offered duty eliminations on tropical products. 

In several cases the duty on tropical products has a protec

tive function. 

The same product or a substitute is in this way protected 
. -

against full competition of the tropical product. Examples 

are: sugar, certain fruits, rice, vegetable seeds and oils. 

This was the second main difficulty in the negotiations con

cerning tropical products. 

Ad II. The overall weak position of the developing countries 

in world trade. 

19. In the final stage of the negotiations developing countries 

declared that they had had the feeling~hroughout the nego

tiations, 

- 1 . that they were marginal elements in the negotiations, 

- 2. that if they did obtain concessions it was only as a 

result of what was agreed amongst others, 

- 3. that the main problems being dealt with were t:hose 

interesting only the major trading countries, 

- 4. that there had been less opportunity of solving the 

problems of developing countries. 

With respect to the last two points it is necessary to 

remember that the lack of progress in the negotiatj_ons con

cerning trade in agricultural products and non-tarl.ff barriers 

hampered the full participation o.f many developing countries 

in the negotiations. 
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Non-tariff ba~riers of importance to developing countries 

were dealt with at length only in the Group on anti-dumping 

policies and in connection with the extension of the Long 

Term Arrangement on Cotton Textiles. The other groups which 

were set up to deal with non-tariff barriers met only once. 

Ultimately it was decided to leave these and other non-tariff 

barriers to b:i,_~ateral negotiations. 

With respect to agriculture we should like, as an illustration, 

to mention only one point: at a very late stage of the nego

tiations there was only one real debate about sugar, concer

ning a very limited proposal of the EEC. 

More general is the impact of the stagnation in the negotia

tions of the Kennedy Round caused by the crisis in the EEC. 

Mr. E. Wyndham White expressed on 8 July 1966 the feelings of 

the developing countries concerning this stagnation in the 

following words: "The long delays which have intervened in 

the progress of the negotiations have, I know, occasioned 

concern to some of these (developing) countries lest their 

problems would be set aside and receive insufficient atten

tion". 1 ) 

Still more general is the lack of progress on the negotiations 

between the industrialized countries. In the discussion at 

the twenty-third session of the Contracting Parties (24 March -

6 April 1966) representatives of the developing countries 

stated that this lack of progress had prevented the developing 

countries from participating fully in the negotiations so far. 

20. Points 1 and 2 mentioned above especially make us raise the 

question: how could the developing countries derend their 

interests and how could they bring their desiderata to the 

forefront in the course of the negotiations? 

Does their weak position in world trade; and for that reason 

a weak position in trade negotiations, again becom~ clear in 

1) Statement of Mr. E. Wyndham White at the opening of the 

meeting of the Trade Negotiations Committee on 8 July 1966. 
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the Kennedy Round? We pose these questions, remember, against 

the background of the question: why did so few dev<3loping 

countries sign the Final Act and why can one call them relati

vely silent partners in the negotiations? 

21. Before we try to give an impression of the role the developing 

countries played in the negotiations and of the main problems 

they encountered in the Kennedy Round we first have to mention 

the three remaining general desiderata of the developing coun

tries: 

1. the possibility of eliminating from exceptions lists 

products of special interest to the less developed countries, 

2. the possibility of making tariff reductions greater than 

those provided for under the linear rule on these products, 

3. the possibility of implementing tariff reductions on these 

products without the phasing provided for under the general 

rule. 

In the rest of this Chapter we shall concentrate our attention 

on these three general requests and the problems connected 

with them. 

22. In May 1963 it was agreed that there should be a bare minimum 

of exceptions (on the rule of linear reduction), which should 

be subject to confrontation and justification. In May 1964 it 

was decided that for the method of confrontation and justifi

cation one would take account of the need to safeguard the 

confidential nature of the negotiations. 

In November 1964 the following "Linear reduction countries" 

tabled lists of exceptions: the United States, the EEC, the 

United Kingdom, Japan and Finland. 

Representatives of Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland and 

Austria indicated that, subject to obtaining reciprocity from 

their negotiating partners, they would not table lists of 

exceptions. 

On 2 July 1964 the Trade Negotiations Committee decided that 
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less developed countries should prepare lists of items which 

they wished to be taken into account by the developed coun

tries in preparing their exceptions lists and that these 

lists should be sent in good time, well before 16 November 

1964. The list of products under consideration in Committee 

III' was used as a starting point for determining which were 

the products of special interest to the exports of the 

developing countries. This list was "supplemented" by the 

lists of individual developing countries. 

In January/February 1965 a series of meetings was held to 

carry out the process of justification of the exceptions 

lists on a multilateral basis between linear countries. 

The developing countries were consequently vere silent part

ners at this stage of the negotiations. 

23. Non-reciprocity. The Trade Negotiations Committee agreed in 

May 1964 that the contribution of the less developed countries 

to the overall objective of trade liberalization should be 

considered in the light of the development and trade needs 

of these countries. 

It was suggested that the participating less developed coun

tries shoud scrutinize their own tariff and other commercial 

policy arrangements with a view to considering wha.t changes 

might be beneficial both in the interest of their own develop

ment and also the trade of other countries, in part.icular 

other less developed countries. 

Representatives of some less developed countries suggested 

that the general increase in imports into the less developed 

countries of products needed for their development which 

shoud result from a succesful conclusion of the neg·otiations, 

coupled with an assurance by them of a disciplined commercial 

policy, should be regarded as a me"asure of reciprocity on 

their side. 
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24. Procedure for participation. On 18 Harch 19 65 the 'I'rade 

Negotiations committee adopted the Plan for the participation 

of the less developed countries in the trade negotiations. 

It was in several respects a compromise after long discus

sions in and outside the Sub-Committee on the Participation 

of the Developing Countries. 

- A list would be drawn up composed of items contained in 

the lists submitted by indivudual less developed countries. 

- The "linear countries" would make information on the excep

tions on items in this list available to less developed 

countries, and afterwards an examination of these• excepted 

items would take place. 

The developed countries did not want to make the whole.of the 

exceptions lists of industrialized countries availa.ble to the 

developing countries. Developing countries had argued that 

this would raise a difficulty for them, because the list of 

products of interest to them was by no means exhaustive. 

While the question of synthetics and substitutes existed, 

they would, in their opinion, obtain a clear picture of the 

impact of the exceptions on their trade only by seeing the 

complete lists. 

- Before the developing countries could take part in the 

examination of the partial exceptions lists they had to 

notify their readiness to table a statement of offers. 

The statement of offers of less developed countries had to 

take place immediately after the examination of t:he excep

tions by them with an exception for less developed countries 

having a predominant interest in exports of agricultural 

products. 

Developing countries having tabled a statement of their 

proposed contributions would thereafter take part: in the 

trade negotiations and would receive the full exceptions 

lists. 

In discussion preceding the adoption of the Plan it: was 

argued from the side of developed countries that the agreement 

by the ~rade Negotiations Committee (April 1964) on procedures 
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for confrontation and justification related to those developing 

countries which were participating. Some developed countries 

felt a difficulty in accepting that developing countries were 

full participants before the extent of their contribution was 

known. An argument against an examination of excer:kions lists 

by developing countries before they had made a statement of 

their contribution was that a developing country, once it had 

seen that no item of interest to it was contained on any excep

tions list, could conclude that there was no need for it .to 

contribute to the negotiations. 

It was suggested that contributions of developing countries 

could be set at a level reflecting an assumption t.hat no item 

of interest to the contributing country was in fact on an 

exceptions list. 

Developing countries argued that only after having seen the 

exceptions lists could they evaluate the probable effects of 

the trade negotiations on their trade and development pros

pects which would in their turn, determine the extcent of their 

contributions. 

- It was decided that when making available information on 

their exceptions lists the, "linear countries"' would indicate 

their readiness to make offers in accordance witoh the offers 

which the developing countries in their eyes could make. 

At the same time they could make suggestions as to the 

offers which participating less developed countries might 

make as- a contribution to the objectives of the negotiations. 

- Each participant in the negotiations would have the right 

to decide whether a basis for negotiation existed. 

25. Examination. The special examination of exceptions on products 

indicated by less developed countries as being of special inte

rest to them was held in July 1965. It was thus an examination 

of partial exceptions lists. It was open to developing coun

tries (which had indicated their readiness to makE:' an offer) 

to ask what reasons led to the inclusion of items on excep

tions lists. 

• 
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It was demonstrated that a number of items of particular 

interest to less deveioped countries had been excepted from 

the linear cut, and that there was therefore a gap between 

the declared intentions of industrialized countrieB and 

their performance in this area. 

) 

Full participation and bilateral negotiations. 

26. How could the developing countries try to close (as far as 

possible) the above mentioned gap and bring their other 

desiderata to the forefront? As we know already from the 

Procedure (par. 24) it was first necessary for them to make 

a statement of their offer to become full participants in 

the negotiations. Afterwards they could make their negotiating 

requirements known in detail to the linear countries and enter 

into bilateral negotiations with them. 

In the report on the Kennedy Round of the Secretary-General 

of UNCTAD one reads that after July 1966 the negotiations 

between developed and developing countries continued spora

dically. 

This was especially the case until September 1966, because 

during that time the negotiations almost completely stagnated. 

In July 1966 l·lr. E. Wyndham White formulated the f.ive deside

rata of the developing countries we have already mentioned. 

And speaking about the developing countries he concludes: 

"it must be our endeavour in the coming weeks and months to 

translate into more specific terms, and in particular into 

terms of particular products of export interest to the less 

developed countries, these desiderate expressed in general 

tenns 11 
.. 

At that time several developing countries had already expresseq. 

thei.r desiderata in specific terms: in terms of products. 

In the second part of 1966 it was necessary for developing 

count:r:ies to specify with greater precision and with more 

supporting information their requests to individual developed 

participants. In December 1966 fifteen developing countries 
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had sent 85 lists with specific requests to 14 developed 

countries. 

In December 1966 twenty-one developing countries had become 

full participants in the negotiations by tabling a statement 

of their offer. Ten of them included an offer of t:ariff con

cessions on specified products in their statementB. The re

maining countries made more general statements or notified 

specific action taken to liberalize their import trade 

without offering to bind these measures in the GATT. 

Developing countries were urged several times to define their 

contributions to t.he objectives of the. negotiations in a more 

concrete manner. 

Just here we can see the real difficulties as far as bilateral 

negotiations between developing and developed countri.es are 

concerned. In our opinion it is possible to distinguish ~wo. 

different cases. 

a. Because of the exceptional anq weak position of a developing 

country in trade no reciprocity is requested. A more or 

less symbolic offer of a certain less developed country 

is accepted by the developed country concerned. If this 

is the case real negotiations are not possible and the 

developing country may only be able to put forward its 

specific wishes and requests in the best way. 

b. Some industrialized countries made, as foreseen in the 

agreed procedures, suggestions as to action which might 

be taken by developing countries as their contribution 

to the negotiations. In this case :real concessions of 

that developing country were often demanded. Certain con

sessions of developed countries were made conditional on 

concessions of developing countries. So there were naturally 

real negotiations, but the principle of non-recjprocity 

was in danger. 

The principal difficulty was that developed countries 

negotiated among themselves on the basis of reciprocity. 

The developed countries referred to this hard fact several 

times in their bilateral contacts with less developed 
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countries. 

They stated that on that reciprocity their final attitude 

to the desiderata of the less developed countries would 

depend. 

27. Multilateral action? In July 1966 it was suggested that the 

Sub-Committee on the participation of less developed countries, 

after a round of bilateral negotiations between developed and 

developing countries, should consider what multilateral action 

it might take to achieve its objectives. There was even a 

strong sentiment in the Sub Committee that there would be 

a need for multilateral action. In October 1966 it appeared 

that too short a time had elapsed since the summer break to 

consider what multilateral action it might take. 

It was then agreed that the secretariat should assist developing 

countries to arrange meetings with developed participants, 

while a large number of bilateral meetings still had to be 

held. In the coming months the secretariat assisted developing 

countries too with the preparation of specific requests lists. 

The Sub-Committee did not meet between 11 October 1966 and 

4 11ay 1967. Then the possibility of multilateral action was 

mentioned onl;1 once m.::Jre. Since then no more has been said 

about this sub]ect, so that we can conclude that it did not 

seem possible to achieve multilateral action to ensure that 

the maximum results were obtained for the developing countries. 

28. More than 50 per cent and non-phasing. We think it is necessary 

to deal for a moment separately with this subject. What dit 

the developing countries ask? It is necessary to distinguish 

in this context between "products of interest to developing 

countries" and "products of special interest to developing 

countries". 

Developing countries argued that previous negotiations on an 

item-by-item basis had led to a reduction in duties on "pro

ducts of interest" while tariffs on "products of ~ecial 

interest" remained almost as high as when GATT was established. 
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This indicated that.the products in question are those of 

which the developing countries are the dominant suppliers; 

for Pxample, raw materials, tropir::al nrocncts and hand-made 

and other highly labour intensive prod:lCts. The developing 

countries asked more than 50 per cent reductions of tariffs 

or complete elimination of duties on these products and 

immediate implementation of these concessions. 

In the course of 1966 individual developing countries sent 

to individual developed countries lists of products for which 

they asked more than 50 per cent and non-phasing. Afterwards 

the developing countries, with technical assistance from the 

secretariat, drew up a consolidated list; this list was 

presented to representatives of developed participants at a 

special meeting held in April 1967. We here recall that in 

May 1964 all participants declared that they were prepared 

to make cuts deeper than 50 per cent in duties on products 

of special interest to less developed countries. A.fterwards 

it turned out that (only) one participant, the United States, 

had a legal difficulty in this matter (limitation of authority 

by the Trade Expansion Act.). 

The question was at last more or less extensively discussed 

during the last stage of the negotiations (May/June 1967). 

By that time it was apparent that except in the ca.se of a 

number of tropical products no particular effort had been 

made in the negotiations to offer cuts deeper than 50 per 

cent and adyanced implementation. A developing country ex-
' 

pressed the hope that all developed countries would take joint 

action in this matter. Mr. E. Wyndham White said in his state

ment to the press on 15 May 1967 that "all participants have 

declared their determination to reach a decision on this 

point by the time the Protocol embodying the results of the 

trade negotl at ions is open for signature". But this didn't 

seem possible in-the short period between 15 May and 30 June. 

So it was agreed at the last meeting of the Sub Committee on 

the Participation of less developed countries that a positive 

re'sult should be reached on this matter before the first 

tariff cuts came into effect on 1 January 1968. 
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29. Final phase. Before the negotiations of the Kennedy Round 

entered into their final phase, a new request of the developing 

countries was made to the developed countries. This request 

was: to avoid the possibility that offers of developed countries 

on products of interest to developing countries would be 

withdrawn in the final phase of the negotiations. Of course 

it was also asked that the developed countries would, when 

drawing up their positive offers lists, give maximum regard 

to the existing requests of the developing countries. In 

connection with these requests attention was once rnore asked 

for the disproportionate tariff differentiation stlll existing 

in many cases between raw materials and the produc1:s made 

from these raw materials. 

Particular attention was asked for requests concerning pro

ducts for which a developing country is the principal supplier 

and where developing countries, taken together, account for 

a large percentage of all imports into the developE~d country 

in question. 

Developed participants had already indicated that they might 

ultimately be forced to withdraw offers on particular products. 

Th'ese countries declared that, when they were forct~d to 

withdraw initial offers, they would to the greatest extent 

possible take into account the interests of the developing 

countries. Although these products may be of inter<~st to 

developing countries, they stated, quite rightly, that their 

principal suppliers are, almost without exception, other 

developed countries. The maintenance of these offe:t:'s would 

therefore, depend on their reaching agreement with tchese 

principal suppliers, with whom they were negotiating on the 

basis of reciprocity. 

So the l{ennedy Round took on, in the early part of 19 67, 

the character of .ite.m-by-item bargaining among the developed 

countries on items on their exceptions lists (inclusive 

of possible new withdrawals). 

A succesful conclusion of the Rennedy Round depended from 

that time on the achievement of a ''package deal" w.i th a 
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mutual balance of concessions between developed countries. 

The developing countries could only go on with trying to 

influence the negotiations through bilateral negot:iations 

while the developed countries were rec:dj usting thE•ir offers 

to achieve the above-mentioned balance. Especially in the 

ultimate last stage of the negotiations before the conclu-

sion of the "package deal" the developing countries had a 

feeling of isolation in respect of what was actually happening. 

In the first days of May it emerged that the process of 

adjustment of negotiating positions between the industrialised 

countries endagered a number of concessions to less developed 

countries. Most developed countries were not in a position to 

table their positive offers. These countries were prepared 

to inform the developing countries in bilateral talks about 

the actual situation with respect to products of particular 

interest to them. 

Chapter III 

The results of the Kennedy Round for the developinq countries. 

30. In the Kennedy Round the participating industrialized countries 

made duty reductions on 70 per cent of their dutiable imports 
' . (excluding cereals, meat and dairy products). 

About 65 per cent of these tariff cuts were 50 per cent or 

more. 

About 20 per cent were between 25 en 50 per cent. 

Duty reductions affect dutiable imports in the various sec

tors differently: chemicals 93 per cent, pulp and paper 92 

per cent, machinery, transport equipment and precision in

struments 91 per cent, ro.'>; materials (excluding agricultural 

raw materials and fuels) 83 per cent, base metals (excluding 

iron an~ steel) ~1 per ~~nt, other manufactures 81 per cent, 

textiles and clothing 65 per cent, iron and steel 63 per cent, 

non-tropical agricultural products 49 per cent, tropical 
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products 39 per cent, fuels 14 per cent. Not only t:he range 

of items affected, but also the depth of the tariff cuts 

are below average in the last five sectors. 

On 30 June 1967 Mr. Eric Wyndham White declared that the 

results of the Kennedy Round for the devel_oping countries 

were less impressive (than the overall results). He bases 

this appraisal on the tariff cuts for manufactured goods 

of which the developing countries have presently s:Lgnifi

cant exports. Fifty-one per cent of their dutiable exports 

of manufactured goods will benefit from tariff cuts by the 

industrialized countries of 50 per cent or more, and some 

25 per cent from tariff cuts of less than 50 per cent. The 

results for the developing countries with respect 'eo their 

agricultural exports were then not yet calculated, but 

Mr. E. Wyndham White stated that the .results were not im

pressive for farm products generally. 

31. The first part of this chapter is based on the report of 

the Secretary-General of UNCTAD: 

"The Kennedy Round: Preliminary Evaluation of Results, with 

Special Reference to Developing Countries". 

Only the tariffs of the EEC, the United States, the United 

Kingdom and Japan are examined. They were not only the main 

participants in the Kennedy Round but are also the four 

main export markets of the developing countries, as was 

already mentioned above. 

The second part of the report will seek to give an impres

sion of the change in the tariff profiles of the four mar

kets. 

32. A. The Change in tariff profiles in general 

One can compute the average tariffs of US, UK, EEC and Japan, 

on categories of products before and after the Kennedy Round. 

The averages were derived from a sample of 500 items represen-
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tative of the import trade of the industrialized countries. 

The weight given to every categorie of products (horizontal 

axis in Chart I) is proportionate to the total 1965 imports 

'of all OECD countries from the world (including intra-trade 

within the OECD area). Each sample item represents about 

$ 240 million of total OECD trade (this is the "standard" 

weighting pattern) . 

_The weight given to each market is proportionate to each 

customs area's import trade in 1965 from non-socialist coun

tries of semi-manufactures and manufactured products. The 

result is the following weighting of the four tariffs in the 

composite averages: United States 45 per cent; EEC 37 per 

cent; United Kingdom 12 per cent; Japan 6 per cent (see 

Chart I). 

Note that no averages were computed for "supported foodstuffs" 

(part of SITC o); the major items are grains, sugar etc. 

33. B. The Change in tariff profiles with respect to the developed 

and with respect to the developin~ countries. 

Chart II-A illustrates the combined tariff profile (of "the" 

four markets) facing OECD countries before and after the 

Kennedy Round. The horizontal scale reflects the relative 

importance of the product categories to industrial countries; 

the "length" of each category is proportionate to total 1965 

imports of OECD countries from within the OECD area. 

The concessions on the items of the sample have been re

weighted (at SITC 2 - digit level) to take account of their 

importance in intra OECD trade. 

For Chart II-B the same procedure has been followed, but in 

this case with respect to "Products of Interest" to developing 

countries. The average tariff rates and concessions on pro

ducts of interest to developing countries have been reweighted 

(at SITC 2 -digit level) by the value of 1965 OECD imports 
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from all developing countries. A note on the "Products of 

Interest" concept is necessary. We have already seen in the 

previous chapter that in the course of th,3 Kennedy Round a 

list has been drawn up of products of interest to developing 

countries. 

This list has not completely been used here. In the first 

instance: the list has been amplified as a result of an 

UNCTAD questionnaire to developing countries. In the second 

instance: a trade qualification was introduced; items from 

the source list were included only if they belonged to 3-

or 4-digit SITC groups in which OECD imports in 1965 from 

at least one of the four main developing regions were valued 

at, as a minimum, $ 1 million, and a few items of obvious 

export 

added. 

interest which were not on the original lists were 

This procedure of excluding the products of potential export 

interest to developing countries has also been followed by 

GATT summarizing the results of the ,Kennedy Round for the 

developing countries. 

34. The graphical illustration of Chart II is summarized, in 

terms of average percentage cuts, in the following table: 

Table I - Percentage reductions in the Kennedy Round 

SITC Sections 5 - 8 SITC 07 and 1 - 8 

Tariffs facing 
developing 
countries 

Tariffs facing 
developed 
countries 

Tariffs facing 
developing 
countries 

Tariffs 
facing deve
loping coun
tries 

EEC 

United 
St.of Am. 
(c.i.f.) 

Un.Kingdom 
(MFN) 

Japan 

Composite 

28, (26) xl 

28 

30 

33 

29 (28) 

37 (36) 

39 

38 

41 

38 (38) 

37 (25) 

18 

31 

13 

26 (20) 

'R The bracketed figures are the reductions' in "applied" rates. 

36 (36) 

37 

38 

31 

36 (36) 
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35. What will be the effect on trade flows of the lowering of 

trade barriers in the Kennedy Round? That: is the question 

that has to be answered for a completely correct evaluation 

of·the results. Very detailed analysis is necessary for such 

an evaluation. Not only the competitive strength of the same 

industry in Various countries has to be analyzed, but also 

all other factors that now, and in the future, affect trade 

flows have to be taken into account. This is an almost im

possible task. Therefore we must be content, despite its 

limitations, with the calculations which relate tariffs (and 

tariff changes) to trade in terms of the quantitative impor

tance of different products. Nevertheless some general con

clusions can be drawn from the calculation, the results of 

which have been summarized above. 

36. Let us look once again at Chart II-A. It is immediately seen 

that tariff cuts were greatest in certain advanced technology 

sectors, the very sectors in which trade among developed 

countries has expanded most rapidly in recent years. The 

four main participants in the trade regotiations made (on 

average) tariff cuts of more than 40 per cent in three broad 

categories (weighted by intra-OECE trade pattern and assuming 

implementation of the "American Selling Price package" for 

chemicals) 

chemicals 49 per cent 

machinery .and transport 

equipment 

Miscellaneous manufactures 

43 per cent 

(SITC 8) excluding clothing 41 per cent. 

The conclusion drawn in the UNCTAD report is that the expan

sion of world trade will continue to increase most rapidly in 

high technology and high value added industrial products, 

mainly, traded among the industrial countries themselves. It 

is expected that this "trade-creation effect" as such (or: 
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ceteris paribus) will cause incremental growth in the developed 

countries. In recent years we have sec?n that the export earnings 

of the developing countries heavily depend on the rate of 

economic growth in the industria.lized countries. The reasoning 

here is: "trade-creation" results in more rapid growth in the 

developed countries and this results in more imports from the 

, developing. countries. Reservation is however necessary in the 

present context, and the UNCTAD report argues as follows: 

"This optimistic expectation should, however, be tempered by 

certain additional considerations: 

a. the products expected to show the most intensification of 

trade are likely to have a lower-than-average component of 

imports of raw materials and semi-finished products from 

developing countries; 

b. the expanded trade opportunities in sophisticated chemicals 

could be expected to accelerate present tendencies toward 

substitution of synthetics for natural products produced 

by developing countries; 

c. One corollary of the more rapid trade expansion among 

industrial countries is that the relative share of developing 

countries in world trade will continue to decline unless (1) 

trade among developing countries is drastically increased 

by regional integration and other measures and/or (2) special 

measures (e~g. non-reciprocal preferences) are adopted to 

encourage developing countries to compete more actively in 

high-growth sectors of world trade". 

Ad consideration (a). While the argument runs via "economic 

growth" it would have been more correct to say that the "high

growth sactors'' of the industrial countries are those with 

high added value. Of course these sectors are often the same 

as those of "consideration (a)''. 

Ad consideration (c). One would have to compute for both 

groups of countries (industrialized and developing) the effect 
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of the Kennedy Round on the expansion of their •trade and the 

effect of this expansion on their growth. If the Kennedy 

Round turned out to have a greater positive effedt on the 

economic growth of the developed countries than on the growth 

of the developing countries, than as a result of these trade 

negotiations the "widening gap" would widen still more. 

If one concludes, as the Secretary-General of UNCTAD does in 

his report, that as an effect of the Kennedy Round the relative 

share of the developing countries in world trade will decline, 

than one can only regard this as an indication that the Kennedy 

Round will have a greater positive effect on the growth of 

the industrial countries than on the economic growth of the 

developing countries, 

In any case it is evident that in the past (and at present) 

a lack of export opportunities (and import possibilities) 

hampered rapid economic development. In article XXXVI of the 

new Part IV of the General Agreement this is recognized 

in the fOllowing points: 

"2o There is a need for a rapid and sustained expansion of 

the export earnings of the less developed contracting parties". 

"6. Because of the chronic deficiency in the export proceeds 

and other foreign exchange earnings of less developed contrac-

ting parties, " 

37, Let us with this in mind look once again at Table I, the 

summary of Chart II. 

Tariffs facing developing countries were on average cut by 

only 20 per cent, if one disregards the "changes" made by the 

EEC, which merely consolidated suspensions already in effect; 

if one wants to see these consolidations as a result of the 

Kennedy Round, then the average cut is 20 per cent. One had to 

compare this result with the average cut of "tariffs facing 

developed countries" of 36 per cent. 
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Looking only at the semi-manQfactures and manufactures 

(SITC 5-8) the disparity is still substantial: average 

cut of 28 per cent for developing countries as acrainst 

38 per cent for developed countries. These discrepancies 

in average tariff cuts can be explained by two effects: 

1. "type of product effect" products of interest to 

developing countries received on the average smaller 

reduction than other products;· 

2. "composition- of- trade effect": items on which cuts 

were lower, on average, account for the bulk of 

developing countries, exports. 

38. It is of course of great interest'to know the 

separate importance of the two different effects. 

The second effect (the special composition of the 

exports of developing countries)has been excluded 

from the computations in Table II below. This table 

is namely a summary of chart I, and the trade pattern 

used for that chart is: total OECD imports 1965. 

----------~P~e~r~c~e~~tage reductions in 

SITC sections 5-8 

the Kennedy Round 

SITC sections o 
1 

'8 

P.I. Other products P.I. Other products 

E E C 32 ( 30) 2 39 (38) 29(26) 37)37) 

United States 30 46 23 46 

(c.i. f.) 

United Kingdom 31 42 29 41 

(MFN) -
Japan 36 43 16 41 

Composite 31 (31) 42 (42) 25(24) 41 (41) 
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1) Excludes supported foodstuffs 

2) Bracketed figures show the reduction in "applied" 

rates. 

So the general conclusion may be drawn that "the deepest 

concessions during the Kennedy Round were concentrated 

in areas of least interest to the developing countries". 1 ) 

39. This conclusion can still be differentiated. The SITC 

categories shown in chart I can be distinguished, on the 

basis of the sample distribution of "Products of Intergst", 

as "predominantly PI", "predorrdnantly non-PI", and 

"mixed". Eight categories can be designated as "pre

dominantly PI". Average tariffs are generally low or 

non-existent for three of these categories: crude materials, 

petroleum and non-ferreous metals. For the remaining five 

predominantly PI categories:foodstuffs (other than sup

ported items), beverages and tobacco, oils and fats, textile 

products and clothing, the pre-Kennedy Round average tariffs 

were, in general, relatively high. The tariff reductions in 

the Kennedy Rouhd were smaller for the products of these 

categories than the average overall reductions. As a 

consequence the average tariffrates for these categories 

ax:e now still more above overall averages rates than be

fore the Kennedy Round. 

The "mixed" categories are iron and steel, and chemicals. 

As regards the iron and steel sector: the tariff cuts of 

the four customs areas were smaller for Products of Interest 

than for other products. As regards chemicals: the Products 

of Interest obtained noticeally smaller reductions in 

two of the four customs areas under consideration. 

1) The above mentioned Report of the Secretary General 

of UNC1'AD. 
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4 0. "Effective tariffs" constitute a subject that has re

ceived, quite rightly, much attention in recent years. 

The adverse effect of (pre-Kennedy Round) escalation of 

tariffs in developed countries according to the stage 

of fabrication, ont the expansion of exports of manufa

tured products from developing countries, has been 

daelt with by several writers. 

What has happened to "effective tariffs" in the Kennedy 

Round ? The report of the Secretary-General of UNCTAD 

states: "Recent provisional calculations by the UNCTAD 

secretariat of effective tariffs before and after the 

Kennedy Round indicate that, in general, the large percen

tage reductions in nominal tariffs were approximately 

matched by large percentage .reductions in effective 

tariffs. However, in all four MFN schedules examined, 

the pre-Kennedy Round average effective rates on sectors 

of interest to developing countries 
1 l were higher than 

the average effective rates on other sectors. Morover, 

as in the case of nominal tariffs, the reduction of 

effective tariffs was less for sectors of interest than 

for other sectors. The discrepancy in.effective rates 

between the two types of sectors was therefore even more 

pronounced after the Kennedy Round than before. 

1)' "Sectors of interest to developing countries" were 

defined for present purposes as those sectors of the 

EEG standard input - output table in which 70 per 

cent or more of the sample items were already clas

sified as "products of interest". 
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In a few sectors, and notably in sectors of interest 

to developing countries, the pattern of reduction or 

non-reduction of nominal tariffs appears to have led 

to some absolute rise in effective rates of protection." 

41. We shall conclude this chapter with some remarks on the 

special arrangements of the Kennedy Round concerning 

wheat, cotton textiles and anti-dumping. 

42. Agreement in principle was reached in the nego-

tations on the renewal of the International Wheat Agree

ment of 1962. A three year programme of food aid to 

developing countries was connected with this agreement. 

What is the meaning of this twofold arrangement for the 

developing countries? 

a. The basic minimum price for wheat has been raised by 

17 per cent. It cannot be predicted exactly what this 

will mean for real wheat prices. One can argue that 

the rising price trend of the last two years has been 

followed. Nevertheless the conclusion may be drawn 

that by the renewal of the International Wheat Agree

ment wheat prices on the world market have been brought 

to a permanently higher le';al. This means for the de

V~"Oloping countries (except for the Argentine as an 

exporter of wheat) that they will have to pay more in the 

future for their commercial imports of wheat. 

b. Compensation for these higher prices and(hopefully 

for every individual developing country ) more than 

that will be given by e-re arranged food aid of 4. 5 million 

tons of wheat a year (provissionaly agreed upon for a 

period of three years). The question must be raised 

however: will this food aid be really addi tion2.l? 
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We quote here Paul Loby! 

"La necessite pour les Etats-Unis d'economiser sur leur 

aide a l'etranger, a facilite finalement l'adoptation d'un 

programme d'aide de 4 millions et demi de tonnes de cere-

ales •• 

43, On 3 April 1967 it was agreed by the thirty signatori~to 

extend the Long Term Arrangement on Cotton Textiles (LTA), 

by another three years until 30 September 1970. How must 

one evaluate the renewal of this arrangement (and the tariff 

cuts which were connected with it) in the light of the 

expansion of exports of developing countries. This depends 

on the evaluation of: 

a. the coming into existence of the LTA in 1962, 

b. the content and the working of the arrangement, 

c. the extension of the arrangement in 1967. 

Ad a. The LTA was agreed upon in 1962 after a period of 

quite rapid expansion of exports of cotton textiles from 

the low-wage countries to the industrial countries. Were 

only those two alternatives sketched by Hr. E. Wyndham White 

really the possible ones? He stated at the opening of the 

major review of the Long Term Arrangement on 6 December 1965; 

"The choice facing the international trading community at 

that time was between international co-operation in cotton 

textiles or unilateral action; in other words some restric

tion on trade under international supervision and collabora

tion or unilateral trade restriction". 

Ad b. In the preamble of the Arrangement of 1962 it is 

recognized that co-operative and constructive action to 

develop world trade should be designed to facilate economic 

expansion of less-developed countries "by providing larger 

opportunities for increasing their exchange earnings from 

the sale in world markets of products which they can effi

ciently manufacture". 
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As regards the content of the Arrangement: 

The EEC for instance undertook to raise its import quotas 

for 1962 gradually so that they would be 88 per cent larger 

for the last year of the arrangement. The enlargment would 

however be much smaller if imports caused or threatened to 

cause (in the opinion of the importing country) "market 

disruption". Nevertheless an enlargment of quotas by 88 per 

cent over a period of five years looks rather good, but, 

according to S.J. Wells 1 ) "in 1963 only just over 4 per 
I 

cent of textile imports into the EEC came from developing 

countries". 

As regards the working of the Arrangement: 

We quote from the above mentioned statement of Mr. E. Wynd

ham White: "there has been extensive use of the restraint 

provisions of the Arrangement. These provisions have not 

been used sparingly as was envisaged when the Arrangement 

was negotiated". And nearly at the end of this statement 

he said: ''Despite a general increase in exports it is rea

sonable to assume that the operation of the Lona Term 

Arrangement ha& limited the trade of .less developed countries 
•'·\ 

and Japan in certain categories of cotton textiles. Further, 

contrary to what was the hope and expectation when the 

Arrangement was negotiated, it is clear that exports of 

cotton textiles from the less developed countries are still 

mainly concentrated on the same markets in the industrialized 

areas as they were before the Arrangement". 

The value of all cotton textiles exports from participating 

less developed countries was 40 per cent higher in 1964 

compared with 1961 (a comparison with 1960 would however 

show a much smaller increase). During the period 1961-1964 

imports of cotton textiles into the participating industria

lized countries of Western Europe and North America from all 

1) Sidney J. Wells: "The EEC and Trade with Developing coun

tries" Journal of Common Harket Studies Vol. IV Dec. 1965 

Number 2. 
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participating less developed countries increased.by nearly 

180 million dollars. 

Ad c. In article one of the LTA of 1962 the participating 

countries declare that they "are of the opinion that it may 
I 

be desirable to apply, during the next few years, special 

practical measures of international co-operation •.•••. " 

In paragraph one of article two of the LTA one reads: 

"Those participating countries still maintaining restric-
, 

tions inconsistent with the provisions. of the.GATT on imports 

of cotton textiles from other participating countries agree 

to relax those·,:'restrictions progressively each year with a 

view to their elimination as soon as possible". 

Can one in this light consider an extension of the LTA in 

1967 only as a positive result of the Kennedy Round? 

Moreover'•there are indications, especially from the United 

States and the EEC, that they want a further extension of 

~;the ... Arrangement after 1970. 

':.These indications are: 

1. the'EEC withdrew its initial offer of 50 per cent reduc

tions for cotton textiles partly because it became clear 

that an extension of the· LTA was possible for a peri:od of 

three years only (the other reason was that the developing 

countries preferred satisfactory quantitative arrangements 

to tariff reductions),' 
;'I 

2. the United States and the EEC made their tariff reductions, 

of about 20 per cent on average, conditional on an extension 

of the LTA on Cotton Textiles after 1970. 

The import quotas of the EEC are raised by about 30 per cent 

over a period of three years (from 12.000 tons in 1967 to 

16.000 tons in 1970). The Community will follow the example 

given by the U.S. and the United Kingdom and go over the 

conclusion of "auto-limitation contracts" with exporting 

developing countries. 
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44. In the course of the Kennedy Round the Group on anti-dumping 

designed.an "Agreement on Implementation of article VI of 

the GATT", better known as the anti-dumping code.· The Agree

ment will enter into force on 1 July 1968 for each party 

which has accepted it by that date. 

Representatives of the developing countries in the Group 

on anti-dumping policies expressed reservations on the 

Code because no agreement could be reached on the inclusion 

of special provisions to meet some of their specific problems. 

The developing countries especially urged a provision with 

respect to point d) of article two of the anti~dumping code. 

They argued that a "particular market situation" occurs so 

many times in their countries that it is normal that a com

parison between their prices on the domestic market and 

their exportprices is not a proper compari.son. 

The most important question is however: will the Agreement 

stop' industrialized countries from imposing special tariff

restrictions on goods from low-wage countries, on the pretence 

that low-wage goods are automatically dumped? We cannot be 

sure of that, for the imposition of such tariffs has never 

been consistent with article VI on "Anti-dumping and Counter

vailing Duties" of the General Agreement. 

Connected with these special tariffs is the question of 

imposed and "voluntary ... quotas for exports from low-wage 

countries (see pageSW~t of the paper of Mr. Diebold). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

For a full appreciation of the outcome of the Kennedy Round 

it is useful to pay attention to the negotiations themselves. 

From Chapter II, which emphasizes the problems of the nego

tiations, the idea emerges that part of the results can be 

traced back to these basic problems. From this 'chapter we 

dra'? the following conclusions. 

It.turned out to be impossible to secure, by means of a 

special rule, body and procedure, the full participation of 

many developing countries in the Kennedy Round negotiations. 

Industrialized countries concentrated and had to concentrate 

on negotiations with other industrialized countries since 

their most important and immediate interests were at stake 

within this very group. Trade negotiations ending in a last 

minute agreement on a package deal between developed coun

tries are not a proper vehicle for giving adequate priority 

to the trading problems of the developing countries. 

A second conclusion bears on the fact that the developed 
0 

countries did not expect to receive reciprocity from the 

developing countries. It was understood that ·"the contri

bution of the less developed countries to the overall objec

tive of trade liberalization ·should be considered in the 

light of the development and trade needs of these countries." 

The negotiators failed, however, to give this rule more 

substance in the course of the negotiations. 

These two conclusions regarding the negotiations lead to 

the following corollary. It would have been a big adv13:nce 

if the participants in the Kennedy Round, after the agree-
' menton the package deal, would have found time for.concen-

·trating on the problems of the developing countries and 

for incorporating the eventual results into the package 

deal. Now that such opportunities have gone to waste there 

remains the possibility of opening fresh negotiations, this 

time with the problems of the developing countries in the 

forefront. In. order to turn such talks in·to negotiations 
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the issue of "non-reciprocity" should be a matter of dis

cussion. It should be assessed to what extent concessions 

can be required from the developing countries and more 

specifically what could be a maximum contribution on their 

part consistent with their trade and development needs. 

Presumably this approach would cross the borders of their 

trade policy proper and would best be placed in a much 

broader context than just the removal of impediments to 

trade. 

From Chapter III we draw the following conclusions. 

The most important concessions during the Kennedy Round have 

been concentrated in the most modern and technically advanced 

sectors. Obviously these are not the sectors of outstanding 

immediate importance to developing countries. The tariffs 

of most categories of products of interest to developing 

countries will after the Kennedy Round reductions constitute 

high tariff peaks in the tariff schedules of the developed 

countries. The discrepancy in effective rates between sectors 

of interest to developing countries and other sectors will 

even be more pronounced after the Kennedy Round than before. 

The very sectors which are of most importance to developing 

countries are, generally, at the same time the weakest and 

most difficult sectors of the industrial countries: agricul

ture and related processing industries (e.g. sugar), and 

relatively labour-intensive manufacturing industries (e.g. 

cotton textiles). 

It is thus precisely in the sectors of interest to developing 

countries that the discrepancies between tariffs on primary 

products and manufactures are largest; it is unavoidable 

that the persistence of such discrepancies will accentuate 

the feelings of discrimination in developing countries. 

From the fact that the best results have been achieved in 

the most modern and dynamic sectors, one may conclude that 

the industrial countries have been aiming at rather immediate 

trade advantages. For any advance in the direction of free 

trade in the sectors of importance to developing countries 
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to be possible a re-orientation to long term free trade 

advantages seems indispensable. Governments in the industrial 

countries cannot confine themselves to the sheer removal of 

trade ~arriers in these sectors. Simultaneously they will 

have to face decisions as to how to cushion the repercussions 

of freeer trade. And only after the necessary adjustments 

have been achieved will the industrial countries be in a 

position to reap the fruits of the resulting more rational 

international division of labour. 

Both because of the existing discrimination between primary 

products and manufactures, and because of the undue protec

tion afforded to weak sectors., a rapid implementation of a 

general system of preferences for the exports of manufactures 

and semi-manufactures from developing countries deserves 

high priority. With full preferences for all developing coun

tries without exceptions, all sectors of a developed economy, 

including the weak sectors, will be exposed to free competi

tion on the part of the developing countries only, and not 

(yet) on the part of the developed countries. This may ease 

the transition. 

But in any case it will be mandatory timely to take measures 

for enabling the economy to absorb the shocks and to control 

the process in such a way as to avoid market disruptions. 
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PARTICIPATION DE LA POLOGNE 
AU «KENNEDY ROUND» 

Bohdan tqczkowski 

Les negociations commerciales multilaterales, qui se d€roulent au 
sein du G.A.T.T., dites «Kennedy Round» ou (<nEgociations Kennedy», 
du nom de leur initiateur, constituent non seulement la plus grande 
tentative de ce genre, par rapport a celles prEc€demment men€es clans 
le meme cadre, mais sont aussi sans pr€c€dent dans I'histoire du 
commerce international en gEnEral. 

La port€e de ces nE:gociations ainsi que Ies mEthodes, €laborees 
lcrs des discussions pr€paratoires, different profondEment de celles 
qui furent adoptE~es pour les n€gociations ant€rieures. 

Certaines diffErences r€sultent de facteurs quantitatifs; c'est ainsi 
que, d'apres l'hypothese prEliminaire-, d'ailleurs toujours valable, les 
tarifs douaniers devraient etre reduits de 50°/o, alors que l'objectif 
des n€gociations prE!c€dentes, poursuivies dans le cadre du G.A.T.T. 
et connues sous le nom des <<negociations Dillon», se proposait d'abais
ser les tarifs de 20!1/o seulement. Mais c'est pr€cisE!ment dans les pro
portions num€riques que reside la difference, non seulement quan
titative, mais aussi qualitative des consequences qu'a~ront les nego
ciations Kennedy pour le commerce international. 

De plus, dans le «Kennedy Round», on a admis que Ies droits de 
douane sur les produits industriels seraient reduits selon une m€
thode lin€aire et non - comme c'€tait le cas jusqu'A present - selon 
la technique classique des n€gociations produit par produit. L'effi
cacit€ de la nouvelle methode ne peut etre mise en doute. Toutefois, 
vu la diversite et, dans bien des cas, la contradiction des interets qui 
entrent en ligne de compte, i1 est evident que bon nombre d'objec
tions ant ete soulev€es lors de la preparation des bases du «Kennedy 
Round>>. 

C'est ainsi, par exemple, que l'on n'est pas parvenu a €tendre le 
principe des reductions douani€res lin€aires aux produits agricoles. 
Dans ce domaine, les discussions seront mem?es selon la m€thode tra
ditionnelle, produit par produit. 11 semble douteux, pour certains 
d'entre eux - et non pas des n1oindres - que l'on puisse: abou
tir a un abaissement radical des barri12res de protection. Il faut ce
pendant rappeler que c'est la premiere fois que I'on va tenter 
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de t:rouver d12s solutions multilatt'rnles aux difficultCs auxquelles se 
heurte le c:or:a.tnerce des produits agricoles. 

Urw aut.::e cause de soucis en cc qui concerne l'effet final de c2t 
E'X?r::'ice (.'Onsistc dnns le fait que les pays Participant aux negocia
t.ions '5-UI' b b~se lin€aire ont pr€sente une liSte relativement longue 
de produits qu'ils veulent soustraire au principe d'une baisse de 
50°/o. L'existence de ces listes d'exceptions n?duira evidemment la 
port€e de !'operation. Des aujourd'hui, certains estiment qu'en fin de 
compte le «Kennedy Round» permettra d'aboutir a une baisse g€
nerale de la protection douaniere de l'ordre de 30 ,a 35°/o au lieu des 
50°/o pr€vus a l'origine. Il n'en demeure pas mains que ce serait lil le 
meilleur r€sultat encore jamais obtenu 1}. 

Les r€sultats de !'ensemble des negociations d€pendront aussi clans 
une grande mesure de ce qui sera realise clans le domaine des ob
stacles non tarifaires. 

De nombreuses divergences d'interets et d'opinions se font jour. 
Certaines d'entre elles d€coulent de la variet.e des m€thodes de pro
tection douaniere pratiquees par les pays participant aux negocia
tions. En effet, autour d'une meme table, se sont reunies des d€1€
gations representant des pays oU la protection douaniere est faible et 
des pays oU elle est elevee. Parmi ces derniers certains ont des ta
rifs douaniers dont le niveau est relativement uniforme et d'autres 
oU les droits de douane sont bas pour certains produits et tres €lev€s 
pour d'autres. Ceci nous amene au probleme suivant: une reduction 
de moiti€ d'un tarif douanier peu ereve €quivaut-elle a une reduc
tion de moiti€ d'un tarif €le¥€? etc. 

Des le debut les n€gociations poursuivies clans le cadre du <<Ken
nedy Round» n'ont jamais ete faciles. Il a parfois semble que les ob
stacles seraient insurmontables et que certains filliraient meme par 
faire €chouer toute l'entreprise. Avec le temps, il s'est cependant 
avere que les difficultes avaient pu etre surmontees ou contournees, 
si bien qu'on peut appliquer au «Kennedy Round>> la fameuse consta
tation·· de Galil€e: eppur si muove! 

L'un des reproches que l'on pouvait encore recemment adresser 
a.ux negociations Kennedy, bien que les participants representent, il 
est vrai, une tres grande partie du commerce mondial, c•.etait de 
n'offrir que peu d'el€ments susceptibles d'attirer les pays en voie de 
dE!veloppement et de constituer de la sorte un genre d'entreprise de 
riches. Les changements que la deuxi€me session sp€ciale a apportes 
a !'accord general, .a savoir l'acceptation de ses chapitres XXXVI, 
XXXVII et XXXVIII, ont considerablement modifie !'attitude des 

1) Les «negociations Dillon» qui, en principe, devaient permettre une 
diminution de 20% des tarifs douaniers sur les produits industriels, mais 
qui ont He menees d'apres la methode. «produit par produit», aboutirent 
en definitive a une reduction gEmerale de la protection douaniere de l'or
dre de 6%. 
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pays en voie de d€veloppement non seulement a regard du G.A.T.T. 
en tant qu'organisation mais aussi .a, regard du <(Kennedy Round». 

L'interet que la Pologne parte aux negociations· Kennedy decoule 
de son caractere de pays ,a, la fois de commerce et de transit, dU a sa 
position geographique aussi bien qu'a sa structure ecanomique. 

La Pologne dl§veloppe activement. son commerce avec les pays 
membres du G.A.T.T. En cinq ans - depuis novembre 1959, date 
a laquelle la Pologne a fait les premiers pas vers une association avec 
le G.A.T.T., jusqu'en 1963 - les echanges de la Pologne avec les par
ties contractantes sont passes de 1.083 millions de dollars a 1.675 mil
lions de dollars, soit une augmentation de 55°/o. Ce fait justifie a lui 
seul l'interet manifest€ 'par la Pologne a la plus grande des entre
prises que le G.A.T.T. ait jamais tentee afin de supprimer les obstac
les auxquels le developpement du commerce se heurte. 

Il existe cependant d'autres causes profondes residant clans la 
structure actuelle de reconomie polonaise et dans les changements 
de son commerce exterieur qui expliquent elles aussi notre inten§t 
pour les negociations Kennedy. 

La Pologne entre clans une periode de veritable explosion demo
graphique. Le nombre des jeunes gens nes apres la guerre et qui 
atteignent a present l'§.ge de travailler ne cesse d'augmenter. Le rOle 
du commerce exterieur, dont la valeur represente pres de 20°/o du 
revenu national de la Pologne, devient d'autant plus grand dans ces 
circonstances. 

En outre, la structure du commerce exterieur de la Pologne qui, 
il y a dix ans, n'exportait qu'une quantite relativement limitee de 
produits de masse a profondement change. Pour s'en rendre compte, 
il suffit d'analyser les donnees pour la periode 1959-1963. 

En 1959, au moment ou la Pologne se rapprochait du G.A.T.T., les 
biens d'equipement et les articles de consommation d'origine indus
trielle constituaient 32,8°/o de la totalite de ses exportations alors 
qu'en 1963 leur part atteignait dej~a 46,0°/o. Ainsi s'explique l'interet 
suscit€ par les possibilites que le «Kennedy Round>> offre clans le do
maine de la reduction des tarifs douaniers et de la suppression des 
autres obstacles qui se dressent sur la voie de d€veloppement du 
commerce. 

Un exemple ,a titre d'illustration: en 1964 les biens d'equipement 
ainsi que les produits industriels de consommation courante represen
taient 23°/o de la valeur totale des exportations polonaises a destina
tion des Etats-Unis,- pays qui n'impose de restrictions quantitatives 
aux importations en provenance de Pologne que dans des cas limites 
(articles textiles) et qui, clans le domaine tarifaire, nous accorde le 
traiternent de la nation la plus favorisee. Par centre, pour la meme 
ann€e, les produits manufactures ne constituaient que 9°/o des expor
tations polonaises vers le Marche Commun dont les pays membres 

'.1' 
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limitent les in1portations en provenance de Po1ogne par le biais de 
restrictions quantitatives appliqu€es d'une fa~on rigoureuse. 

A l'origine de l'interet que la Pologne parte au «Kennedy Round» 
on trouve done d'nn cOte lcs possibilitCs qu'offrent en elles-m€mes 
ces granctes negociations commerciales et, de l'autre, le desir de trou
ver une base pour une plus large participation aux travaux du 
G.A.T.T.; etant _donne que le statut actuel de membre associe ne don
ne .a la Pologne que des avantages modestes et qu'il serait difficile 
de le maintenir a la longue. 

11 faut ajouter que la Pologne, en tant que pays importateur (la 
valeur de ses importations en provenance des pays membres du 
G.A.T.T. a atteint en 1964 pour la premiere fois pres d'un milliard 
de dollars, exactement 958,4 millions de dollars), offre un march€ in
t€ressant pour les pays exportateurs et que les concessions qu'elle 
propose de donner contrebalanceront en fait les demandes qu'elle 
pr€sente. -

La contribution de la Pologne au ((Kennedy Round)} ne se limite 
pas seulement a proposer une ouverture plus large de son march€, 
mais elle se traduit aussi par la m€thode qui sera mise en vigueur 
pour permettre revaluation de l'accroissement n€cessaire de ces im
portations. La Pologne est un pays oU l'€conomie est planifi€e a I'€che
lon central et all l'Etat exerce le monopole du commerce ext€rieur. 
Les importations polonaises ne sont pas assujetties a quelque greve
ment douanier que ce soit. 

Le probleme se pose· done de sa voir comment proc€der afin de 
trouver l'€quilibre des avantages r€ciproques entre un pays tel que 
la Pologne et les parties a !'Accord general (dont la plupart sont des 
pays a economie de march€), dans le cadre de negociations, dont la 
reduction des tarifs douaniers de 50°/o constituent le point de depart. 

Ce probleme n'est guere simple. La d€1€gaiion polonaise, qui 
a particip€ a la Conference minist€rielle du G.A.T.T. tenue au mois 
de mai 1963 et aux travaux pr€paratoires du ((Kennedy Round)), s'en 
est rendu compte. C'est la raison pour laquelle elle a propose d'inc
lure, clans les attributions du sous-comit€ des obstacles non tarifaires 
du Comit€ des n€gociations commerciales (cree par la Conference mi
nist€rielle sous la pr€sidence du Directeur General du G.A.T.T., 
M. Eric Wyndham White), la tache d'etudier les questions speciales. 

La delegation polonaise a estime que le cas de la Pologne repre
sentait justement une de ces questions sp€ciales pour lesquelles il 
fallait trouver un cadre institutionnel. 

Cette suggestion a ete accept€e et depuis lors c'est clans le cadre 
du sous-comite des obstacles non tarifaires et des questions sp€cia
les qu'est recherch€e une solution au probleme de la participation de 
la Pologne au ((Kennedy Round>), 

En meme temps, ant €t€ mis a profit €galement les travaux du 
groupe charge de proc€der aux examens annuels des relations entre 
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[ la Pologne et les parties contractantes, en vertu des arrangements de 
novembre 1959, concernant !'association de la Pologne au G.A.T.T. 
Le deuxieme examen de ce genre a eu lieu au mois de juin 1963. Au 
cours de ces d€bats les r€ponses fournies par le d€1€gue polonais aux 
questions pos€es par les autres membres du groupe ·(en premier lieu 
par le d€I€gu€ de France) ant donn€-.,un premier aperc;u de ce que 
pourrait etre la participation de la Pologne aux n€gociations Kennedy. 

Ces questions et ces r€ponses portaient sur le discours prononce 
a la conference minist€rielle du G.A.T.T. en mai 1963 par le d2l€gue 
polonais, M. F. Modrzewski, vice-ministre du Commerce ext€rieur. 
Elles ont ete consignees en octobre 1963 par le Secretariat du 
G.A.T.T., dans un document sur la participation de la Pologne au 
((Kennedy Round)). Toutefois des complications de nature formelle 
ant surgi. N'etant que membre associ€ du G.A.T.T., la Pologne 
n'avait pas le droit forme! de participer aux travaux du Comit€ des 
N€gociations Commerciales. 11 €tait pr€vu qu'elle pourrait y prendre 
part uniquement en qualit€ d'observateur. Cette situation €tait inac
ceptable pour la d€1€gation polonaise car cette procedure I'aurait 
placee dans une positio1;1 desavantageuse par rapport aux autres pays 
participant aux n€gociations. Elle estimait que ses propositions de
vaient etre discutees comme partie int€grante des negociations elles
memes et non pas etre consid€r€es comme une condition pr€a1able 
a !'admission de la Pologne au Comit€: des negociations commercia
les. Ce probleme n'a pu etre r€solu avant la premiere reunion de ce 
Comite et c'est ainsi que la delegation polonaise n'y a pas particip8. 

Cette question se trouva inscrite a l'ordre du jour de la deuxi€me 
reunion du Comite des n€gociations commerciales a laquelle la de
legation polonaise participa deja en tant que rnernbre de plein droit. 

En novembre 1963 le sous-comit€ des obstacles n~n tarifaires et 
des questions sp€ciales a cree un groupe de travail et lui a confie le 
mandat de proc€der a l'examen du prohleme de la participation de 
la Pologne au «Kennedy Rourid)), En fevrier et en mars 1963, une s€rie 
d'entretiens officieux se sont d€roul€s au Secretariat du G.A.T.T. 
entre le representant de la Pologne et les representants des pays int€
ress€s a la participation de la Pologne aux n€gociations. 

A la Suite de ces entretiens, la d€l€gation polonaise a present€ 
a la reunion du Comit€ des n€gociations commerciales, tenue le 
27 avril 1964, ses demandes et ses propositions concernant sa parti
cipation aux negociations. Ces demandes sont les suivantes: pleine 
application du traitement de la clause de la nation la plus favoris€e 
vis-a-vis des importations en provenance de Pologne en ce qui con
cerne les droits de douane; suppression des restrictions quantitatives; 
droits contractuels en matiere de reduction des droits de douane dans 
les cas oU la Pologne y a inten?t en qualit€ de fournisseur; maintien 
au niveau actuel des exportations traditionnelles de produits Pgrico
les polonais; dans le domnine des obstacles non tarifaires, traitement 
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compatible avec les regles appliqw?es ,ft l'€gard des pays membres du 
G.A.T. T., c'est-il-dire la non-discrimination. 

Les offres de la Pologne constituaient en quelque sorte une tenta
tive de traduire les avantages proposes en langage du plan, a savoir 
la garantie aux pays membres du G.A.T.T. dfun acces au marche po
lonais dans des proportions raisonnables; a cet effet, !'attribution des 
recettes additionnelles dues a la reduction des tarifs douaniers dent 
l::€neficierait la Pologne a l'accroissement de ses importations en pro
venance de ces pays; la prise en consideration des possibilites d'un 
accroissement plus rapide des importations de -certaines marchandi
ses et, enfin, l'acceptation de proceder dans le cadre du G.A.T.T. a un 
examen de la situation qui dE!coulerait des concessions mutuelles con
senties par la Pologne et par les pays membres du G.A.T.T. 

La Conference ministerielle du G.A.T.T., qui s'est deroulee en mai 
1964 et qui a inaugure le «Kennedy Round» d'une fa~on formelle, 
a officialise la demande de participation de la Pologne aux negociations 
commerciales, par !'adoption d'une resolution appropriee, qui expri-. 
me l'espoir qu'une solution pratique du probleme pourra etre trouvee. 

La forme de la participation de ]a Pologne au ((Kennedy Round>) 
a ete discutee au cours de l'ete 1964 par le groupe de travail. M. Finn 
Gundelach, directeur general adjoint du G.A.T.T., s'est rendu a Var
sovie en septembre 1964 oil il a eu diVers entretiens avec les mem
bres du gouvernement polonais afin d'eclaircir certains points con
cernant cette participation. Plus tard, de nouveaux entretiens offi
cieux ont eu lieu au Secretariat du G.A.T.T. A la suite de ces 
entretiens, le Comite des negociations commerciales du G.A.T.T. a de
cide, en mars 1965, que la Pologne participerait pleinement a toutes 
les phases des negociations du (<Kennedy Round>>. Cette participation 
est fondee sur 1e document presente par la Pologne le 1er avril et qui 
contient ses propositions. adaptees a la phase actuelle des negocia
tions. 

C'est ainsi qu'a pris fin ]a phase initiale des entretiens et que la 
phase des n€!gociations proprement dites a ete amorcee. Cela ne si
gnifie nullement que toutes les difficultes scient surmontees. Bien. au 
contraire, a mesure qu'on approche du moment oil les decisions de
finitives devront etre prises, certains problf~mes qui, jusqu'a present, 
semblaient secondaires prendront de l'importance. 

Mais ces difficultes seront d'une tout autre nature. Il ne s'agira 
plus en effet de savoir si la Pologne peut participer aux nE!gociations 
mais comment cette participation doit etre definie et comment sera 
assure l'equilibre des avantages et des concessions. 
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When considering the Agenda of the International Colloquium 

on Atlantic relations, it may prove useful to choose some prin

ciple, a criterion to determine the results of international 

trade policy since the Second World War. 

Such age!'R"ally accepted criterion is given by the aims of the Uni

ted Nations Charter. There the signatories have pledged them

_selves to take joint and separate action to promote a higher stan-_ 

dard of living 1 full employment and conditions of economic and 

social progress and development, which in the words of the Char

ter, are necessary for peaceful _and friendly relations between 

nations. Thus international trade also should be conducted and 

directed in a way to tend to the attainment of the above prin

ciples. That it should be so, is evident from the preamble to the 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 

When GATT was .negotiated, the circumstances of course were very 

different and since 1947 the structure of GATT in many ways chan

ged, the number of members greatly increased, the agreement itself 

was sever_al times amended and the field of activities was largely 

extended. Still we may ask ourselves if the successive amendments 

have taken sufficiently_into account all realities. 

GATT•s prin_cip~l aim, as it appears during the last years,remai

ned tariff disarmament and the removal of trade barriers. The re

sults achieved during the last 20 years in this direction are un

doubtly considerable. The present stability and lowering of cus

toms duties are in striking contrast to general anarchy and ta

riff wars characteristic of the period following the first World 

War. In other fields, as for instance the trade of commodities, 

GATT was hardly successful. It is undoubtly a problem, which can

not be settled by tariff .policy only. It would be interesting to 

find out,to what exten~ the post war tariff stability has contri

buted to the development of trade relations and on the other hand, 

to what extent general economic development has made this stabili

ty possible. 

Mr.Wyndham White,the eminent Director General of the GATT in 

his statement made on 15 May 1967 at the closure of the Kennedy 

Round negotiations I GATT Press Release 990, 17 May 1967/ declared 

the following: 
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"The General-Agreement of 1967 extends and consolidates the 

impressive achi~ementsof· twenty years of international trade 

cooperation. It points the way ahead to further achievement. 

At the same time the structure is fragile and constantly subject 

to attack. So far it has not been tested by periods of economic 

stress and recession. We cannot confidently say whether it wculd 

take the strain. If national economic policies are managed 

without sufficient awareness of the economic interdependence of 

nations, there is always the risk that governments may feel im~ 

pelled to revert to policies of external restrictions. The hap

pily brief episode of the United Kingdom surcharges is warning 

of what could happe~.In recent days too,we have seen carefully 

negotiated agreements-of vi tal interest to the partias concerned

frustrated by powerful sectoral pressures". 

This is a very wise warning and has to be taken seriously, be

cause a reversal of commercial policies of one country, especi

ally if it is an important country in world trade, to restric

tions may easily become a chain reaction with disastrous results. 

But let us consider the trend of development o.f international 

trade during the time of existence of GATT. An important fact 

is, that since 1953 the share of developing countries of world 

trade fell in 1966 to 19 per cent as compared with 27 per cent 

in 1953 and 22 per cent in 1960. It is an uninternpted trend and 

export earnings of developing countries continue to lose ground 

on world marketin suchaway,that their debt service obligations 

are alarming. 

At the same time the share of primary commodities in world 

trade, which until ten years ago exceeded o_ne half, fell below 

40 per cent in 1966. The developing countries, considered to be 

predominantly exporters of primary commodities, are lcsing

ground even in this field. In 1961 industrial areas had 24,48 % 

of world trade in these goods but in 1966 already 31,52 %. 

Again we see a continuous trend, thatis even more serious, be

cause chemicals, synthetic fibres, plastics and similar products 

are generally included into manufactures,where industrial coun

tries have over 90% of trade. As to the foodstuffs too we may 

observe a deplacement of exports from developing to the industri

al countries. The final result of these facts is, that the deve-
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loping countries, wi.th the exception of some petrol exporters, 

have permanent difficulties with their balance of payment and 

are greatly hampered in their general development, in spite of 

the fact, that great parts of their exports are customs free. 

This brings us to the conclusion, that their problems are not 

solved by customs reductions only and that other measures are 

necessary, measures until now generally considered not a part 

of classical international commercial policy. It is important 

not to lose sight on this side of international trade relations, 

as it is one of the most momentous problems of the contempora-

ry world. 

The Kennedy Round negotiations, and it would be wrong not to 

recognize that they were a great step forward ,practically centred 

on trade in manufactures among few industrial countries and pri

marily benefitted them especially the Euro~ean Economic Commu

nity, USA, United Kingdom and Japan. The joint statement made 

in Geneva on 30 june 1967 by the developing countries said that 

for the developing countries the most important problems of most 

of them in the field of trade taken up within the framework of 

these negotiationsstill remained unsolved. It was especially ad

vance implemention of concessions in favour of developing coun

tries, reduction or elimination of duties on products of p·arti

cular export interest, tropical products, commodity agreements, 

compensation for loss of preferences and removal of non-tariff 

barriers. It is also a well known fact, that to the developing 

countries trying to introduce their manufactures on the world 

market, very important items are textiles and clothing and simi

lar goods. However in this sector the cuts are less deep than 

those in most other sectors. 

That is why the developing countries see in UNCTAD and in the 

future conference in New Delhi an institution called upon to 

solve in a more complex way their problems. 

In the interest of world trade relations, GATT should com

plete the unfinished tasks, which remained unsettled in many 

fields. The method of linear reductions proved to correspond 

to the situation,but there are probably little prospects that 

it could be repeated in some near future. 

There are also besides the developing countries some smaller 

countries that are looking on the results of the Kennedy Round 
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Negotiations with mingled feelings. On the one hand they re

cognize the advantages it brought to world trade, but on the 

other they cannot escape the impression that their interests 

were not adequately taken into account. Czechoslovakia has 

even more reason for some unsatis·faction. On one side several 

of its typical export articles,liW plate glass, tractors, some 

machine tools etc. gained little advantages, on the other side 

practically no reductions were accorded by the main importing 

countries to its specialized agricultural exports. These ex

ports represent for instance 20 % of Czechoslovakia's export 

to the European Economic Community. 

But above all, the concessions made by the United States have 

no value to Czechoslovakia. It is a well known fact, that in 

1951 as consequence of a decision of the Congress, the United 

States terminated its commercial agreements based on the most 

favoured nation clause with the socialist countries and GATT 

on 27 september 1951 unfortunately,and in the opinion of the 

Czechoslovak Government contrary to the basic provisions of the 

GATT, suspended all obligations between Czechoslovakia and the 

United States. Hence all reductions made by the USA now are not 

applied to Czechoslovakia and on the contrary the margin between 

general and conventional duties increased. 

That is why Czechoslovakia is unable to feel the same satis

faction as other countries. Moreover some countries are apply

ing to Czechoslovakia discriminatory import restrictions. 

These matters were not dealt with at the round of negotiations. 

It is true, that methods and procedures of external trade of 

the socialist countries differ in some ways and especially as, 

to their aims, from that of countries having private enterprise 

economies. In practice however they form no great obstacle to 

the development of the multilateral trade without discriminations •. 

This is the more so 'since most socialist countries are now in

troducing new methods in their economy in general and as conse

quence also in their foreign trade relations. 

All these changes are not until now fully in force, there 

are certain experiments in the way'· and not all socialist coun

tries follow the same course. Their foreign trade organizations 

and procedures differ. It depends on many considerations, such 

as the structure and extentoftheir foreign trade, degree of 
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development, traditions etc. That is why it would be hardly 

practicable at this moment to have one single set of rules 

applied without distinction to all of them and it seems rathP.r 

necessary to adopt a case by case approach. 

Czechoslovakia welcomes reductions of tariffs and other trade 

barriers which may lead to a peaceful coexistence of all nations 

without distinction of their socio-economic system. It consi

ders that in order to solve the problems of developing coun

tries, there should be a cooperation of all, because the pro

blem is of such a magnitude and urgency that it requests a joint 

effort. 

Contrary to former times, when international commercial po- , 

licy was essentially the concern of only a restricted number of 
' 

·countries with more or less similar political and social struc

ture and conceptions, ~here is today a great diversity of sy

stems, situations and possibilities, which make it very hard, 

if not impossible,to draw such strict rules that would fit to 

all situations. 

For this reason a sensible division of competence between 

.GATT and UNCTAD would be highly desirable as well as a close 

cooperation between them in order that their actions should 

not contradict each other and hinder attainment of the aims 

set in the United Nations Charter. In this directions both in

stitutions should find general support. All countries have a 

great reponsibility for the future of the world, moral as well 

as material, and the more a country is rich and mighty, the 

more carefully it should weight its actions and ponder to what 

consequences they may lead. 

Praha, November 1967 

[ 
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The Kennedy Round and the German Economy 

Any assessment of the Kennedy Round of Trade Negotiations by the 

business community of the Federal Republic of Germany should be 

based on facts and (official) figures available at this time. 

The organisation which I have the honour to represent here - the 

Deutsche Industrie - und Handelstag (Association of German Cham

bers of Commerce} - has a long historical tradition of endeavou

ring to welgh what is good for industry against what is good for 

commerce. In this case too we must look at both sides of the coin

imports and exports. 

On the import side official figures just released show that our 

weighted tariff avell'age will-after all cuts agreed to in Geneva come 

in~o full effect-be reduced from at present 11,3 per cent to 8,4 

per cent. The actual reduction is even greater if·we take into 

consideration that full application of the Common External Tariff 

of the European Community on July 1st, 1968, would for the Fede

ral Republic of Germany have meant an average rate of duty of 

·12,7 per cent. This is explained by the fact that the difference 

between our national tariff and the EEC-tariff at present has on

ly been reduced by 60 per cent. 

Our Federal Budget will have to allow for a decrease of revenue 

of roughly 500 mio DM in duties collected on imports from third 

countries when the full effect of all tariff cuts is being felt 

after January 1st, 1972. 

This means a reduction of 34 per cent. We will then reach our 

tariff level of 1958 -before the Common Market - the lowest 

since the war. 

On the export side a few remarks on tariff concessions in those 

countries which are our best customers: 

Scandinavia will lower by 50 per cent the rates on our main ex

port items. 

The United States.are going to reduce their duties by 50 per 

cent on 90 per cent of their imports from Germany. 
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Switzerland agreed to reductions averaging 35 per cent; on a 

number of items of interest LO. us the reduction will be 50 per 

cent. 

The United Kingdom levies on our exports will be lower by 38 

per cent (excluding the chemical sector) • 

The German Business Community has stated with some relief, that 

th.e di.scriminatory effect of the Common Market in so far as/it 

means an increase of tariffs on imports from our traditional 

suppliers will disappear in a couple of years. 

The customs barrier we have been setting up around our Customs 

Union - and the one constructed by the EFTA-Countries - cannot 

of course be completely dismantled, but it will be levelled off 

quite considerably, As a consequence the changes in European trading 

currents, which by now have become clearly perceptible, may be 

contained, negotiations for entry in the EEC with EFTA-Countries 

are somewhat easier - at least from an economical point of view. 

We are at the same time looking forward to a sizeable increase 

of imports which we feel is an essential element in our balance 

of payments" 

Unfortunately in the agricultural sector results are far from 

impressive, With some regret we note that the goals set by the 

United States and other important suppliers of agricultural pro

ducts could not be reached. EEC was still in the process of de

veloping its common agricultural policy, which had to be protec

ted as one of the pillars of our Common Market. Here the level 

of protection did not prove negotiable - mainly on political 

grounds. 

German exEorters have ev~ry reason to be satisfied with the re

sults of the Kennedy Round in other countries, both as regards 

the more regional aspect and considering the scope of products, 

where tariff cuts are now imminent • 

. A country in which export shipments traditionally constitute an 

important part of the Gross National Product must welcome tariff 

reductions abroad. Even if they are just marginal, they might 

give just the impetus needed to start a new sales campaign or 
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to open up a completely new market for a specific product. 

We feel tha.t our whole economy will receive fresh and powerful 

impulses from the general across-the-board-reduction of duties 

abroad and at home. 

With this in mind reaction throughout our/country on results 

of the Kennedy Round was very favourable, For those sectors of 

industry where a. certain degree of protection is still needed 

our negotiators found adequate arr·angements. 

The outcome of the Kennedy Round has, of. course, other aspects 

which we should consider: 

In Geneva the EEC was being tested for the first time as a bar

gaining entity. During the course of these long and strenuous 

negotiations - which were made necessary by the very creation 

or the Community :- the EEC has given ample proof of its impor

tance and of its responsibility in world trade. 

During the last decisive months she influenced the agenda of 

these negotiations and persuaded the United States to agree on 

compromises in certain sectors. This was the result of a remarka

ble firmness in sticking to principles combined with the right 

measure of fl~xib{lity ~n really critical issues. 

We reg·ard this as an achievement of the European Commission, which 

succeeded in finding a common denominator for the rather 

divergen·t interests of member countries and at the same time 

secured a remarkable degree of cooperation from ·all of them. 

We in Germany appreciate very much that France and Italy with 

their relatively high basic level of tariffs had to make consi

derable sacrifices. The Commission was able to negotiate freely 

because for the first time the Council of Ministers delegated 

sufficient authority. 

Looking beyond Europe we feel that the results of these nego

tiations show that the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

as an institution passed this crucial test with high honours. 

It reaffirmed it> importance as a guardian of freedom and mul

tilateralism of world trade, vis-a-vis its member states and 

the world business community. 
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Businessmen in Germany have supportedtheir government delegation 

in Geneva at all times, and they welcome this remarkable in

crease of stature of GATT as compared with the United Nations 

Conference on Trade and Development and the regional economic 

commissions of the UN. 

In the future GATT should from our point of view concentrate 

on the further reduction of non-tariff-barriers, Some results 

have already been achieved in Geneva as part of the Kennedy 

Round Package: 

In European Countries the discriminatory effect of automobile 

road taxes will be abolished 
\ 

The US-Administration undertook to seek congressional authority 

for the abolition of the ·American Selling Price system of valua

tion for chemicals. 

The participating cou,ntries agreed on an An·ti-Dumping-Code under 

Article VI of GATT. 

This new code has to be translated into national rUles, in some 

countries new legislation is not needed. In Germany there will 

not even be a necessity for a marked change in our anti-dumping 

procedures. But certainly the new European Anti-Dumping-Legisla

tion being shaped will use the GATT Code as a guideline. 

Countries subscribing to the. Code must adopt procedures and ad

ministrative practices which will ensure that, when anti-dum

ping complaints are accepted and examined, trade. is not unjus

tifiably disrupted or inhibd.te.d. 

Applications for anti-dumping action must be supported by evi

dence. of material injury to domestic producers as well as of 

dumping, and investigations should not be initiated without 

consideration of the evidence on both these counts. 

The Code also provides guidance on the assessment of the effects 

of the dumped imports to ensure that anti-dumping action is on-

ly taken against dumped imports which are demonstrably the princi

pal cause of material injury, or the threat of it. 

Acceptance of the Code will require the Canadian Government to 

apply the material injury criterion before imposing anti-dumping 

duties. 
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The Code limits to three months the period during which provi

sional action can normally be applied in contrast to the inde

finite period during which such action is taken under present 

United States' practice. 

The Kennedy Round was one of those negotiations where after a 

long and hard battle there were no loosers. This does not just 

mean the national delegations which, of course, have to impress 

at home what a remarkable success they had - to secure approval 

by their Governments and Parliaments. 

These negotiations must - from our point of view - be regarded 

as a great success by free enterprise everywhere: For the first 

time in the history of Trade Negotiations the principle of 

across-the-board-cuts has been tried and proved feasible. Quite 

a progress after the product by product haggling of the past. 

The great industrial nations lived up to their responsibility 

of ensuring the freedom and promoting the ex2ansion of world 

trade. 

However, we feel that caution is necessary. This was only one 

victory for liberal forces over protectionism entrenched in ma

ny sectors of industry in all countries. 

This Fall the US-Administration is fighting in the Senate a 

number of protectionist bills that would place import quotas on 

steel, textiles, chemicals, oil, meat, and other commodities. 

Common Market Countries in a way have been helping the US ad

ministration state its case by drawing up ~ list of possible 

retaliatory measures which, of course, together with the unfor

tunate proposals put forward by the US-Congress would jeopardi

ze the results of the Kennedy Round. 

This makes obvious that in reality not more than a delicate ba

lance has been achieved between protectionism and free trade. 

This proves how right the Director-General of GATT, Mr. Eric 

Wyndham White, was, when he .said "The price of economic libera

lization- as of liberty- is eternal vigilance" . 

. Bon~~ 25-~l0-196'7 
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The Trade Expansion Act made major innovations in United States foreign 
trade policy. The Kennedy Round introduced some unprecedented features 
into international negotiations. Neither worked quite as it was expected 

. to but both achieved important successes. Neither can be adopted unchanged 
as a model for dealing with the next set of problems we face. 

Analyzing what has just been. done can help us to decide what new steps 
ought to be taken. For that we need to call on the experience of those who 
went through the negotiations and also statistical work comparing tariff · 
cuts (or the lack of them) to patterns of world trade. Lacking both these 
sources. this paper is an outsider's attempt to say something about the 
decisions that will confront the United States in the next 5 to 10 years based 
on a look at the unfinished business of the Kennedy Round. 

Though I have not had a chance to ·read the fine print, I think that what was 
done and not done in the Kennedy Round can be fairly safely summarized 
in a few propositions. 

On a wide range of manufactured goods, tariffs have been cut to lower 
levels than at any time since the early '30s, but significant tariff protec
tion remains on a number of important products. 

Non-tariff barriers~ not new in international trade negotiations. have had 
their importance highlighted by the Kennedy Round, both for the future and 
as a means of making final some of its conditional arrangements. 

In agriculture, the Kennedy Round made a number of useful tariff cuts and 
made some progress in linking transatlantic grain trade with world food 
problems. No dent was made in the barriers put up by the European Eco
nomic Community's Common Agricultural Policy, but the discussions may 
have given an impetus to a new kind of international negotiation about agri
culture. 

While a number of the things done in the Kennedy Round will be of benefit 
to the less developed countries, they were relatively silent partners; their 
main trade problems have yet to be dealt with. 

East-West trade, too, will be affected only in a modest degree by the 
Kennedy Round. 

If this summary is reasonably accurate, it gives us the outlines and some 
of the dimensions of the issues we need to consider in looking at future 
United States trade policy. 

In what follows I have assumed that the United States will· continue to press 
for the removal of barriers to international trade, whether they are imposed 



by itself or by others. The case for such a policy is, in my opinion, clear 
but I do not argue it here. If the assumption were to be regarded as false, 
readers could dispense with the pages that follow except to the extent that ' . 
they might be thought helpful as a partial lists of the kinds of barriers to 
American exports that might well increase in the absence of an effective 
effort to lower them and as some indication of the forms in which Ameri
can consumers might have tb make the payments exacted from them by re~ 
strictions on imports. 

This paper emphasizes broad issues a.nd general directions. It says little 
about timing, tactics or the specifics of legislation, It leaves out a nu m
ber of questions of trade policy, including the important matter of adjust
ment assistance, one of the most notable instances of the TEA's not work
ing out as expected. Even with these limits the paper covers so wide a 
range of issues that it is full of unqualified and perhaps even dogmatic state
ments. Part of the excuse for that is that the aim of the paper is to raise 
questions, not answer them. It does not prescribe what United States trade 
policy should be in the years ahead, but tries to state some of the issues 
about which decisions will have to be made in shaping that policy. 

The Remaining Tariffs 

Much of the impact of the Kennedy Round will be on that large segment of 
world trade made up ofthe exchange of manufactured goods among indus
trialized countries. From now on we can thirik of the remaining tariffs 
on this trade as falling into three categories: 

1. Those that were reduced by the full 50 per cent or 
something approaching it, or that are quite low even 
if the cuts were smaller; 

2. Those that were reduced by little or nothing because 
deeper cuts were regarded as economically or polit
ically unacceptable to major trading countries; 

3. Those that a country would have been willing to reduce 
but withdrew from the bargaining because other coun
tries were not willing to make adequate concessions. 

There are no hard and fast lines between these categories, but it is clear 
that they present rather different kinds of problems for the future, There 
is little to say about the third except that it provides an area of maneuver 
ln future tariff bargaining. The second includes the hard cases - whether 
for a number of countries or just one or two key ones --which will probably 
require special efforts and very likely more than tariff bargaining if they 
are to be dealt with at all. More will be said about these later. 
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As to the first category, two questions suggest themselves: How restric
tive are these duties? If they could be cut as much as they have already 
been cut, should one expect to be able to reduce them still more in the not 
too distant future, say when the Kennedy Round reductions are fully in 
effect? 

Merely because a duty is below 10 per cent it cannot be called unimportant 
or unprotective. A 9 per cent aluminum duty that the European Community 
refused to touch was one of the sore points of the Kennedy Round. Busi
nessmen and consumers are not indifferent as to whether a tax is 3 per 
cent or 8 per cent. Valuable recent work distingUishing "effective" from 
"nominal" tariff rates has emphasized an old but often forgotten point that 
if raw materials and others inputs are tariff-free, the protection offered 
the manufacturing process may be much higher than the apparent duty rate 
on the finished product. Neverthe1ess, when a large number of duties get 
down to what by the standards of the last 50 years are fairly low levels, 
many of them begin to look rather dispensable. Certainly the idea that 
they spell the life or death of great industries looks less plausible than 
ever. It is no accident, after all, that in the TEA Congress gave the Presi
dent the power to remove duties of less than five per cent. It would seem 
modest enough, then, to suggest that one aim of future trade policy would 
be for the United States and other industrialized countries to eliminate 
"nuisance tariffs", ·The question would be only where the line should be 
drawn -- at 5 per cent or above. 

To pursue this aim the power the President now has could be extended. 
But broader approaches ought to be considered. Mter all, the lesson of 
the trade policy the United States has followed since 1·934 is that tariffs 
can be very substantially reduced without great damage to domestic inter
ests and with probable benefit to the national economy. This conclusion 
is certainly supported by the European experience in the Common Market 
and EFTA. The Kennedy Round has shown the willingness. of a number of 
governments to take another big dose of the same tonic. Would it not be 
realistic to think of one more step that would eliminate (or at least dras
tically reduce) most of the tariffs remaining on trade in manufactured goods 
among industrialized coUntries? Of course there would be exceptions, in
eluding probably the hard cases of category 2 above, which have to be ap
proached in a different manner. But much more would be included than 
the "nuisance tariffs", those of 5 per cent or less. Many of the duties 
that will be 10 or 12 per cent after the Kennedy Round cuts are fully in 
effect were several times as high 15 or 30 years ago. Sometimes the last 
quarter of a tariff may seem more valuable to, those it protects than the · 
first three -quarters, but it is hard to dismiss the impression that if such 
cuts could be made in 20 or 30 years, the remnants could be disposed of 
in another 10. The argument would not be that the remaining duties were 
meaningless or negligible but that in the light of what has alreadybeendone, 
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and on the basis of giving and gaining that is the core of tariff policy, a 
general agreement to eliminate over a period of time a large number of 
tariffs on trade in manufactured goods among the industrialized countries 
would be a desirable and not unimaginable goal. 

Another Kennedy Round with linear cuts would be one way of going at this 
possibility (though I doubt that there would be much enthusiasm for that 
idea now). Perhaps a more clear-cut approach would be to think of a 
formula under which countries would move more or less automatically to
ward the agreed-on goal. While a number of formulas could be devised -
and the possibilities multiplied by combining them in various ways -- the 
alternatives that follow give a reasonable idea of the main lines of approach. 

1. Duties could be reduced according to a uniform schedule 
that would bring all of them to zero in a short time. 

2. Some duties might be reduced faster than others, perhaps 
because they were higher to start with, or more slowly 
because some countries needed longer to adjust to free 
trade than others, but all would be completely removed by 
a scheduled time (presumable but not necessarily the same 
time). 

3. A country's obligation might be to reduce the average of 
tariffs (or the average in each of several categories of 
tariffs) by a certain amount each year. This formula 
would permit each country some flexibility - going slow 
on some duties if it went faSter on otherS -- while assuring 
the same results in the end. 

4. If the elimination of tariffs were unacceptable the same 
formulas could be used to proceed to a more modest goal. 

One possible goal which might be pursued with or without a formula is 
tariff "harmonization. " This loose term means to some people that dif
ferent countries should apply the same tariff rate to the same products 
(or depart from the pattern only for special reasons). The European 
Community's proposals for dealing with ecretement .and tariff discrepan
cies in the Kennedy Round were in a Sense versions of this form of har
monization. Another way of using the word is to describe a goal in which 
most tariffs on trade in manufactured goods among industrial mltions -
with the inevitable exceptions - would fall into an agreed-on range - say 
8 to 10 per cent. As in the third ofthe formulas outlined above, flexibility 
could be introduced by applying the rule to averages. The economic ad
vantages of harmonizing tariffs are less obvious than of reducing them, 
but there is a kind of elementary equity about tte idea which might make 
tariff reduction more acceptable than some other kind of arrangement. 
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Formulas have the advantage of seeming to simplify matters, but that will 
not be enough to persuade governments to submit their hardest cases to 
them. The future will, therefore, include some of the same kind of tariff 
bargaining as the past. Perhaps, though, the chances of success can be 
increased by some new approaches. Eric Wyndham White, Director
General of GATT, has suggested that in some major industries "charac
terized by modern equipment, high technology and large-scale production,. 
and by the international character of their operations and markets" nego
tiations might lead to free trade "within a defined period."* To some de
gree industry by industry negotiations were begun in the Kennedy Round, 
partly it would seem to deal with some of the "hard cases." The idea of 
advancing from exceptions lists to possible free trade is an attractive one. 
Chemicals and steel are industries in which a number of leading countries 
have both protected and exporting sectors; in aluminum there are only a 
few big producers and a very international market. One advantage of this 
approach is that other trade barriers could be looked at along with tariffs. 
Another is that the relative importance or unimportance of trade. barriers 
would be made much clearer than is usual when a negotiation is only about 
trade barriers and everything else that affects the industry is regarded as 
falling outside the discussion. The results, Wyndham White believes, 
could be a series of agreements moving toward free trade industry by in
dustry. 

The approach prompts questions about the government-business relation
ships needed for this kind of negotiation. Another set of doubts may focus 
on the tacit or explicit understandings that might be encouraged between 
private businessmen in several countries. It is also important, - as 
Representative Thomas Curt is pointed out in his testimony to this Subcom
mitee on July 12, 1967; --to avoid accepting past shares in the market as 
a fixed pattern for future trade. Nevertheless, the idea has enough merit 
in it to deserve serious explo~ation and perhaps some .eXperimentation. 

Industry by .industry negotiation may not lead to separate industry agree
ments. While in some compleX industries it may be possible to balance 
the advantages and concessions of a number of countries, in others the 
discrepancy will be too great or one of the parties will want to bargain its 
acceptance of an industry arrangement for another cOuntry's acceptance 
of a different industry agreement. The experience is common enough in 
normal tariff negotiations; ii is said to have taken a Common Market con-. 
ceSsion on paper to get the Scandinavians to reduce automObile duties in 
the Kennedy Round. This is not a fatal weakness of the industry-by-industry 
approach but a warning that its adoption may not go quite as far as its name 

• 

*Speech to the Deutsche Gesellschaft fllr Ausw1irtige Politik, October 27, 
1966. 
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suggests to divide trade negotiations into a series of discrete transactions. 
By the same token an agreement on nuisance tariffs and another on reduc
lion by formula might well be linked with one another, and industry agree
ments to them. 

In analyzing trade problems of the post-Kennedy Round period we tend to 
distinguish among them and naturallylook·for solutions suited to the prob
lems, not universal solvents. This suggests a certain breaking up of 'the 
pattern of negotiations and the analysis of non-tariff barriers points strongly 
in the same direction, as we shall see. Perhaps we should get in the habit 
of thinking about trade negotiations as a continuing process proceeding at 
different paces on different matters, rather than as a process with peri
odic climacterics such as the main rounds of tariff negotiations under GATT 
have been. But it may be a mistake to think that things can be broken 
apart in this way, given the discrepancy between the aims of one country 
and another and the natural tendency of bargainers to use all the counters 
at iheir command. It does not follow that an all-in new Kennedy Round is 
the only alternative but it seems likely that separate pieces of negotiation 
will not be truly independent of one another. 

Non-tariff Barriers 

Some of the first American businessmen to complain about the results of 
the Kennedy Round charged that not enough had been done to reduce Europe's 
non-tariff barriers on American exports. That is a healthy emphasis that 
can lead to more good than the more familiar complaint of the past that 
American industry could.not survive without tariff protection. 

Non-tariff barriers are nothing new. Getting rid of quotas was one of the 
great aims of American trade policy in the first postwar decade. As· the 
dollar shortage gave way to general convertibility, quotas were largely 
peeled away and tariffs once again resumed their importance. Now major 
reductions in tariffs are making other non-tariff barriers more prominent. 
Maintaining an attack on them should be a major feature of the next phase 
of American foreign trade policy. It will not be a .simple matter. The 
wide variety of non-tariff barriers is the !:le ginning of the difficulties 
but only the beginning. ' · 

The Kennedy Round has made people familiar with American Selling Price 
and European taxes on automobiles which discriminate against large cars. 
Buy American rules in this country and comparable government proCure
ment practices in Europe are well known to businessmen. Marking and 
labelling regulations, laws about trademarks and patents, packing regula
tions, rules about health and safety are all examples of things that can be 
barriers to trade. Some of these "non-tarifft devices, like ASP, work · 
by enhancing the •effect of tariffs or making iA: difficult and costly for goods 
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to pass through customs. Trade by government agencies can be conducted 
so as to bar as well as to promote transactions, and to protect domestic 
production or discriminate between one foreign supplier and another. Any 
number of taxes and other kinds of charges may in one way or another im
pede trade, including perhaps some which for generations economists said 
were neutral in their impact. · 

It is not only variety but motive that makes the analysis of non-tariff bar
riers difficult. Some are used overtly to restrain imports. Others are 
used only covertly, under the guise of performing some other function, 
once perhaps their real purpose, In still other cases, the impediment to 
trade results from the legitimate pursuit of some honest public purpose.'' 

·Grey areas abound and the categories overlap. Where barriers are overt,· 
the questions are about the will and means to negotiate. In the second 
category, more demonstration is necessary though the negotiating problem 
is similar. In the thi~d case, however, -the barriers that are incidental 
to something else - matters are more complicated. One has first to find 
the cases, then judge how much damage is really being done to foreign 
trade, and where. Then comes a process of finding ways to reduce the 
damage to trade without seriously interfering with the pursuit of the legiti
mate aims of the policy. That being done, there comes a weighing of the 
inescapable damage to trade against what is needed to pursue the. purpose 
for which the regulations were imposed, a choice in which domestic and 
foreign interests may well conflict. 

Taxes may be found in any of these categories. Those that are plainly 
subterfuges for tariffs will of course not pass muster under GATT or any 
othe·r sensible international agreement about trade barriers. But as tariffs 
fall, many kinds of .once-innocent taxes begin to look suspicious, especially 
for the discrimination they may hide. In recent years, long-established 
principles about the effect of "indirect" taxes on international trade have 
been called into question. Economists are questioning the facts and theories 
on which the rules about taxes in GATT and in other agreements are based. 
Their doubts coincide to a considerable degree with the businessman's 
commonsensical and untutored reaction that if his goods have to pay a tax 
on entry into a country while his competition's goods are exempted from the 
same tax when they are exported, he is at a disadvantage. After years of 
work, the six countries of the European Community have decided to har
monize at least the systems of their turnover taxes -and an aligning of 

*1 notice th t officials of the U. S. government have recently been in 
Paris discussing the new automobile safety regulations with their European 
counterparts who, in turn, have to enforce national safety artd other regu
lations which are incompatible with one another. 
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the rates will probably follow. In England and the United States questions 
are being asked as to whether it would not be helpful to the international 
competitive positions of those countries if part of the corporation income 
taxes were turned into this kind of transaction tax which would be forgiven 
on exports and levied on imports. The border tax issue may well be the 
most important of the non-tariff barriers to be fought over in the next few 
years. (And if it is not, it will be important to be sure why.) The issues 
are not simple; in some countries domestic conSiderations will outweigh 
foreign trade aspects. :And if certain taxes are altered to improve the 
natioo '·s foreign trade position, what questions may not eventually be raised 
about the rest of the tax burden? 

The pursuit of non-tariff barriers leads far and into many corners. It 
does not stop with government action. Private business practices can be 
serious trade barriers. Of course what governments do or do riot do to 
regulate businessmen is part of the problem. The laws vary greatly from 
country to country and enforcement is another question again; it may be 
legal to treat the foreigner as you may not treat your compatriot. Several 
postwar efforts to get international agreement on the regulation of restric
tive private business practices have come to nothing. The process cOn
tinues in a low key and no very important breakthroughs have been heralded, 
but if we are to look more intensively at non-tariff barriers these old 
subjects will have to rise in- importance on the international agerida. 

As my examples may have suggested, the long run problems of non -tariff 
barriers concern not only their range and variety but the uncertainty of 
what is a barrier and who is hurt by it. In the short run, though, while 
these questions are being studied, governmental action can focus on dis
cernible barriers. Here the question is: How to deal with them? 

Sometimes existing rules apply. That is the case with quotas on manu
factured goods applied by industrialized countries in balance of payments 
difficulties. To the extent that such controls are not removed when the 
difficulties are over, the remedy is t.o press harder. Agriculture is some.:. 
thing else again, to be discussed later, while the heavy incidence of con
trols on coal and oil suggests that the emergence of energy policy as a 
focus of governmental attention in Europe, North America and Japan may 
put yet another set of trade barriers in a "special'' category. 

The commonly heard statement that the remaining quotas on trade in manu
factured products are of minor importance needs three qualifications. 
First, it does not apply to cotton textiles. Second, many European coun
tries still apply quotas to a wide range of imports from low wage countries. 
Third, the rather good formal record of North American and European 
countries conceals a reliance on commitments by Japan (and to a degree 
other countries) to limit exports of certain products. It is hard to believe 
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that a general attack on non-tariff barriers -- which are apparently quite 
important in limiting imports into Japan - could carry much conviction 
if it did not take account of "voluntary" export quotas like these. 

When the question is not one of enforcement but of making new rules, the 
heterogeneity of non -tariff barriers poses problems. Some could be flatly 
banned but for most it would be a matter of making rules about their use 
and abuse. General rules covering a range of practices could be devised 
or codes of behavior drawn up. But would not a code that was general 
enough to apply to ~all non -tariff barriers be so general as to be meaning
less? We shall. then, probably end up with a number of different agree
ments of rather different sorts. An agreement to prevent the misuse of 
antidumping procedures has come out of the Kennedy Round. There has 
been talk of a code covering government purchasing. Europeans believe 
it would help matters if the United States accepted the Brussels customs 
·nomenclature and the practices common in other countries. 

Something more is probably needed, some kind of consultation procedure. 
This would help to reveal which things are important and to whom. It 
would explore the possibility of adjustments that would make it unnecessary 
to go through the elaborate process of devising and negotiating an inter
national code capable of regulating very different national situations. While 
bilateral adjustments may prove expedient, the most sensible approach 
to the most prevalent barriers would be to provide a place. in one of the 
multilateral agencies to which countries could go with their complaints at 
the same time that they raised the issue with the offend er. Out of the ac
cumulation of case material might ·come a more objective study and ap
praisal than would otherwise be possible and some guidance as to relevant 
and enforceable rules. An agreement setting up this kind of procedure 
might also incorporate some broad principles about non -tariff barriers, 
but whether much would be gained by this step is hard to judge until we 
find whether major trading nations are ready to go beyond the broadest 
statements of principle. 

The heterogeneity of non-tariff barriers makes for separate treatment. 
This will undoubtedly sometimes be the best way, as in the case of the 
antidumping code. But the separation of issues may make it impossible 
to agree on some of them. · Countries are not equally interested in the 
removal of each type of barrier. For example, if negotiations had been 
over road taxes alone, what could the United States have offered the Euro
peans to persuade them to end their discriminatory practices? Formally 
or not, therefore, it may be necessary to link :wecific non -.tariff barriers 
of quite disparate types. For the same reason, it seems unlikely that 
arrangements on non -tariff barriers can be totally separated from tariff 
bargaining. · 
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How we negotiate about non -tariff barriers is related t<i where we do it. 
GATT and OECD both have claims. There. seems no reason to choose one 
as the exclusive arena. Purely pragmatically one might pursue an issue 
in one place at one time, in another at another time. and sometimes in 
both. So far as logic goes. non-tariff barriers related to tariffs are cer
tainly best discussed in GATT; some of thos.e linked to invisible transac
tions and primarily of intere·st to industrialized countries might well be 
brought into the discussions of the OECD's code of liberalization. In be
tween are a large number of issues that might ;reasonably be looked at in 
either place as opportunity offers. 

The examples of non-tariff barriers already cited show how far afield from 
traditional trade negotiations we are likely to move in the next ·decade. All 
kinds of issues usually thought of as "domestic" may become the subject 
matter of international negotiations -- either because the United States asks 
it of others or they do of us. This may not happen quickly but in the long 
run it seems inevitable. This will in many ways be awkward. But little 
will he gained by trying to shy away from it. Indeed, if the United States 
wants to take a new initiative iri international trade, as it has several times 
in the last generation, this might be the best to pick. In our present state 
of knowledge it is impossible to say whose trade is hardest hit by the sum 
total <if non -tariff barriers. but there is at least an even chance that the 
United States has more to gain in this field than others and there can be no 
doubt that the world economy would benefit from the same degree of pro
gress in removing non -tariff barrierS in the next 30 years as has been 
achieved in reducing tariffs and removing quotas in the last 30 -- thanks 
largely to America.n initiatives. 

If we are to do this. though. another problem arises, different from the 
others and also difficult: How can the United States most effectively nego
tiate about non-tariff barriers? The formula delegating powers to the 
President that has been used successfully in the Trade Agreements Act 
for over 30 years does not fit. It is not easy to see a clearly analogous 
definition of the power and its limits considering the variety of the issues 
and the extent to which domestic legislation is involved in them. But can 
there be effective negotiations if each agreement depends on positive Con
gressional action? 

Agriculture 

The new issues in trade policy discussed so far arise largely because of 
the progress made in the last twenty years i!J lowering tariffs and elim
lnating quotas on manufactured goods. The same cannot be said of trade 
in farm products; there the same old problems persist and trade barriers 
have probably been increased more th8.n removed. For a long time many 
people have felt hopeless about the possibility of liberalizing agricultural 

f 
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trade. The Kennedy Round has not brought a fundamental change but it 
has pointed to some possibilities. 

Although the negotiators failed to work out a long run agreement assuring 
outsiders of contin_uing access to the European Community's market for 
products covered by the Common Agricultural Policy, they were on the 
right track. No doubt it was reasonable of the United States to turn down 
as insufficient the Community's offer limiting the degree of self-sufficiency 
that it would strive for in grains. However, the fact that this was the kind 
o~ issUe discussed is a hopeful one, for it has become increasingly clear 
that, over a large segment of agricultural trade, negotiations can have a 
major effect only if basic policies are discussed. Negotiations confined 
to trade barriers will almost surely run into the same blocks as in the past. 
It is from domestic policies that the trade barriers are to a great degree 
derived. We are not used to discussing internationally such traditionally 
domestic matters as farm production goals, prices, land use, and sur
pluses. That course is difficult for any democr:Hic country and it may be 
that the United States or others may not in the end be willing to go through 
with it. But there is a strong case for trying since the alternative seems 
to be to perpetuate an impasse of the sort we have known in the last 20 
years. 

This hard choice does not confront us for every farm product. There are 
quite a few on which conventional tariff reductions (or. sometimes quota 
enlargements) are meaningful and satisfactory. We ought fa try to keep 
as many products in that category as possible. 

The grains agreement that has come out of the Kennedy Round demonstrates 
one more dimension of future agricultural trade negotiations amOng indus
trialized nations: they will be directly affected by the world food situation. 
Probably that will more often than not make agreement easier (because it 
will tend to increase deffiand and raise prices), but it will also extend the 
range of issutts from trade barriers and domestic policies to aid, export 

' subsidies and prices and the status of commercial shipments to poor coun-· 
' tries. 1 

Less Developed Countries 

Instead of trying to deal comprehensively with what is now coming to· be 
called North-South trade, I I shall make only a few general remarks, trying 
to give a perspective. 

"Tr.ade not aid" has always had a healthy sound to Americans. More trade 
would certainly be good for the less developed countries; they earn far 
more foreign exchange from exports than. they get in aid. But there are 
probably not many underdeveloped countries for which the alternatives are 
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mutually exclusive. In most places adequate development will probably 
require both aid and increased opportunities to trade; often, the basic · 
question will be what proportions should be maintained between these two 
things. And that in turn will depend to an important degree on how much 
the United States and other industrialized countries will do to open their 
domestic market's further to competing goods. 

There is no doubt that many less developed countries could gain substan
tially if barriers to their sales of agricultural products and minerals 
were reduced. The protection the United States and Western European 
countries give their domestic producers often hits the less developed coun
tries. What is more the tariff structures of the industrial countries dis
courage the growth of processing industries in the iess developed countries. 
This results from having duties which are relatively low on raw materials 
and mount as the degree of processing increases. Canada has complained 
of this aspect of the American tariff for years and for the less developed 
countries the effect can be serious. The processing of local raw materials 
is apt to be one of the sounder bases for industrialization, so the elimination 
of barriers that discourage it would seem to have an added attraction, in 
addition to improving the export position of the less developed countries. 

It is unfortunate, in my opinion, that so much of the recent discussion about 
exports of manufactured goods from the less developed countries has been 
about giving them tariff preferences so that they would be subject to lower 
duties than products coming from rich countries. The real issue is freer 
access to the markets of the developed countries. Whether preferences 
would be a good way of getting that access, or enhancing it, is a subse
quent question. I fear that working on plans for future preferences has 
kept governments in less developed countries from pressing Europe and 
North America as hard as they might to remove present barriers. To a 
degree, the arguments ·aver preferences have served as an excuse for some 
industrialized countries to sit tight with their existing limited preferences 
while the pressure grows on the United States to do something to compen
sate Latin America for being left out of the British and European preferen
tial arrangements. There is certainly a case for lowering barriers to im
ports from Latin America, but what good would it do the United States to 
do that at the expense of Asian or African countries? One of the hard prob
lems of the near future will be to decide how far the United States should 
go in acting alone if it cannot work out satisfactory arrangements with the 
Common Market, Britain and perhaps Japan about preferences. 

If, for V:.hatever reasons, the United States goes along with the idea of 
.granting preferences to the manufactured goods of the less developed coun
tries, it should try to insure that they sati!tfy three criteria. They should 
not discriminate among LDCs, they should be limited in time (by reducing 
the general rate. not raising the preferential one); and they should not be. 
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allowed to hold up the removal of duties on imports from advanced coun
tries. There is a good case for giving the full Kennedy Round concessions 
to the LDCs right away, but it is doubtful how much they could benefit from 
such a'step. 

The real question·is access, not whether access comes in a preferential 
form. Unless the governments of developed countries are willing to con
front that fact and accept the idea of taking more competing imports, it . 
will do little good to talk about preferences. Some who advocate prefer
ences do so because they fear that Europe and North America will not alter 
their agricultural protectionism and therefore should give the LDC s at 
least something that they want. If that advice is followed - more for dip
lomatic than economic reasons, it would seem - the question will be how 
generous an offer will be made and how many exceptions the United States 
or other advanced countries will insist on making. Unfortunately, there 
are good grounds for fearing that any system of enlarged preferences likely 
to be put forward in the next few years will be limited in scope, ringed 
around with qualifications, and riddled with exceptions. The rather attrac
tive idea of avoiding 'rigid rules and permitting each industrialized country 
to be somewhat restrictive where its own domestic sensitivities are greatest 
is only too likely, in my opinion, ·not only to fail to encourage generosity 
on other products but to lead to the less developed countries being given 
what they can least use and being denied freer access to markets in which 
they could really make progress. How much diplomatic or political ad
vantage will the United States, or the other developed countries, get from 
such a development? How much economic advantage will the LDCs get 
from a preferential system in which the goods they can most successfully 
export in quantity are limited by quotas? 

· Inevitably the Long-term Cotton Textile Arrangement comes to mind. It 
is a document that looks two ways, professing to provide an orderly ex
pansion of markets for the exports of less developed countries while per
mitting importing countries to make or keep arrangements that iri them
selves are restrictive. The ·results may be ambiguous: because of shifts 
in trade among the 64 categories established in the agreement, it is hard 
to judge the full meaning ·Of figures showing sizeable increases in imports. 
Who has benefitted, at whose expense and in what degree is hard to tell. 
But this kind of reality cannot be left out of account when general declara
tions. are made about the importance of helping the less developed countries 
expand their expo.rts. 

While cotton textiles are by far the most important manufactured goods 
exported by the less developed countries, there are others and, if develop
ment is to proceed, the list will have to grow. In spite of the rich man's 
label that has been put on the Kennedy Round, it includes a large n\lmber 
of tariff concessions from which less developed countries can benefit. 
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provided they produce and .export these products cheaply enough and mar
ket them effectively. If they can take advantage of this access that has 
been given them, and even more if the access can be improved by future 
trade barrier reductions, they· can make important gains. By accepting 
increased import competition from the less developed countries, in agri
culture, mining, processing ·and manufacturing, the rich countries open 
new possibilities for the effective use of aid and investment as levers of 
development. 

East-West Trade 

As I see it, there are four main questions to be considered. 

First, should we relax export controls on sales to the Eastern countries? 
These are matters which are to a considerable degree within the discretion 
of the President but it is understandable that he should want an indication 
of Congressional support for expanding trade before using what was orig
inally restrictive legislation in this way. So far as practical effects go, 
there appear to be relatively few cases in which the American restrictions 
present major difficulties for the U. S. S. R. or East European countries, 
except perhaps in the short run for certain strategic items or advanced 
technologies. Another question that then arises is how far we should go 
in gra~ting credit. 

The second question is whether the President should be given power to 
grant most-favored -nation treatm.ent to the Communist countries if he 
feels he has carried on satisfactory negotiations with them. Here the con
siderations are quite different in dealing with the U. S. S. R. and with the 
smaller East European countries. For the latter, it is a question whether 
we can improve their freedom of choice in the world ·by giving them easier 
access to this market. For the former, it is primarily a question of whether 
we would like to add trade to the list of issues 'on which Moscow and Wash
ington can effectively negotiate as part of their continuing dialogue. The 
potential economic gains to the United States from such steps are, in my 
opinion, quite secondary to these broader considerations. it seems foolish 
to impose rigidities on ourselves without gaining any obvious economic 
and political advantages. 

The third question is what to ask for in return for most -favored -nation 
treatment. Under systems of state trading, a reciprocal promise of equal 
treatment has little value. The reforms being introduced in most of the 
Communist countries may make that pledge somewhat more meaningful 
in the future and we should certainly insi~t on having it just in case that 
turns out to be true. A range of things affecting trade ·can suitably be in" 
corporated in agre~ments with the Communist countries to reciprocate for 
the American grant of 'mfn.' No one of them is guaranteed to work. Few 
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have the simplicity of rules about tariffs and quotas that we are used to. 
We must, therefore, have an experimental approach in what we do. That 
is one reason that it will be wise to make agreements that are subject to 
review or renegotiation after a few years. 

The fourth deCision concerns bringing the Communist countries into GATT. 
Here we face the same kind of problem we do in bilateral relations. GATT 
rules have littie to say about the conduct of state trading countries and, 

·consequently, offer less assurance to other signatories of the agreement. 
Special arrangement, such as those that have been worked out with Poland, 
have a certain value, though again they set up trading arrangements that 
are not wholly satisfactory. There is value, though, in bringing the Cam
munist countries into GATT on some basis as a way of providing for the 
discussion of common problems. The thing to understand is that their 
membership does not solve these problems but only opens up opportunities 
to work effectively on them and to experiment as long as both sides are 
willing. Safeguards against risk of serious loss should not be too hard to 
devise. 

Some Other Dimensions 

In this sketch of some of the main elements on the agenda of United States 
foreign trade policy in the post-Kennedy Round period I have made the tacit 
assumption that the way to remove trade barriers in the future is the way 
it has been done in the past, by bargaining with other countries. We re
move our barriers, they remove theirs. We are, after all, not talking 
about something the United States can do all by itself, nor have we very 
good means of persuading other countries to remove barriers except by 
offering them something. It is true that this view runs full in the face of 
much economic logic which shows that since it is the American economy 
that suffers from putting impediments in the way of its imports, unilateral 
action to remove them would be a good turn to ourselves. Nevertheless, 
the advantage of bargaining as a way of dealing with the rest of the world 
(which is not likely to respond simply to high- minded example) is to me 
compelling. 

A word of caution is in order about how we think of reciprocity. The bal
ancing of statistics showing how much trade is affected by what each country 
has done has never been entirely satisfactory. The real national interest 
lies in the consequences of trade barrier reduction, not in its anterior cir
cumstances. As an increasing number of domestic activities are drawn 
into the trade negotiations in the manner described above, it will become 
increasingly meaningless to try to find a common measure for judging the 
exact value of what each country has done. A broader view of what con
stitutes satisfactory performance seems needed. That conclusion is sug
gested, too, by.the widespread acceptance of the idea that is is impossible 
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to ask less developed countries for reciprocal reduction of trade barriers. 
It does not follow that nothing should be asked of them; since their ability 
to take advantage of trade concessions made to them will depend to an im
portant degree on their own policies. This broadening of the approach 
to trade may also lead us to conclude that sometimes unilateral action 
may be the best course even if, under the old vocabulary. the United States 
seemed to· be giving something away. 

Great as the postwar expansion of international trade has been, the in
crease in American direct investment abroad has been greater. An im
portant part of the total is made up of investment in manufacturing industry 
in Canada, Britain, Western Europe, and, to a degree, Japan, our major 
trade partners. How should we think about the very substantial sales by 
American-owned manufacturing companies abroad which in i965 were double 
our exports of manufactured goods? Are they additions to our exports, 
displacements of them, or a partial replacement of exports that would have 
been wholly lost to foreign suppliers if there had not been American-owned . 
companies abroad? Subsidiaries. either by their own purchases from the 
United States or by the stimuli that they give to American sales abroad 
through their dealings with foreign buyers, influence American exports. 
How do the amounts compare to the drain on the U. S. balance of payments 
represented by the movement of capital abroad? Clearly, the scope of 
what we have to think about when we speak of "the foreign trade of the 
United States" has broadened even beyond the range suggested by the dis
cussion of non -tariff barriers. 

The growth of overseas investment is stimulating interest in'the develop
ment of truly multinational corporations. For them international trade 
is an intra -corporate transaction. What do tariffs and other trade barriers 
mean to them o Are changes in these barriers likely to have important 
effects on the corporation's behavior? We know very little of these mat
ters, but it seems to me certain that the more they are examined. the 
greater the increase in the number of issues that will have to be taken in
to account when we talk about trade policy. The same is almost certain 
to be true of the investigation into the way technological change and inno
vation affect international trade. The consequence will be a further widen
ing of the range of government pclicies that will have to be thought of as 
affecting foreign trade. 

Quite a different kind of alteration of established attitudes toward tradi
tionai trade barriers results from the growth of economic regionalism as 
an important factor in world trade. The common external tariff of the 
European Community is not just an economic instrument; it is also part 
of the institutional cement that holds the group together. How long this 
will be true is hard to say, but it is in the American interest, and I be
lieve in the interest of true integration in Europe too, to press the view 
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that other ties than commercial discriminati~~m must become strong enough 
to justify the great effort that has been made to change the historical face 
of that continent, Meanwhile, though, there is not only a political but a 
functional difference between the common tariff and nattonal tariffs. What 
is behind the common tariff is not a single economic and political entity 
so the process of deciding what the Community's tariff should be is corn-. 
plicated both procedurally and substantively.by national differences. 

As regionalism grows in the rest of the world, the question is more fre
quently asked whether the United States should not be finding partners with 
whom to form some kind of common market or other preferential trading 
area. Politically there are all sorts of difficulties about this approach, 
most of them going back to the simple fact that while such a grouping re
moves barriers to trade among the members it sharpens the distinction 
between members and non-members. Whom would the United States like 
to exclude? Economically, too, it is hard to put together a grouping that 
promises the United States substantially greater advantages than might 
be obtained from a global reduction of trade barriers on a non-discrimi
natory basis. 

A possible exception to the generally negative conclusion to which these 
two arguments point is the idea of some closer association between the 
United States and Canada, The two economies are already extraordinarily 
intertwined and a surprising amount of their trade is free of barriers. The 
idea of completely eliminating tariffs between them is an old one on which 
Canadians have blown hot and cold and in the end always. rejected. Now 
there are again stirrings on this subject north of the border but what will 
come of them is not clear. Since both the greatest gains and the greatest 
disturbances of any major step toward trade integration between the two 
countries would be Canadian, I suggest that the proper posture for Ameri
cans is to wait and see and be prepared to talk about ways and means and 
goals if the Canadians should make up their minds that closer trade inte
gration with the United States is something they want. 

The growth of regionalism and foreign preferential groupings has made 
some Americans wonder if the United States should abandon the principle 

of equal treatment which has been a basic element of our trade policy. 
Exceptions, waivers, and violations of the most-favored-nation clause have 
been cited to strengthen the case. Perhaps the greatest stimulus of all 
to such thinking was the fear that the Kennedy Round would be spoiled by 
the refusal of one major partner to agree to terms acceptable to a:ll the 
others. Although that hazard has been passed, it remains true that the 
moSt -favored -nation principle can sOmetimes slow progress in liberaliza
tion to the speed acceptable to a si~gle major trading nation. Neverthe
less. in spite of all these considerations it would be unwise to deprecate 
or depreciate the principle of equal treatment,, much less to jettison it. 
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What substitute is there for it in the rational ordering of world trade? 
Economists can show that some mixture' of discriminatory arranger:nents 
can maximize welfare in certain circumstances, but can they turn· their 

·analysis into effective policies? Discrimination may benefit any given 
number of countries at one time or. another, but to give nations freedom 
to discriminate is unlikely to produce the greatest benefit for all. Since 
a guiding principle is necessary to shape a world trading system it is hard 
to see what rule can apply generally except that of equality. 

Even massive departures from a rule need not destroy it if they have an 
orderly basis. One proof of GATT's worth was its flexibility in permitting 
~uropean discriminatiOn against American goods when dollars were short 
and pressing them to restore equality when their currencies became con-: 
vertible. The less developed countries are now being permitted many de
partures from the rules that are being applied to other countries, and with 
good reason, but it is equally sensible to work out a way for them to come 
back to normal standards as their situations improve. One of the aims 
of liberalizing East-West trade is to bring at least some of these countries 
into an easier relation with others in the world trading system. Replacing 
the bilateralism now prevalent in East-West exchanges with some kind of 
i:nultilateralism would benefit Eastern and Western countries alike. As 
an organizing principle for world trade equal treatment remairts of fund a
mental importance. In its practical effects it is an important if imperfect 
safeguard against discrimination directed against the United States. Un
less this country is clear about equal treatment and .vigorous in furthering 
it, the erosion of recent years is likely to grow, to the detriment of the 
United States and the decrease in the chances for making the world tract-

. ing system more rational. 

Breaking down problems as I have done in the foregoing sketch may sug
gest that the United States should have not one trade policy but at least 
three -- for industrial countries, less developed countries, and Communist 
countries --or perhaps even four if we count agriculture Se:parately. In 
a sense this is correct but it is also misleading. The policies differ be
cause they cope with different problems and exploit different ranges of 
possibility. The aims they serve, while not identical, must in a high de
gree overlap. Serving the interests of one country, these separate policies 
cannot make sense if they conflict with one another persistently or to an 
important degree - though some inconsistency is natural in a pluralistic 
society. The separation that is needed to pursue sorile ends effectively 
has to be accompanied by a common view of the whole, as to both ends and 
means. 

Another factor that might make for fragmentation is the parcelling out of 
trade tasks among a number of international agencies, notably GATT, OECD, 
UNCTAD and, in a more limited way,. ECE and the agencies for hemispheric 
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cooperation in which United States 'relations with Latin American common 
markets and free trade areas are discussed. All this is in addition to di
rect negotiations with other governments and the European Economic 
Community, and in such bilateral bodies as the joint meetings of Cabinet 
members we have with Canada and Japan. No ·doubt there is some con
fusion, some overlap, some duplication; to an outsider it does not yet 
seem to have reached an ,alarming level, but that is the sort of thing on 
which the testimony of those closer to the events is more valuable, There 
is certainly a potential problem for the future. It is complicated by the 
fact that the criterion cannot bE;! just neatness and order; we must ask, too, 
where action will be most effective and how American policy can best be 
furthered. The answer may differ at different times and vary according 
to issues. What is more it may not always be apparent and there may be 
a need for probing or experimentation that will entail duplication and some 
waste. 

Unfortunately the ramification of trade policy described earlier in this 
paper is going to make the choice of forums more difficult, just as it will 
make the process of negotiation more complicated. The drawing into trade 
negotiations of many matters not formerly thought of as being part of trade 
policy is bound to have that effect. To the extent that any given issue can 
be separately pursued, one forum or another -- including some not gener
ally thought of as the loci of trade negotiations - may appear suitable, 
but such partial solutions will still leave the problem of the interrelated
ness of all issues for bargaining purposes wh.ich has been mentioned sev
eral times above. It is probably not wise to try to lay down a rigid formu
la to cover all cases, but. unless one has some principles in mind and some 
rough guidelines for practice there is a risk, not only of confusion~ but of 
a failure of policy. This is true because the long run aims of American 
trade policy must include the building and maintenance of a world trading 
economy and that goal is affected not only by the competence of organiza
tions but by the rules that surround them. 

The three organizations most involved - GATT, the OECD and UNCT AD -
have sufficiently distinctive characteristics to suggest a rough division of 
labor (though the difficult problems may lie in the refinements). UNCTAD, 
the newest of the three, is an invaluable prod forcing the United States and 
other developed countries to give more attention to the problems of the less 
developed countries than they would otherwise. For this reason we should 
welcome UNCTAD and help to make its examination of problems penetrat
ing as well as vigorous. It does not follow that the action which govern
ments take in response to UNCT AD discussions need always be taken in 
UNCTAD. No doubt there will be some matte!'s on which special UNCTAD
sponsored agreements will be in order, but UNCTAD's essential function 
is to insure that the needs of development are never absent from the con
sideration of trade policies. It can do that no matter what form an agreement 
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finally takes, or even if key countries take national action without formal 
agreement. In dealing with trade barriers it seems likely that some of 
UNCTAD's most important results might manifest themselves in the re
moval of quotas and the reduction of duties through GATT procedures, 
since it is not wise to treat the trade <if the less developed countries as 
if it were separate from the body of world trade as a whole. 

The OECD -- the middle-aged member of this trio -:- has already beeh the 
scene of a number of trade discussions and ·has under its aegis a code of 
liberalization of invisible transactions that has a certain relation to some 
kinds of non-tariff barriers. On the face of it, OECD is preeminently 
suited to deal with questions that are of primary interest to the industri
alized countries - but it is not always crystal clear which those questions 
are, especially as the economies of the most developed of the less devel
oped countries become more complex. (It can of course be made possible 
for a few non-member countries with special interest to take part inOECD 
deliberations.) Another function frequently recommended for OECD is 
as an "antechamber to GATT" (or UNCTAD), a place where the industri
alized countries try to achieve some degree of harmonization among their 
own policies before engaging in negotiations with others. Up to a point 
this too seems plausible, but there are two caveats. First, the indus
trialized countries have not shown themselves very proficient at coordi
nating their trade policies, whether on preferences for less developed 
countries or East-West trade - but that is not the organization's fault. 
Second, if they were to be successful in finding common fronts, delicate 
questions would arise about how far they could wisely go in reaching un
derstandings before negotiating with outsiders. If, for example, a cotton 
textile agreement had been drafted in OECD and then submitted to non
members it is unlikely that some of the exporting countries would have 
accepted terms that they finally agreed to in the arrangement negotiated 
under the sponsorship of GATT. (And, of course, the agreement might 
not have been the same.) 

GATT, once thought of as a temporary agreement and technically not an 
organization at all, not only has shown great survival value but has some
thing both UNCTAD and OECD lack, a comprehensive body of rules about 
international trade. And that is crucial - far more important than organi
zational strengths or weaknesses, No doubt the rules have weaknesses, 
and changes will be needed to deal with some of the trade problems of the 
next decade. No doubt procedures and organizational arrangements can 
be improved. But one need only consider the achievement of the Kennedy 
Round to realize not only the importancl" of GATT but the extraordinary 

· labor (and risks of failure) that would be involved in trying to build a new 
code of trade policy on a different foundation. The separation of issues 
will no doubt sometimes make it sensible to deal with certain kinds of prob
lems outside GATT, though the need t<;> match concessions on otherwis·e. 
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unrelated matters in order to strike bargains may tend to pull issues to
ward GATT. It would probably not be wise to try to find a place for every 
trade issue in a revised GATT structure, but a good general guide might 
be the maxim suggested by my colleague, Helena Stalson: Do it in GATT 
unless it.can clearly be done better somewhere else. And in making that 
judgment, the prime consideration is not just whether it is easier to get 
agreement in one place rather than another, but what the effect of the 
agreement is likely to be on the structure of world trade. In facing the 
issues outlined in this paper, the United States will find that its interest 
in coherence and order in the system of world trade will usually be best 
served by strengthening the position of GATT and the principle of equal 
treatment it embodies. 
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Il y a maintenant cinq mois que les divers actes, protocoles et 

autres instruments, qui formaient dans leur ensemble les resul tats 

du Kennedy::Round, furent signes ou paraphes dans la grande Salle 

de l'Assemblee du Palais des Nations l Gen~ve. 

Ce laps de temps permet l la reflexion et a l I analyse de comme'ncer 

a mieux saisir dans ses grandes lignes la portee, dans une perspec

tive dynamique, de ce qui a ete realise sur la base de donnees 

necessairement statiques et conduit a s'etonner encore plus de la 

sorte de "miracle" que constitue le fait d'etre arrive a un resul

tat d'une telle ampleur. 

Mais cette reflexion et cette analyse sont-elles suffisamment 

avancees pour que l'on puisse deja etre en mesure de discuter 

s8rieusement des voies et moyens pour entreprendre un nouveau 

pas en avant sur le terrain de la polit'que commerciale multi

laterale? Je ne crois pas qu'il y ait un gouvernement qui soit 

dispose a envisager de nouvelles negociations avant de savoir 

avec plus de precision a partir de quelles bases et selon quelles 

donnees il est eo mesure de le falre, en d 1 autres termes avant 

d 1 avoir une image precise· de la situation issue des grandes nego

ciations qui viennent de se terminer. Un temps de reflexion et 

d'analyse s'impose d 1 autant plus que non seulement les reductions 

des tarifs industriels sont en moyenne tr~s elevees, mais encore, 

et ceci est plus important, pour un grand nombre de produits la 

reduction atteint 50% et de plus, c'est seulement dans cinq ans 

qu'int~rviendra le plein effet de ces concessions. Ce n'est dnnc 

pas encore demain qu'il sera possible de disposer de l'experience 

indispensable que fournira la mise en oeuvre progressive des en

gagements qui ont ete pris. 

D'autre part, il est evident qu'il convient de ne pas oublier que, 

comme toute autre politique, la politique commerciale est une 

creation dynamique ·incessanteo Les exigences.de ce dynamisme m8me 

n'autorisent pas de s'installer dans l'attente immobile_de voir ce 

qui va se passer. 
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Une telle attitude serait tout particulierement dangereuse face 

aux int8rets touj-our~ a 1 1 oeuvre pour revendiquer une meilleure 

protection a l'egard de leurs concurrents et dont la voix dans 

taus les pays se fait toujours entendre plus fort et avec plus 

d'insistance Que celle des courants QUi, inspires par des consi

derations d'interet general, se tournent vers le libre echange, 

Une attitude d'expectative et d'inactivite risQuerait done fort 

dans ce domaine, comme d'ailleurs dans bien d'autres aspects de 

la vie humaine, de laisser la voie libre a une reaction visant ~ 

neutraliser lES resultats ~CQuis. Il suffit, pour prendre con

science de la realite de ce danger, de shnger aUX tendances QUi 

se manifestent en ce moment au Cnngres Americain et QUi ne sont, 

il est honnete de le reconnaitre, -Que la manifestation -d'un 

mouvement QUi partout se prepare a l 1 assaut et Se servira de 

toutes les occasions propices, 

Entre les deux extr6mes QUe representent un activisme imprudent 

et un immobilisme irresponsable, o~ se situe done la voie moyenne, 

la voie de l'action prudente et reflechie? 

Ce ne sont pas les domaines QUi manQuent pour exercer une telle 

action et definir son programme, D'abord il s'agit d 1 assurer la 

mise en oeuvre des resultats du Kennedy-Round et de suivre avec 

la plus grande attention l'evolution et les effets de cette mise 

en oeuvre afin de pouvoir intervenir a temps collectivement et 

eviter QUe d'eventuelles difficultes ne se traduisent immediate

ment par des mesures individuelles mettant en danger ou remettant 

en question les resultats obtenus soit dans le pays 0~ des diffi

cultes se produisent, soit ailleurs, 

Il s 1 agit ensuite d'analyser de fagon auprofondie la situation 

QUi existera lorsque les resultats du Kennedy-Round auront pro

dui t leur p'lein effet afin de pouvoir apprecier et juger a un 

' stade ulterieur des possibilites et des limites d'une nouvelle 

action vers la realisation d'une liberalisation plus poussee du 

commerce mondial. 
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Il n'est naturellement pas possible, dans le cadre limitd de ce 

papier, de dresser, m&me sous forme d~~uisse, le programme de 

travail qu'implique cette entreprise. Je me limiterai done a 
prdsenter, sans pretendre &tre complet, quelques elements d'ordre 

economique susceptibles de faire utilement l'objet de la reflexion 

et de la discussion. 

Pour ce faire, je vous invit~ a suivre un plan qui devient pra

tiquement ''traditionnel'' en distinguant trois grands domaines, 

a savoir: les problemes industrials, les problemes agricoles et 

les problemes particuliersque pose le commerce des pays en voie 

de developpement. 

Industria 

C'est sur le terrain de la reduction des tarifs des produits 

industrials q_ue les resultats au Kennedy-Round sont les plus spec

taculaires. 

se 1 imiter au pourcentage moyen de reduction q_ui a ete atteint 

est bien loin de suffire pour disposer d'une appreciation solide 

de la situation. Une analyse plus complexe et plus detaillee est 

indispensable. En effet, cette moyenne ressort de la somme des 

produits dont un cer1ain nombre ant fait l'objet de reductions 

tarifaires de l'ordre de so% et parfois superieurest,ndis que 

pour d'autres produits la protection sera reduite dans une mesure 

moindre ou pas du tout. En outre, l'echelle de r~duction ainsi 

etablie ne coincide pas entre tous les pays. 

Ils peuvent d"nC apparaitre des modifications importantes dans la 

structure des tarifs sous un double aspect, d'une part la relation 

existant quant a la protection aux divers stades de la transfor

mation dans un mime pays et d'autre part la relation entre l.a 

protection d'un m&me produit dans les differents pays. Cet aspect 

merite d'ailleurs une etude depassant le seul cadre des modifi

cations' resultant du Kennedy-Round. Le probleme des dispari tes 

qui a ete pose, mais certainement pas resolu pendant ces negocia

tions trouvera d'ailleurs sa place dans une telle etude. 
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On sera peut-etre tente de demander quelle est l'utilite d'une 

telle etude puisque jusqu'ici les reductions tarifaires ont ete 

operees sur la base de donnees classiques de calcul de la recipro

cite et d'appreciations plus ou moins subjectives des avantages 

mutuels, bien plus que sur celle d'analyses economiques telle que 

nous les suggerons. 

Ceci est exact, mais il s'agit du passe, il est d~uteux qu'il 

puisse encore en etre de meme a l'avenir. Deux considerations· 

motivent une telle position: 

1, Grace a la formule de negociation appliquee dans le Kennedy

Round on peut estimer qu 1 il est probable que la plus grande 

partie de ''l'air'' qui se trouvait encore dans les tarifs 

douaniers a disparu (j'entends par "air" toute la partie d'un 

tarif qui n'est pas fondee sur des imperatifs economiques 

proprement dits et qui peut done disparaitre sans entrainer 

de consequences economiques), Seule une analyse approfondie 

permettra d'etablir ce qui en est exactement et dira s'il est 

ou non vrai q'un droit a atteint ce point limite et pourquoi. 

Ceci etant etabli, il sera ensuite possible de chercher dans 

quelles conditions un nouveau progres peut-etre realise. 

2, On peut se demander desormais si les conditions classiques 

fondant la notion de ''reciproci te" ne doivent pas faire 1: ob,jet 

d'un r8examen s8rieuxo En effet, les tarifs actuels sont issus 

pour une grande partie d'une s8rie de d8cisions aut~1norr.<?s et 

de n8gociat~ons successives dont les r8sultats, consid8r8s 
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consid.6rt.~s a ce stade, ne sont :pJu.s n8cessairement adapt8s ati;x conditions 

6conomiques de concurrence telles qu 1 e lles se d.efinissent actue llement, 

compte tenu egalement d.u d.eveloppement de la technologie et de l 1 evolution 

des relatit:ms monetaires. 

La realite_ des problemes qui se posent et la necessite d. 1 une nouvelle 

reflexion n 1 ont d 1 ailleurs pas echappe aux Parties Contractantes du GATT 

qui viennent d.e tehir a Geneva 1eur XXIVeine Session et ont decide la creation 

d. 1 un Comite d.u commerce des prod.uits inclustriels qui aura pour premiere tache 

cie proceder a une analyse objective de la situation tarifaire telle qu 1elle 

. se presentera lorsque toute'l les concessions resultant des negociations Kenned.; 

seront entiBrement appliquees. 

Est-il deja possibble de definir quelq_ues-uns des probl8rnes qui se po

seront dans l 1avenir ? Certainement. L 1experience faite clans le 

Kennedy-round fournit des. indications qu'il est utile de retenir, Cependant, 

ici egalement, il serait dangereux de proceder a des generalisation, d. 1 autre 

part une analyse complete depasserai t _largem ent les limi tes de ce papier. 

R.,stons-en done a quelques grandes lignes. 

Une premiere categorie de prod.ui ts pour lesque ls se poserit des problemes 

particuliers est celle des biens de consommation durables ou semi-durables, 

not.e1mment les textiles, les chaussures, les articles menagers y compris les 

apparei1s menagers electriques. Il s'agit la de productions traditionnelles 

qui occupent une'place importante clans pratiquement tous les pays. 

Trois facteurs font obstacle pour -Ces produits a la possibilite de pousser 

la liberalisation du commerce au-del8. d'un certain point : 

1) Le fait qu'il s 1 agit pour de nornbreux pays d.' industries qui se trouvent 

encore a un stad.e plutot artisanal, tandis que d.'autres. pays ont atteint 

un deer8 plus ·a vane€: de technique. Souvent, ces ~ndustries, grosses 

consommatrices de main~d'oeuvre, iepr8sent0nt une condition de survie 

pour des regions economiquement d.efavori.ffies et posant de ce fait des 

problemes sociaux d.ont la meilleure 'r'olonte. de liberalisation ne peut 

faire abstraction, 

;!) Ces ind.ustries sont nature1lement 1es premieres et les pllJs appropriees 

pour entreprendre un proc~c,«us d 1 industrialisation dans les pays en voie 

de d.eveloppement. Ceux-ci d.isposant d 1 une main-d'oeuvre a rn~illeur 

marche se trouvent places dans des cond.itions de concurrence re1ativement 

plus favorables.· 

.. I . . 
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3) Un autre problems de concurrence est .pose par les pays de l 1.Est qui clans 

le cadre d 1une economie planifiee sent en mesure de fixer des prix sans 

re.lation directe avec le prix de revient des produits en cause. 

Nous reviendrorts sur ces problemes plus loin a propos du commerce avec 

les pays en voie de developpement, mais on peut deja constater que les possi

bilites ·de nouveaux progres dans ce secteur sont assez limitees aussi long

temps que n•aura pu etre realisee une meilleure coordination d.es politiques 

industrielles dans le sans le .plus large de ce terme. Nul besoin est d'ex

pliquer combien complexes et difficiles sent les problemes a surmonter d.ans 

ce contexte. 

Un8 deuxieme branche d'activite d.ans laquelle se posent des problemes 

spc.lciaux est celle des productions pour lesquelles certains pays disposent 

a la fois d'une forte concentration des matieres premieres· et de sources 

d'energie a ben marche et jouent de ce fait un rcne preponderant dans les· 

con<iitions de concurrence. Ceci concerne par exemple les industries dos pat'Os 

et papier et de l'aluminium. L'integration verticale de plus en ploo poussee 

de ces branches de production dans les pays en cause est un facteur qui rend 

d.e plus en plus §.pre la lutte pour la participation au commerce de ces 

produits, 

Il fau·o enfin mentionner le prob1eme <IR p1us en plus sensible des 

industries les plus modernes·dont le developpement est fonction du degre 

d'avance technologique et de la capacite d'investir. Le probleme est bien 

connu sous le nom de i•technological gap". Sur le plan de la politique commer

ciale deux dangers doivent etre evites, .d'une part celui d'annuler les ef

forts de developpement dans. les pays moins. favorises· en privant leurs indus

tries d'une protection indispensable etd'autre part celui d'offrir, grace 

a une protection elevee, un. terrain de choix aux investissements et rangers 

dee, pays plus avances. Cette si'cuation demande des decisions politiques 

dont.le dosage est delicat et qui relevent d'appreciations par·ticu.lierement 

difficiles. 

Les considerations qui precedent suffisent deja· a montrer ·que les 

chances pour de noUVf31les n8gociaiions fructueuses, cipres les grands effo;:-ts .. 
qui ont c,;.racterise le Kennedy-round, ne pourront <itre appreciees qu'apres 

a voir approfondi serieusement les donnees des problemes de base dmlt 1' im

portance et 1 1 influence deviennent ·a.'autant plus grandes .que dans ben nombre 

cle cas le -"hard-core" de la· pr~tcotioh. d,.~ualliBre_ a ·-ete at_teint .. 

1 ./ 

!···! '::. • 11 ;_." 
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Peut-on dans ces ciroonstancea, et cela Eist-il 6pportun, commencer a 
envisager lesmethodes et techniques aappliquer <ians une future negociation? 

Je suis fortement enclin a repondre par la negative, on ne S 1 en etonnera 

probablement pas. 

Quelques suggestions sont deja avancees dans ce sens, examinons les 

rapidement. 

On propose par exemple l I elimination des d.roits bas, on avance a ce 

sujet le plafond de 5 %, sous pretexts que ceux-ci n 1 ont pas d 1 effet protecteu; 

et peuvent etrr.l qualifies de "nuisance tariffs". Ce qualificatif ne nous 

para1t guere convainquant si l 1 on considers que ce n•est pas le niveau du 

tarif en soi qui gene le commerce, mais bien d.avantage le dontr<lle ·douanier 

et les formalites qu 1 il implique, Or celles-ci resteront. ce qu 1 elles sont. 

En fait, je crois que le qualificatif de "nuisance" s 1 appliquerait avec 

plus de ;justification aux droits Blev6s. De toute fagon il n'est pas possible 

do j11ger dans l 1 abstrai t de la valeur ou non-valeur d I un droit en t ant que 

pr·ot·ection en part ant d.' ll.ne forrnule g6n8rale n8cesSair·emertt a.rb i t.:raire. U:ne 

a:p:precj_e.!;ion df1ment fondee ne peut fa.ire abstraction de la situation speci

fique du produi t et notamment d.e son stade cl. 1 ouvra.ison. Sans doute un taux 

d.e 5 % <ost-il sans valeur applique ·a. un produi t fini, mais il peut revetir 

une veritable signification clans le cas d 1 une matiere premiere ou d 1 un demi

produi t. Ce pourcentage peut represent er exactement la diffBrence n€cessaire 

pmn" ·asBurer sur le march€ int€rieur un niveav. de _prix jug€ n€cessaire. 

A ee. propoG~ il est peut-6tre ban de rel8ver quiactuellement le rOle 

de8 tarifs cot1siste bien souvent plus a servj_r d.e r8gulateur des pr;ix in-~.ern( 

qu'.?i BX(;rcer une protection au sens c1.assi-que de ce terme. C 1 sst-2.-dire a 
mettre ;:1 J.'abrj_ rl..P la concurrenee· 8t-rang8re. La que·stion est done bie.n plus 

com:pl>?Xo qt1'iJ n'y parait a premi8re. vue et r:-::i "nuisai:tce tariffs". il y a~ 
enco-.re faut-iJ rechercher cas par cas oU ceux-ci se tl-ouve.ht q_uelque soit 

J.eu.:r .niveau. 
• 

Une autre suggestion consi.Gte ·a d.Gsit;-n8:t' certai'ns secteurs importani.s 

et bien d8finis comme pouvarlt faire. Jf.Qbje.t d'U:ne ·~ed~C"tion mass.ive_ et genera~ 
deri. ~a:r.-ifs, voire m&me d'un libre 6charigr~. 

~Ja rGponse £t cet fgard do.ft 8tre .pi us nuanc€e' . ., .On a vu plus ha ut qu 'unE 

analyse de la <'ituatior{ post-Kennedy'-'round par :;ecteur est indispensable, mair 

en t.irer dB j8. la conclusion ·qu' il d.oi t et re possible, de .·nBgoc i~~r· l' instaura

tion du libre echange pour certainssecteurs. ciest aller trop loin G. 

., ;<.n;ouc1e. Nous TI 113XCluom;; pt.t,S non plw:.; que certa:Lf1~G J)O~;,s·i1;ilit€s IH.tiSsGnt. 

; ./ .. 
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exister, mais voulons reserver notre position jusqu 1 a ce que toutes les 

analyses necessaires scient achevees et permettent d'en juger en connais

sance de cause. _En tous cas, nous tenons a mettre eri garde contre une 

complication qui surgira inevitablement, celle de savoir comment choisir 

les secteurs afin d'assurer qu'une negociation sur cette base puisse aboutir 

a d.es resultats equitables et equilibres entre les divers interets en 

prBsence. 

Je ne veux pas quitter le domaine industriel sans a.border encore la 

question des obstacles para-tarifaires et non-tarifaires. Dans ce domaine 

j.J exi stB peut-litre la possibili te d' entre.prendre une act ion a plus bref 

. •lGlai. Les resolutions ministeri.el.les de 1963 couvrent ce point, elles sont 

confirmees par celles de 1964 a 1 1 ouverture du Kennedy-roun<i. Il n'a 

maJ.heureusement pas· 8t8 possible~ faute de temps, d'inclure valablement ce 

d.omaine dans la negociation. La nature de ces obstacle est telle qu'ils 

·?ohappent a toute tentative visant a definir des regles d 'application 

generale. Leur variete et leur diversite vades restrictions quantitatives 

aux meoures ph.vto-sanitaires en passa.nt par les mesures de sBourite pour les 

automob.i.les. Cela implique qu' il n'est possible de les traiter que cas par 

cas d.e fagon purement pragmatique. Une autre difficulte vient de ce que de 

telles mesur8s ne sont normal8menl pas - sauf exceptions appliquees pour 

des raisons protectiot:tnistes, mais rele'vent de motivations parfaiteme·nt 

respectables et valables. Elles n'en contiennent pas mains un element de 

dJ.scrimina t ion. 

Demander purement et simplement la sUppre-ssion de -telles m·e~ures serait, 

pour utiliser une expression neerlandaise, "jet er 1 1 enfant avec 1' eau de son 

bain". 

Par contre, lorsque ces mesures ont un but et un effet protectionniste 

8vid.ent, telles les restrictions quanti tatives, il convie:nt .de les trai te·r 

eomme telles. 

On voit qu'il y a encol'e ici ampJ.e mati8re a discussion et }'.on ne 

pE-nlt qw-~ se f81ici-te:r d.e l 'heure-us6 initiative :pr~se ·par -les Parties 

Contractant8G du 0AIJ..1r.r qui ont donnB pour t§,Ohe a:1.1 ComitB' pour l.e commerce 

d.r~G Produito Industriels .le tlresser da.ns un premier stad~ _uri inventaire au.ss: 
' . 

complet quo· possible des mesures en cause pour procede:r' erisuite a .leur 

examen~ 
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Agriculture 

1-es resul tats du Kennedy-round dans le domaine du commerce des produi·bs 

agricoles ont ete, :tout le monde le recoimait, moins spectacuiaires que ceux 

· obtenus pour les produ:i.ts industrials. 

Ceci ne pouvait ~tre une surprise pour qui conna:l.t les. d.ifficul tes · 

rencontrees par toutes les negociat.ions dans ce secteur. 

Afin de savoir comment agir a l'avenir pour s•assurer de· meilleures 

chances de succes, il convient de s' inte"rroger sur les rais·ons pour lesq_uelles 

les resul tats atteints ont ete au.ssi nettement moins substantiels. Ces raisons 

sont bien connues, nous ·les rappcllerons br_ievement : 

1) Etant donne la ·structure ·de l'e:ntre.prise agricole dans la plupart des pays 

et tout particulierement en Europe, i1 existe une relation immediate entre 

·les prix de·s produits et la remuneration de ceux qui. travaillent dans 

cette entreprise. 

2) Dans pratiquement tous les pa,ys, les gouvernements ont e.te a.menes, pour 

des·raisons d'8quit8 sociale, a prendre des mesures de soutien ·des prix 

pour assurer un niveau 8qui'tab1e cle remuneration a ces Couches de la 

population, 

3) Malgre ces mesures d'intervention, le niveau de la remuneration des tra

vailleurs agricoles reste encore nettement inferieur a celui des tra

vailleurs industriels. 

4) Il n'y a pas un gouvernement qui n'ait pris un ensemble de mesures propres 

a isoler ses agriculteurs des fluctuations et des aleas des prix sur le 

marche mondial et visa'ht dans la plupart des cas a leur assurer un prix 

plus eleve que celui du marche mondial. 

5) Bien que -,risant en principe le m8me but, les mesures en·· cause sont tr8n 

dii'ferentes selon les pays, souvent tres complexes et concernent tant la 

protection ii. la frontiere que la prodilction elle-meme, l'accent 6tant plus 

ou moins marque sur l'un ou· l'a.utre aspect sclon les pays. 

Cette serie de constatations conduit tout naturellement a une serie d.e 

c·oncluaio'n'S en mati8re de poli tique commerciale et n'otamment en ma.ti8re de 

liir;c;uss_i ons sur le plan interrmtional. D' a1Jord il es~ evident que, coni;rai

remont au domaj.ne industriel, unH n8gociation ne peut. :pa~ se limiter a ne 

prcmdre en COne<ideratiOl1 que C8 q_ui 88 paSSe a la frontiere, IJ '"-'f.:'it p;)DCC 

e.n d onn8r la preuve de not er que pour ase.urer aux agi ... icul teur·,~ un prix plus 

0Jov0 '()11 p8~t recouri!' soit ii ]a taxation des importations, SDit 8. ]a, SU~J-
1 

vention J~irec.te 3. la p:rod.uction. L.e r6sulto.t. cat l~ .m8me- qu;i:~t aux effP.·; .... " 

.. / . ~. 
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sur les possibilites de commerce et 1me negociation limitee aux mesures .9. 

la frontiere permettrait aux pays qui appliquent le systeme de subvention 

directe a la production d'echapper a tout engagement. 

Pour placer taus les partenaires sur un pied d'egalite vis-a-vis des res

ponsabilites a assumer collectivement, il n'existe pas d'autre voie que de 

faire porter la negociation sur l'effet global de taus les elements du 

soutien quelle que soit leur nature, c'est-a-dire s\ir l'ensemble d.e la poli

tigue agricole rle chaque pays tant cxportateur qu' importateur. 

Telles sont les th8ses et telle est l'approche que la Communaute 

EcOnomique Europeenne a d8fendues_ a Gen8ve lorsqu' il ,s'agissait de d€finir 

une base pour une negociation fructueuse sur les produits agricoles. 

La m8thode de n8gociation_pi'opos8e par la Communaut€ pour tre.duire 

ce.tte approche est colle dj te du "montant de soutien11 en tant que d8nominateur 

commun it toutes les poli tiques agricoles. Le principal malentendu a ce sujet 

a ete et reste encore d'a:voir confondu le'S bases et la logique des th8ses 

de la Comrnunaute avec la rnethode proposee comme formule de negociation. 

En proposant de voi.r dans Ja difference entre le prix mond.ial et le prix inter

n<~ la -rBstlltante des effets cles politiques agricoles et de retenir cet 81Bment 

comme objet de la negociation, J.a Co!flmunaUte avait la conviction de tcucher 

au coeur du probl_8me. Ma.is, nous voulorts le r8:p8ter en~ore une fois, ce n'est 

pas la mi\thode qui importe, mais la philosophie qui l' inspire et qui reste 

1 f element nouveau et important' a savoir. la n8cessi te d-e faire porter la 

n8gociation .sur l 'ensemble des poli tiques agricoles. A cet Bgard, il est 

encourageant de constater ·a des signes de _plus en plus nombreux que ·l·a lo

g·:i.q.ue d.e -cette position gagne dE1 ~lus en· plus cl' adept13s_. 

Existe-ihl reellement une .possibili te de reduire substentiellement les 

o'Qstacles au commerce dan_s ce domaine ? - POur pouvoir r8pondre a cette 

question il faut ne pas oublier que pour les pays d'Europe c'est le maintien 

d'un,·prix raisonnable pour les agriculteurs qui est a la base de chaque poli~ 

tiq11e agricoJ.e. Cela signifie_ quEJ tout "assoupiissernent d.oit aboutir h r€

Guire 1~1 distance entre les p1'ix dv marche mondia1 et -1e p_rix intBrieur. 

"D'autro part, si l'on consid8re qu'au,c"un payS europ8en n'est d:lspos€: a·sacri-

. fi.er a ktef d8lai une pa:rtie de .son agriculture, ni ii reduire la remun8ration 

d.t2~}3. con8id8r2e comme tro:p faib1~ de ses agr_iculteuTs, i.l appara~.t .. clairement 

d.ans quelles. li.mites 8tro~ tes une action reste ·possib_le •. 

. ./ ... 
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C'est la raison pour laquelle la Communaute a propose d'avancer par· 

etape sur ce terrain delicat. · Un pas tres important serait deja accompli si 

on acceptai t de conscilider la .situation actuelle c' est-a-dire, end 'aut res 

termes, si l'on aoceptait de faire de la politique agrioole une responsab:i...:. 

lite commune en admettant qu'elle ne peut ~tre rnodifiee. sans en avoir au 

prealable discute avec les partenaires. Sur cette base e·t au moyen d 'une 

concertation peri!lanente i1 serai t peut-etre possible de s' ache.miner progres

sivement vers une· meilleure liberalisation, 

Que la Commimaute soit prate a s'engager dans cette. voie est clairement 

tlemontre par le fait qu'elle voit dans la restructtiration de son agriculture 

le probleme le plus important pour· l'avenir de telle .sorte qu'une adaptation 

graduelle du niveau des prix devienne possible, condition premiere de tout 

assouplissement des meSures d.e soutien. 

On seraH facilement tente de pousser plus loin l' analyse de ces pro

blemes importants et fascinants. J·e ne cederai cependant pas a cette ten

!;ation eBtima.nt que les quelques :id8es que ,je viens d'esquisser indiquent d8j8. 

suffisamment les thhmes essentiels des discussions qui peuvent et doivent 

s'enc;at;er· dans· les annBes a venir. 

Le commE"~l'ce dei:-J. payB en voie d.e d8veloppemeni. 

C:e theme apparaJ.t de pl.Us en plus a l 1 avant-scene de toutes tes discus

sions sur la politique commerciale. Ceci est parfaitemnnt normal et justifid. 

Le pro.bJBme cle fonll pour l'avenir ne doit pas 8tre·celui.de savoir comment 

otr1.1eturer les :r81ations de politiq1w commerciale entre les pays i11..dustrialis€ 

(bien qu' il ne faJ.lle cependant pas perdre cEit aspect de ,;ue) mais comment 

jntrodu:ire leG pays moins d8velopp8s dans le syet8me des €changes mondiaux 

0t ]r~ur aBsurer une part 8quitable d-e ceux-ci. C•esi ]8. UTI probleme trBs 

impc;rtant non seulement e.n termes 8conomiq_ues, mais 8g8.lement en termes 

pc_l:Ltiq_ues et de 'relations humainesg 
• 

On peut cbnsid.8rer qu' il est d€sorri1ais pratiq_ue·m-erit reconnu d.8 _fayon · 

g(n6:ra.1f2• q11e 1•::: _probl8me n'est pas _11 aid E.E_: trad.e 11 , mais 11 ~id_ artd .tracien• 

A m.qn avis, le coeur du probleme consiste en ce· que les pays moins 

d.6velcip_p8s- ·ant besoin de d.Bvelopper leur activi t€ 8coriomique et d-oivent pour 

ecJ.n ··pcuvoir disposer de rec·ettes en ~evises tand.is q·u~ ,·l.eu-rs immense's ·marches 

int6rieu...~. ... s· ·ne sont pas encore suffis.amment -d8velopp€s ·pour joul3r le.ur r·Ole 

rh1 consoFtmateu:cs. 

..! .. 
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Ici de nouveau il faut r8sister a la tentation d.'anal~rser ce probJ:]:r:t_ 

en detail et se limiter aux aspects immediats de la politiQue commeruials. 

Tout progres dans la liberalisation des echanges mondiaux offre necessa.i

rement Ggalement des possibi1i tBs accrues de commerce pot~r les pays en vo ie 

de developpement. Mais la grande Ql!Bstion que posent les payr> sous-developpss 

est celJe de savoir si cela en soi est suffisant pour Jeur psrmettre dtJ tirer 

tout le profit potentiellement c.ontenu dans cette evolution. 

La revendication de 1' octroi de conditions privilegi8ee, c 'est-a-dire 

la crPe1.t.ion de :pr8f8rences, devd.ent de plus en plus pressante tant au GAT·f 

CJ.U'a l'OECD et plus encore a l'UNCTAD 'lont il constituera lee thi;me centra.l 

de la d.euxieme Conference CJ.Ui s'ouvrira prochainement a Ne~<-,Delhi. 

Il semble exister une teridance assez nette pour :r8pondr0. positivemG~t 

a cette demande a condition que cette br8che dans la rl::gle de la nation la 

plus favo_ris8e soit r8ellement utile et aide 8, r8soudrc au mains pD.rtiF:lJ.err.ent 

le probJ·8me d.ans l'equilibre et l 18quit8 en garantissant 8. tOUS J.ss intt~l'882<~S 

J.r~s mBmes chances et les m0mes possibili t~s~ 

Dc.Hw ce contexte se po~·->.<C~ i.mm8diatemerlt une que-stion : faut-il a.ppliquer 

' ' "' ' ' l ., t cle teJles pr(~fsrences d 'unf:; manJ.ere e;enere. e en CL a.u res termes, est 

ce.::; pr2J'~~rencr:·s s~ront in~;taure(~s pour taus les produits et notamment. sans 

diutinction 1JOUr tou:_:. les pays r_:;n voie de df:veJoppsmen-t OU faut-il introdt"!.iTe 

une mf-thocle qui perrnE-t!B l.l.Y"Ie c·eri..aj_ne s8lect:ion i;a.nt on ce qui concernc:- 1t~s 

produit~-:; qu0 l.r-s pays q_1;j en bf:r:r~fi.cieront ? 

Cotte question er,trai-nere. sans doute encore beaueoup de discussions 

(:;t Ja. r(;pon;;;n d8pendra proOa.bJ.ement pJ.11s de facteurs poli tiql.J.bS q_ue de 

.Pour cette :raison nous nous limitorts ici simplement a sie;na1er la 

question. 

' . 

IJruxelles, Novembre 1967 
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Statement by Raul c. Migone, 

Representative in Europe 

of the Organization of American States . 

(Tilburg, December 14-16, 1967) 

I am honored and delighted to have been invited to participate 

in your international Colloquium on Atlantic Relations. This 

is because of the opportunity it would have given me to be in 

contact with such eminent colleagues, to discuss problems of 

the greatest economic and political importance and timeliness, 

and to find myself again in a country for which I have great 

admiration and sympathy. I thank the officials of the Kennedy 

Institute for their kind invitation, which, very unfortunately, 

I am unable to accept due to circumstances beyond my control. 

I am grateful also for the working papers that have been sent 

me; I found them of the highest technical and conceptual 

quality. 

The Kennedy Round has been one of the most successful and 

important manifestations of the international cooperation in 

the postwar period. Valuable both for its spirit and its results, 

it is even more important for the perspectives it opens at: 

the service of a community of industrial countries desirous to 

tighten the bonds that already unite them in the field of 

international trade. 

It may well be, however, that the political importance of the 

Kennedy Round exceeds its economic impact, at a time when the 

two are increasingly bound up together. This is indeed a factor 

of dynamism and promise for the future development of the 

international community. 
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The impact of economic on political relations is even more 

obvious and direct when it takes place between countries that 

operate on distinct economic levels, such as between developed 

and developing countries, that is, between North and South. 

These North-South, or vertical, relationships were, until a 

few years ago, strictly bilateral or country to country. They 

are now acquiring more and more an international dimension. This 

became apparent in GATT, with its Chapter IV, and more and more 

in the UNCTAD. 

In that context, I should like to formulate a few comments 

and to give some information on Latin America and the Organization 

of American States. 

It was perhaps Latin America that first became conscious of 

a need for coordination among developing countries to better 

face the problems of the North-South relationship. At the 

beginning of 1964, at the initiative of Argentina, an important 

coordinating meeting of Latin American countries took place 

at Alta Gracia. There, common economic and political criteria 

and common objectives and methods were hammered out, for use at 

the First Conference on Trade and Development. In many ways, 

it was that common position and, perhaps, the moderating influence 

of Latin American delegations, that made it possible for 75, 

later 77, developing countries to harmonize their aspirations 

and helped powerfully to prevent a breakdown of the Conference, 

which would have meant a dangerous and unnecessary defeat for 

the Western World, of which Latin America is a full-fledged 

member. 

This should not suggest that UNCTAD 'is a substitute for GATT 

in North-South relationship. UNCTAD' s·· contribution is in the 

i 
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airing of new, at times more radical, principles of trade and 

development, and the creating of a conscience and will, among 

both developed and developing countries, of the need for a 

transformation of international trade structures, largely for 

the benefit of developing countries. 

GATT, for its part, has ·become less of a rich countries'· club 

in recent years or months, as many developing countries and a 

few Eastern European countries have now subscribed to the 

General Agreement, partly as a result of Chapter IV and the 

creation, at Brazil's initiative, o~ the very useful International 

Trade Center. While GATT•s increased prestige is due in part 

to the success of the Kennedy Round, some credit can go to a 

better understanding by developing countries of the benefits 

of its pragmatic case-by-case approach and to a growing realiz

ation that GATT is the one forum where industrial countries 

can, through bargaining, be made to grant specific concessions. 

Thus, some division of labor is emerging between the two 

institutions. UNCTAD symbolizes the North-South division, gives 

it a means of expression and functions as a powerful lever for 

the betterment of trade conditions of developing countries. In 

contrast, GATT appears destined to translate this dynamic view 

of tomorrow's world into new formulations, new·services, and 

more liberal access for specific products of developing countries. 

The Latin American countries share a reasonably common view of 

economic development; as members of the United Nations, all 

participate in UNCTAD, while only ten are members of GATT : 

Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, 

Nicaragua, Peru and Uruguay, to which must now be added Trinidad 

and Tobago, a new member of the Organization of American States. 
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In fact, Latin America has not limited its efforts to world 

forums. It has also made considerable progress at the Inter

American level, that is, in the Organization of American States. 

Thus, after long and arduous negotiations, the Latin American 

countries and the United States finally adopted two basic texts 

in the field of trade and development. One is now an integral 

part of the new Charter of the Organization of American States, 

adopted in Buenos Aires in February of this year. The other 

is the Declaration of the Presidents of America, formulated 

at Punta del Este, Uruguay, last April. 

The new Charter of the OAS enshrines very progressive principles 

of trade among the American countries, which show a fine balance 

between lofty objectives and the ways and means of attaining 

them. Two months later, the Declaration of the Presidents 

included chapters whose titles are significant : "Latin America 

will create a common market", "We will join in efforts to 

increase substantially Latin American foreign-trade earnings". 

As for Latin America's ambitious program of economic integration, 

I will limit myself to sketch only a few of its principal 

traits. 

First, its objective : the Latin American Common Market is, for 

many of our countries, a necessary precondition for economic 

take-off from underdevelopment; in this it differs from the 

European Common Market, organized by already industrialized 

countries to increase further their power and prosperity. 

Second, the Latin American Common Market has had to recognize 

the existence of three levels of development among Latin American 

countries, including a category of relatively less developed 
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countries and even one of "insufficiently" developed countries. 

Third, overall economic integration is proving so difficu~ 

a task, for a variety of geographical; economic and structural 

reasons, that it is having to take place also in parallel 

fashion in several subgroups : in addition to the original 

Central American Common Market (CACM) and Latin American 

Free Trade Area (LAFTA), two regional groups have. been formed, 

one principally by Pacific Coast countries (Chile, Colombia, 

Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela) and the other, the River Plata 

Basin group, revived after a quarter of a century, by Argentina, 

Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay. 

·Fourth, while recognizing that foreign trade can be an important 

motor of progress, the Latin American countries are also making 

a truly major effort to mobilize their domestic economic and 

financial resources, both nationally and on the regional basis, 

with the help of the Inter-American Committee of the Alliance 

for Progress (CIAP) and the financing of U.S., international 

and inter-American agencies, among them the Inter-American 

Development Bank, and increasingly, with some financial assistance 

from Europe. 

Finally, the economic integration effort of Latin America has 

the solemn and official support of the United States, 

But there is more. Recently, Latin America has become more 

conscious of the need for closer ties with Western Europe. 

In late September, the Consultative Assembly of the Council 

of Europe adopted a recommendation that Western Europe establish 

closer bonds with Latin American countries, individually and 
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as a group, with the Organization of American States and with 

each of the abovementioned Latin American regional groups. 

·To conclude, I should like to suggest that any further 

liberalization of trade, such as would take place under a second 

Kennedy Round, could consider giving special attention to Latin 

America for the following reasons : first of all because, in 

a broad sense, it is itself a part of the Atlantic region. Second, 

because as a developing region, it has attractive characteristics 

of all developing regions it is closest to economic take-off; 

it constitutes a cultural unit; and in its efforts to develop 

its economies, it has already acquired significant .institutional 

experience as well as a certain maturity and capacity for 

collective action. 

Such factors suggest that, as industrial countries develop 

the economic and political strategy that the developing countries 

increasingly require of them, they may find in Latin Ameri£a 

an area where aid and cooperation will yield great, rapid and 

lasting benefits. 

,., 
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REUNION ORGANISEE PAR LE J.F. KENNEDY INSTITUTE A L'UNIVERSIT:I;: 

DE TILBURG DU 14 AU 16 DECEMBRE 1967. 

1 La conference consacree aux relations atlantiques apres 

2 la negociation Kennedy a travaille sur la base de rapports 

3 evaluant les methodes et les resultats de la negociation menee 

4 au GATT et suggerant des formules diverses pour l'avenir. 

5 Repartie en 3 groupes de discussion elle s'est concentree 

6 sur 5 themes principaux. 

7 I. Les techniques des negociations pour les tarifs ou les 

8 obstacles non-tarifaires. 

9 II. l'agriculture. 

10 III. Les pays en developpement. 

11 IV. les pays socialistes. 

12 V. le cadre institutionnel. 

13 On trouvera ci-dessous un resume tres succinct des principales 

14 idees enoncees: 

15 I. Les techniques de negociation. 

16 Le principe de la reduction lineaire a constitue un progres 

17 majeur. A la limite, elle elimine les considerations de recipro-

18 cite. En tout cas, la reciprocite est appreciee en; termes d'avantages 

19 globaux, plus que de volumes des~ventes affectees par les reductions 

20 de droits. Le succes a ete du a l'elimihation des tarifs inutilement 

21 gonfles. Il .reste encore de la marge pour certaines methodes auto-

22 matiques, inais on risque que l~s exceptions deviennent plus nom-

23 breuses que l'application des regles. 

24 Deux taches essentielles seraient a accomplir: liune sur la 

25 structure des tar ifs, d' autant plus prote·cteurs qu' ils sont plus 
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1 differencies; l'autre sur les criteres qui justifieraient des 

2 exceptions, notamment pour le developpement d'industries nou-

3 velles derriere une protection limitee dans le temps. 

4 Commencer maintenant permettrait d'entretenir le mouvement 

5 et de prevenir un retour offensif du protectionisme, mais on 

6 ne peut aujourd'hui evaluer l'effet de reductions de droits et 

7 qui setaleront sur 5 ans. 

8 Des progres peuvent etre accomplis sur un bon nombre de 

9 secteurs; mais ils iront de pair avec la definition de poli-

10 tiques industrielles dans ces domaines, et il faut traiter 

11 plusieurs secteurs a la fois pour assurer economiquement des 

12 avantages compenses. 

13 Faut-il traiter immediatement les obstacles non-tarifaires ? 

14 Il n'y a pas de methode systematique pour des choses aussi 

15 diverses que les achats gouvernementaux, les secrets de la 

16 defence, les pratiques restrictives, ia complication des'spe-

17 cifications nationales qui rompent l'unite du marche et em-

18 pechent la production de masse. 

19 A mesure que les echanges sont plus libres, il devient plus 

20 necessaire d'etablir des regles de concurrence, de discuter en 

21 commun des programmes de retablissement de l'equilibre dans les 

22 balances de paiements, les politiques de stabilisation et de 

23 croissance. Il ne s'agit pas d'aller jusqu:aux exigences d'une 

24 communaute economique, mais les conditions qui feront des 

25 echanges plus libres une contribution decisive a la croissance 

26 depassent la simple reduction tarifaire. 

27 II. !'agriculture. 

28 La portee tres limitee des accords en matiere agricole 

29 s'explique par les difficultes. particulieres de ce secteur, 

30 aussi bien que par les differences d'approche: la communaute 

31 economique s'interessait aux poiitiques internes, les pays expor-

32 tateurs a l'acces aux marches. On en vient a regretter que l'idee 

33 de consolider les montants de soutien ait ete ecartee: elle 

34 considerait le probleme global, et meme si elle n'abolissait pas 

35 les protections, elle reduisait ou ecartait la liberte de les 

36 renforcer. 
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1 La difficult€ majeure tient a ce que les marches sont limites; 

2 les techniques emplo3ees pour soutenir le revenu agricole sont 

3 couteuses pour les budgets ou -pour les consommateurs ou pour les 

4 deux, et notamment le soutien des prix comprime la demande. 

5 Une vraie politique agricole comporte une vue des besoins 

6 mondiaux, 1' elargissement des marches ne petrt se :Ea ire que 
~ 

7 par des methodes renouvelee d'aide alimentaire, et la decision 

8 de produire pour lesbesoinset non d'avoi~des surplus accid~ntels 
9 dus aux desequilibres des prix. Il faut aussi une decision sur 

10 le rythme de diminution de l'emploi agricole, et sur les methodes 

11 appropriee ?Our faciliter la reconversion. 

12 L' UNCTAD ou la FAO, ou les pays consommateurs sont represent_es, 

13 constitueraient un cadre approprie pour elaborer ces politiques 

'1 4 en commun. 

15 III. Les pays en developpement. 

16 La situation particuliere de ces pays a ete pleinement reconnue 

17 par l'UNCTAD et l'idee de non-reciprocite a ete acceptee dans la 

18 negociation KENNEDY. T6ut~ois, ces payS n'ont obtenu que des 

19 resultats decevants, faute d'avoir su choisir entre le plein 

20 benifice de la clausede la nation la plus favorisee et la reven-

21 dication de preferenceset aussi parce que !'absence de reciprocite 

22 limitait les concessions que les pays industrialises etaient 

23 prets a faire. 

24 Les preferences generalisees sont vues avec scepticisme: elle 

25 risquent de jouer sur les produits qui n'interessent pas les pays 

26 en developpement; elles pourraient au mains etre offertes la ou 

27 les pays industrialises ont un deficit. 

28 Elles soulevent le probleme des pays les moins avances, qui 

29 a ete recohnu dans la reunion d'Alger ou dans !'association 

30 latino-americaine de libre~commerce,mais une discrimination est 

31· difficile a administrer. Les produits p~uvent etre trop chers, 

32 malgre les preferences, pour concurrencer les producteurs _natio-

33 naux des pays importateurs; dans d'autres cas, ils sont au con-

34 traire tres competitifs, mais loin que les pays industrialises 

35 accordent de preferencesla ou ils sont eux-memes vulnerables, 
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1 ils limitent les baisses de droits dans !'application de la 

2 clause de la nation la plus favorisee. 

3 Un plan d'action plus efficace appellerait une application 

4 honnete des baisses de droits pour favoriser l'acces au marche des 

5 produitslesplus competitifs;une revision de la structure des 

6 tarifs pour abaisser la protection sur les demi ~.produi ts 

7 ou elle est tres elevee par rapport a la valeur ajoutee des 

8 preferences reciproques et des groupements regionaux entre 

9 pays sous~de,veloppes, qui pour devehir competitifsdoivent accepter 

10 que leurs protection soit decroissante, le droit de subventionner 

11 les exportations nouvelles entaxant les importations ou les ex~ 

12 portations traditionnelles. 

13 Ainsi la politique commerciale cesserait de contredire !'aide 

14 au developpement; mais elle doit etre concertee entre les 

15 pays industrialises pour diluer l'impact,et etalee dans le temps 

16 pour permettre un reemploi plus productif. 

17 IV. Les pays socialistes. 

18 Entre l'est et l'ouest, et notamment en Europe, le commerce 

19 s'est mains developpe que la production. 

20 La Tchechoslovacie,membre originaire du GATT, mais dont la 

21 situation a ete modifiee apres 1948, n'a pas tire d~vantagessub~ 

22 stantielsde la negociation KENNEbY. La Pologne, qui vient d'acceder 

23 au GATT, a obtenu une solution pragmatique, ou elle paie par un 
' 24 accroissement prevu de 7 % par an de ses importations en pro~ 

25 venance de l'Ouest !'elimination progressive des restrictions 

26 quantitatives··a son encontre. Cette formule ne peut cependant 

27 constituer le modele d'une solution generale. 

28 Si le regime de propriete· ou le principe du plan n'empechent 

29 pas les echanges, en revanche les modalites de planification 

30 ou les modes de fixation des prix peuvent constituer un obstacle 

31 au commerce. .La transformation des prix pour· tenir compte de 

32 la demande et des couts et pour accepter la concurrence est 

33 inegalement avancee dans les differents pays socialistes et 

34 exige des ajustements difficiles. 

35 L'ancien systeme de prix constituait tout aussi bien une 
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difficult§ pour les echanges entre les pays de l'Est eux-memes. 

S'ils sont prets a un commerce multilateral avec les pays de 

l'ouest, le multilateralisme dans l'autre sens suppose que les 

transformations des systemes des prix aient avance a un point 

comparable dans tous les pays de l'est. 

Tant que les decisions d'importation restent relativement 

centralises a l'est, les pays de l'ouest savent mal au nom de 

quel crit~re les achats sont acceptes ou refuses. 

Tant que les pays de l'est craignent des embargos, ils 

restent prets a payer entr'eux des prix plus §leves ou discrimi

natoires. 

Ils ne se sentent pasen mesure de prendre des engagements 

fermes d'aide ou d'importation a l'egard des pays en developpement. 

Enfin la situation pblitique arrete toutes les mesures 

legislatives aux Etats-Unis malgre l'interet qui s'y manifeste 

pour un accroissement des relations commerciales avec l'est. 

V. Le cadre institutionnel. 

Si l'existence de le CEE a provoque la negociation KENNEDY, 

si son pouvoir de' negociation a degele des positions tarifaires 

americaines qui resistaient depuis 20 ans, si elle a amen§ 
I 

certains_ de ses membres a un abaissement massif de ce qu etait 

22 auparavant leur protection, elle a en revanche alourdi,pae la 

23 -lourdeur de sa procedure interne, la procedure au GATT. 

24 Pour les nouvelles taches a accomplir, le GATT apparait trop 

25 etroit, par la limitation du nombre des pays socialistes qui y 

26 figurent et dont le cas se r~gle par des exceptio~s a ses 

27 principes, inadapte pour Ies pays en developpement, pour lesquels 

28 il faut definir une strategie de croissance, polaris~ sur un 

29 seul aspect pour les pays industrialises de l'ouest eux-memes 

30 sans pouvoir traiter des probl~mes de politique economique et 

31 monetaire desormais inseparables de la liberation des §changes. 

32 L'OCDE a une competence large mais reste un club des pays 

33 

34 

35 

atlantiques. 

L'UNCTAD comprend plus de pays que le GATT, et notamment 

le Mexique ou le Venezuela mais surtout l'Union SoviE!tique, 
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est un cadre plus favorable aux pays en developpement, mais ne 

peut sanctionner aucune obligation, alors que le GATT dispose 

de moyen7ae decision. A la longue la coexistence des deux insti

tutions ne paraitrait pas tenable. 

Dans les relations atlantiques, la position qui sera reconnue 

a la Grande-Bretagne, son admission ou son rejet par la Communaute 

Economique est decisive: tout est bloque par cette incertitude. 

Une zone d'e libre-echange atlantique serait une relance dans 

la voie du libre-echange mais, risquant d'arreter lesprogres 

britanniques dans les industries de pointe, elle compromettrait 

la marche europeenne vers l'unite et discriminerait a la foiE 

contre le marche commun et contre les pays en developpement. 

Le Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord vientau contraire de sousentendre 

l'idee du partnership en appelant l'Europe a se grouper pour 

.accroitre son influence dans l'alliance. 

Tilburg/16/12/67/KvdH. 


